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INTRODUCTION
l"iuch printing ink bas been expended in recent years on the
subject

or

literary fonns.

what are forms in terms or litera-

ture? Are they 11mi ted in number?
exclusive?
stu~of

Are they un! VEH'Sal, mutually

Interestingly enough, it ,is in connection with the

the Sacred Scriptures that the question has been widely

discussed.

Increasing scientific knowledge has

bro~lt

home the

fact that Scriptural books hitherto accepted at race value as
historical accounts (in the way "historical" has come to be accepted in our day) can no longer be so unquestionably accepted.
Yet this is revelation, the 'Word of God.

To solve the dilemxna,

scripture scholars have done much thinking.
(ne of the results of this thinking is that much new light
has been shed on literary fOI"l'nB.

Scholars have come to realize

that great care must be had in typine a work 01' literature in a
neat category.

Uncritical acceptance or such a typed work can

lead to positive error in its interpretation, or at least to un1

2

warranted or mistaken criticism or its excellence.

¥or instance,

to consider the book or GeneSis as striot history is to run in
the face of scientific evidence.

"The literary forms of the first

eleven chapters of Genesis do not correspond to any of our classical categories and cannot be judged in the

or modern literary types.

li~lt

of Greco-Latin

It is therefore impossible to deny or

to affir,rrl their h1storicity as a whole, without unduly apply1ng
to them norms of a literary type under which they cannot be
classed. III

In the sa'ne connection rv~oriarty observes that " since

the Old Testament contains suct. a variety of forms, J:?lany of which
are peculiar to the ancient world, the student must take into
careful consideration the character of these t'orms under penalty
of misinterpreting the1r message. nZ
It is commonly accepted, then, that literary t'orms do change.
~~en

we talk of the historicity of the 01d Testament, we are not

claiming the Old Testa'Tlant as history in the sa"w sense that, ror
instance, Churchill's history or

I~ngland

is.

It 1s history the

lLetter or Biblical Con~1ssion to Cardinal Suhard, January
16, 194G, cited in ~ !ill! ~ Study .2!. Scripture, 5th ed. (St.
~\ei.nrad. Ind., 1953), p. 136
Books

2Preder1ck L. Nortart,-, S.J., ,>"oreword to the C1J Testament
Woston 19
_r.:'.
-

3
way the ancient Semites

thoug~t

of it, and some or it 1s a far

cry from the tactual, critical, footnoted history of today's scholars.

'T'he

fault 11es in our ter;ninology.

We do not ordinarily

define with accuracy what we mean by tthistory."
Now let us apply all this to another field.
type of literature called the dra.'T1a?
of our

~odern

Greek drama?

What of that

Are we correct in thinKing

theatre in the same way as we think of ancient
Is the literary form

thousand years ago '1

th~

same now as it was two

If' not, then what of the norms -ror drarna

laid down by Aristotle?
The problwn becomes more complex it we descend our quasiPorphyrean tree to types within the drama.
is between co::nedy and tragedy.

'llhe common division

Ijow exclusive a division is it?

Is tragedy a form essentIally different tram comedy?

If so, can

the norms for criticizing the two be the same?
To narrow our discussion of this last paint, let us confine
ourselves tc a classical context.

Are the plays of ancient

Jreece' a Aristophanes essentially different

tro~n

those of' Sopho-

cles? 'rhe instance ha.a the merit 01" involving extremes.

If.' the

playa are only accidentally opposed, then the Aristotelian ffl awa "
for tragedy should govern Aris topr1anes' plays as well as Sopho-

4
cles t

•

Do

they?

If on the other

~w.nd

Arlstophanes' cornedy dif-

fers essentially from Sophocles' tragedy, then what are cO':ledy's
fllaws, ft Qnd how do they dift'sr from tragedy's?
Now we are approaol1ing the 1'ea1 problem of this thesis.
is a problem in literary criticism.

Can we apply to comedy the

norms ot oritloism which Aristotle gives us tor tragedy?
that we have limited our scope consIderably.
ing now whether modern comedy is
comedy.

It

eSti~ntially

Notice

We are not consIder
the sarae as ancient

\lie are considering whether ancient Greek comedy as a li-

terary type is essentIally different from ancient Greek tragedy.
Since this question Is still considerably beyond the scope
of a. single thesis, however, we must limit ouraelves .further.

In

order to verify or dIsprove that ancient Greek comedy and tr&ged,
are essentIally different, we would need an extensive study ot
many plays of both types, by representative authors ot various
stages in classical drama.
one play. of one playwright:

We propose in this thesis to study
the Birds or Arlstophanes.

Our

findings, thererore, cannot be considered as facts based on a
scientIfically proven hypothesiS.
Nevertheless, we may consider the results ot: our 'Work as one
instance in which a hypothesis is or is not veri.fled.

Such re-

su.l.ts are not wIthout value.

Using th.e .findings of this thesis

as a beginning, others could continue the verl£lcatlon process
and hope to arrive eventually at a conclusion sU£riciently univer
sal as to be considered a literary canon.
OUI"

work theret'ore will

be

this:

to begin with

an

analysis

of Aristotle's norms for tragedy in the Poetics, explaining them

suf'tlciently .for the clear understanding necessary before we can
try to use them to evaluate comedy;

~o

show how these norms might

be adapted, without essential change, to .fit the different approaohes a comedy would take.

This will constitute the second

chapter of' the thesis.
We will then attempt to supplement the norms of the Poetios

with the later analysls--this time of oomedy proper--given in the
Tractatus Coislinlanus, generally attributed to John Tzetzes. 3
Since the approach and general terminology 01" this document is
disputably Aristotelian, we will not be going beyond our limits i
thus using it.

We shall, 01' course. discuss also its claim to b

~he attribution of' this fragment or condensation of a larger original to John Tzetzes is 'based on its strong resemblance
to some 01" his known works on comedy. Ct. 1:or example his "First
Proem to Aristophanes," cited in <;. Kaibel, ad., Co:nicorum Graec~ Frasmenta (Berlin, 1899), I, fasc. prior.

-6
ing an actual. outgrowth of the nlost book" on

-ics.

cO:'"I1Gdy

of the

.£.2..!1-

At the sam.a time we can br'ing in the opinions of' la. tel"

scholars and writers on the subject who are at least l.>nplicitly

indebted to Aristotle, to supplement the norms thus .far established, without fear of i.::;etting outside ot our lIAristote11a.n approach."

here too we can touch briefly on what we may call a

"psychological analysis" of comedy, interesting as an introductien to another method 01' analyzing o.omlc ef'f'ect.

'rhls will be

oovered in Ghapter Ttll'ea.
At this point we shall be ready, .in Chupte.l) I<'our, to examine

the Birds in the light ot the
studies.

noI'l7lS

.formulated trom the above

With the exception ot two major points of orltioism,

we Shall attempt to analyze the play scene by scene, Ulua keeping
as much as poas! ble

01"

its origin.al pt1.ce a.nd rlfovement, and a.void-

ing a dreW"y and unnatural cataloguing of sourcea of c()mic e.ftect.
C:hapter -,=,'1 ve we sha.ll devote to Bu1l1t.ling up and drawing aome

conclusions from our stud.y.
In snrnmary, then, our problem may be stated as this:

Does

Aristotle in the Poetics, and in the literary tradition he establistled, give us adequate nOr:T.s for .judging comedy as well as tragedy?

70 resolve 1.t, we shall attempt to J'oI"rnulate, -with the

-7
"sIp of
fmc

sc:~olb.rs,

supple;l1ontec~

G.i ticm.

!i

set of norr:s i'or co:r:edy baser.: on

by lat!lr comic analyzes in the

In tLe 11f;ht of these norrus

~e

t!-~e

Poetics

L.rlt;toteli~n

tra-

sball then exattlne !.risto

phanes' Birds, wltt the purpose of testing the adequacy of an
Aristotelian analysis of' trabic drama when applied to

CO:H9d.y.

Tbe net result 01' thi,s will be tt;6 beglnn1n£s of an answer
to tr:.6 larger question

O.r

ning of' this chapter:

Is comedy essep.tiully different froin tra-

cady?

literary i:orr;, proposed at tbe begin-

l"ioraover, since the Eirds

fllUSt

play the oentral role in

the thf5 siS , we l:>ay legitimately hope for, as an added resUlt of
our work, a heightened appreciation of the exoellences of the
play, an.d a deeper ins 19b. t in to the type of 11 tare tUre it repre-

sents.

--CHAPTER II

THE POETICS:

Aristotle 1-lrote

!~is

ITS APPLICATICN TO CO'{EDY

Poetics probably c. 330 B.C. .ilf.t'erent

opinions },;uve been advunced as to the C1rCUt1ist.ancea of its compoeltion1 and it seems sat'e to say thls, th.at it Is, a.s we havo it,
not the cOP.:.paratl vely polished "Work t,l:.&t ct.t.er extant wri tin.:.;s at:

the great philosopher are.
whero stated, but as
tIe doubt.

t()

Again, its ilrJIllodiate purpose is no-

H.'e Poetics t lcneI'al uin: there seer.s

The book ie a "manual on poet!"y" in Which Aristotle

inqui!"6S into tte nat1..1r6 of each Ii terary mediW""1 and into its po-

tentlal1tles. t12

In it, "he tells one • • • how to construct a

IT'nus, Lane Cooper, J\ri8tot1~.2!!!b!::. ~ .2f Poet,x.:I (New York,
1913), xxvii, con.1ectures that what we have are "merely the notes
01' a student, taken down fro"'1 oral delivery." Ine;ram liywater,
Aristotle £!lE.h!.~2! l'oetrz (Clxf'ord, 1909), XiX-XX, says oon-

corning manuscript difficulties: "The only conceivable hypothesi
Is that the Aristotelian materials survived at first simply on
loose tablets, or sheets, as we should say; that each ono 01' thea
contained a detini to piece 01' tex.t 01' varying length, sorr.etlll16S
that 01" a chapte!", and sometimes that of one or the seotions or
paragraphs o:f a modern adition; and that the whole was put into
its present shape by an early edit$r."

2John Gassner, flAristotelian Literary Criticism," intraQuc8

9

good pla.y and a good epic. just as in the Rhetoric he tells one

how to make

So

good speeCh.")

It is ~an analysis of' tho nature

-

and tunctioning of the art of poetry and ot' its species."4
Tnis analysis consumes twenty-six cha.pters. Which may be
~:;rouped

into .five main sections.

Bywater bl ves them as:

1. A preliminary discourse on lJ:'ragedy. epic poetry.
and comedy, as the chief' forms 01' imitative poetry. and the
subject or thti inquiry that 1s to ro1low (chaps. 1-5).
2. De1'Initlon 01~ a tragedy, and the rules for its construct10n (chaps. 0-22).
3. Hules for the Ct 'ns truc tion of an epic (chaps. 23-4).
4. Enumerations or the criticisms to which an epic or
tragedy may be subjected, and or the varlcus possible replies to them (chap. 25).
5. A comparison of epiC poetry and TI-agedy, showing
the artistic superiority of the latter {chap. 26).5

we will go into some sections in greater partIcular here, so that
we may enter upon our actual employment o,f the pertinent ideas

with greater understa.nding.

tion to S. H. ;Jutcher, Aristotle' s I:['heory
FinG Art. Lfth. ad. (New York. 1951), p. xxxviiI.

--

.3Hywater, Aristotle .2.!l

2

!!tl .£!. PoetrJ;,

4Gerald Ii'. glse, Aristotle's Pootics:
1957>, p. 4. Hence.forth cited as tlElse. tt

SSywater, Aristotle 2n !h! ~

2£

££.

Poetry .!!!£

p. viii.

~ Ap~Uf:'lOnt:. (Leiden,

Poetry, p. xvii.
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Aristotle begins his treatrnent with a statement that poetry,
of whatever kind, 1s a type of imitation (~{~~aL~).
rLas

This term

Biven rise to much discussion; here we will accept it in the

same sense that Butcher takes it, as

ua

creative act

which is

the expression of the concrete thing under an image which answers

to its true idea. tlb

Looked at in this way, imitation is not a

slavish reprOduction, as 1t is so often misinterpreted to be, but

"a rivalry of nature, a completion or: her unf'ul.f"illed purposes, a
correction ot her .fallUl'l'8s."l

The objects of l.rnitation are hu-

man characters, emotion, and action.

80 poetry, "irnitative art

1n its highest form," is "an expression or the universal element
in human life. u8
The Poetics continues with a discussion of the or1G1n or

poetry.

It is traceable to two inst1n.cts in man:

tion, and that of harmony and rhythm.

that of Im1ta-

Historically, men tended

to 1mi tate the actions ot' good Plen or of "moaner persons" ('tQv

6Butcher, Aristotle's 'I'heary

7Ibid.

.2£ Poetry

~ ~

lli. p. 154.

11
q:aJA.wv), depending on whether they themselves were Ifgraver spiri ts It (Ol ot(.l.vo'ttpo,) or the unlore trivial sort" (0' &,j'tt'Ato'tt=
pOL

).9

This dIvergence eventually Issued in two types of poetry:

tragedy and comedy.
The steps in the rise of each of these types are given
briefly, along with a definition of the ludicrous ('to ytAOlOY)
as consisting in ttsol'l'le defect or ugliness which 1s not pain.ful or
destructive."{1449a 33-34)

Then tragedy, its definition, const!-

tut1V8 parts, "rules," excellences, ideals, is discussed at
great length.
tel'.

We shall reserve our treatment of this until la-

Chapter 20 takes up the question of language in general;

Chapters 21 and 22, poetic diction in particular; and Chapter 23
begins a discussion of epic poetry.
In Cha.pter 24, Aristotle proposes objections to poetry in
general, and Indicates the principles on which these are to be
answered.

In conclusion he gives a comparison of epic and tragic

poetry, and assigns a

hie~er

place to the latter as having all

9Arlstotle, PoetIcs, l!~Bb 25-6. Hence.forth the citatIons
will be noted immediately by Bekker number, and unlesB it is
otherwise stated wIll be according to the translation of Butcher,
Aristotle's Theorz £! Poetry ~!1E!~, which will be cited
as Poetry ~ E!2! ~.

12
the epic mex-its and, mox-eovex-, "attaining its end rnox-e perfectl,.tt
(1462b 14-15).
So much i"or a conspectus of the whole book..

Now we want to

return to the section dealing with the nature of tragedy to examine the principles there contained.
"Tragedy," says Aristotle, "Is an imitation of an action
that is serious, complete, and 01" a certain magnitude; in language embellished with each kind of' artistic ornament, the several
kinds being found in separate puts

01'

the play; in the t'orm of

action, not or narrative; thrOUgll pity and fear effect1ng the pro
per purgat10n of these emotions" (1449b 24-28).

Let us eXamine

the definition.

The concept or imitation as a basis for poetry has already
been treated.

The next key idea in the definition is that of ac-

tion (npl1,,<;).

This is more than Just an external process, "one

of a series of outward phenomena."lO

It is, according to Butcher,

"mainly an inward process, a psychical energy working outwards;
deeds, inCidents, events, situations, being included under it so

far as these spring trom an inward act 01.' will, or elicit some ac-

lOButcher, Poetry

~ l:l.!!! ~, p.

123.

13
tivity ot' thought or t'eeling.tlll

But it' this

'Jtpa,,(;

must spring

from an inner foree, its outward manifestation is equally iroportant.

"The very word • drama' indicates this idea.

The verb

(OPelV) r:rom whioh the noun comes, is the strongest of the wo:rds

used to express the notion or doing; it marks an activity exhibited in outward and energetic t'o:rm. tt12
, action' • • • :requres to
meaning.

be

So we see u[tlhe word

interpreted with. much latitude ot

It embraces not only the

d~eda,

the inCidents, the situ

ations, but also tho mental processes, and the motIves which
underlie the outward events or which :result t'rom them.

It is the

compendious expression t'or all these forces working together to-

ward a det'inite end."13
It is thIs action in a
plot.

dr&~a

And it is clearly the heart

which Aristotle calls

or

the drama.

~Geo',

Aristotle hlm-

a-b, Easslm). And he goes on to discuss at length the particular

requirements for its excellence.

ll.!E!2..

-

l2Ibld., p. 335.

-

l3Ibid., p. 337.

But ho notes immediately that

14
action iillplies agents with certain qualities
and chara.cter (~ao<;).

He

or

thought (&.dvo,a)

then devotes aome time to a dIscussion

of these two el.nents, and the other constitutives of drama: diction (Al~,'), song (~ehouo,(a), and spectacular elements {S",}
(1450a-b, passim).

To begin with plot, Aristotle early Makes the statement, deceptively jejeune at fIrst sight, that a good tragIc plot must
have "a beginning, a middle, and an

e~dtt

(1450b 2'7-28).

of this principle soon brings to light ita soundness.

A study

what Artis-

totle is saying is that, given a certain start, the incidents

or

the plot must flow !!:.2!!l that start and toward this ending with
the certain progression of effect from cause, cause to effect.

This rules out a building-block process of heaping up incidents.
Such a story may be of Burficient length; it is not ipso faot9. a

unity.

~~or

does the unity of' the hero assure unity 01" plot.

l:~r

"j.nt'lnitely variOUS are the incidents in one man's lire which cannot be

~educed

to unity; and

80,

too, there are many actions of

one man out of which we cannot make one action" (1451a 16-19).
No, only an organlc structure or lncidents, eaoh related inesoapably--or at least with probablllty--to what precedes or fOllows
it can fulfill the Aristotelian demands for a perfectly un1ried

1$
plot.

As he puts It,

n •••

the plot, beIng an imitation ot an

action, must imitate one actJ4.on and trlat a whole, the structural
union

ot'

the parts being such that, it' one of them Is displaced

or removed, the whole will be dIsjointed and dist.Nbedtl (145la

31-

34} •

As fort he truth of a plot, Aristotde would require it to be

poetic rather than historical.
of the poet to relate what bas

That Is, "it is not the function
happen~d,

but what may happen--

what is possible accordIng to the law of probabIlIty or necessIty" (14.51a 37-39).

So the tragio poet expresses the unIversal,

the historian only the particular.
Plots may be sim.ple--when they progress evenly .from outset
to logioal oonsequence with no interruption or

revtH~sal

of the

situation, or oomplex--wnen the events are oomplicated by an unexpected recognItion influencIng the outcome, or by a reversal ot
the situation, or by both.

Of the two possIbIlities ArIstotle

prefers the oomplex plot ror a perfect (xaAAl~~) tragedy.
Next Aristotle takes up what is otten saId to be part of his
discussion of character, but what, as f..::lae remarks, 1s so only
!llnsoi'ar as the character 01' the hero Is related to the best .func-

-16
tioning of the plot.,,14

To attain traGedy's purpose 01' exclt1ng

pity and fear, a definite principle 1s in order.

It is that:

[t] he change ot' t'ortune presented must not be the spectacle
cf a virtuous r1an brought fro-r~ prosperity to adversity: for
this moves neither pity nor fear; it merely shocks us. Nor,
a!:.c.in, that of' a bad man passing ['roln adversit:r to prosperity: for nothing can be more alien to the spirit of Tragedy;
it possesses no single traglc quality; it neither satte:flee
the m.oral sense nor oalls forth pity or fear. Nor, again,
sho',lld the dow-orall o.t the uttor villain be exhibited. A
plot of this kind would, doubtless, satis:fy the moral sense,
but it wOLld inspire neither pity nor fear; for pity 1s
aroused by unmerited misfortune" fear by the misfortune of
a :man like ourselves. Such an event, thore:fore, will be
ne1ther pitirul nor terrible (1452b 34 - 1453a 1).

The rem8.ining possibility, Arist6ttle goes on to point out,
is a renowned and prosperous man who is not eminently good and
just, but whose downrall 1s brought on not by vice or depravity,
but by an error or trailty.l$
This notion of' the tragic hero 1s lin important one in the
Pootios.

We will f1nd it a key point 1n our attempt at applying

the norms of' tragedy to comedy.

To understand it t'Ully, we must

understand the nature "t' the "error or fra:11ty lt mentioned above

l4Else, p. 365.
lSFor a minute analysis of' ttlese plot-alternatives, as or
everything else 1n the Pootics, cf. [:lse. 'I'his point is covered
on pp. 366-3'15.

-17
as the cause of the he~ts downfall.
~{u,

This 18 the oonoept ord~~p

one or the most famous ot the Poetios' elements of tragedy,

and one

ot>

the moat controverted.

Without enlarging on the con-

troversy here, let us call on the authority ot Else. who eays,
with ample substantiating evidenoe, that th1s is "an 19norance or
m1stake as to oertain detaIls" Which ignorance is the "'cause'"
the trag1c action

1n that

0

it supplies a plausible reason tor th

tall 01' a good (though not perteot) m.an. "16
This rall from good to bad fortune should be, tor a pertect
tragedy, the only iSBue 01' the plot.

Those tragedies which have

a double thread 01' plot: one happy, for the good oharacter, and
one unhappy, tor the bad, are only accounted good plays "becaus.
ot the weakness 01' the speotatorsJ tor the poet 1s guided 1n what

he write. b7 the wishes 01' his audience.
thence derived, i8 not the

t~e

trag1e pleasure.

rather> to oorned,. . . . . . (14.5.3& .3.3-.36).
«n thls last statement.

As

The pleasure, however,

Aristotle does not enlarge

we wl11 see below, theories have been

advanoed as to the pleasure proper to comedy.
paso over the point.

It 18 proper

For now we w1ll

...
18
The next notion we wish to examine is that o£ character,
~o'.

Because it is so intimately tied up with another

e~eroent

of the drama, O&&vola, we will understand both better iC we examine them together.

YO'"

Else explains them tbis wa,.:

n"H90~ and 0&0.-

• • • designate these two factors in the Moral or practical

life of man:

the set of character, which is primarily a matter

of habituation, and the praotical reason, which judges partIcular
cases in relatIon to general
come our decisions, choices

princIp~es.

(npoa.,peael~);

Out of their Interactl0
and choice is the test

and :fulles t expression of the moral life. nl 7 He goes on to admit,
however, that "we perr,... cannot acquit Aristotle of some arnbigulty or hesitation as to the exact line of division between character and thought. 1118
Else is here re:ferring to the two seemingly disparate de.finitlons of ~o' and O&UVOlQ which follow one another in the £2!l-

1£!..

At one point Aristotle says: "S,. character I lUean that in

virtue of which we ascribe certain qualities to the agents.
Thought is required wherever a statement is proved, or, it lUa,. be,

l7Else, pp. 239-240.
18 Ibid ., p. 245.

...
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a general truth enunciated." <1450a 5-7). Later on he declares:
"(Thought is] the faculty ot saying what i8 possible and pertinen
1n r,1ven circumstances.

• • • Character 1s that which reveals me

ral purpose, showing what kind ot things a man chooses or avoids.
Speeches, there.fore, which do not make th1s manI1"est, or in whIch
the speaker does not choose or avoid anythIng whatever, are not
expressive 01" charaoter.

Thought, on the other hand, 18 tound

where something 1s proved to be or

n~t

to be, or a general maxim

is ununciated lt (14.50b, 1.-S, 8-1,3).
Tho ditf'ettenee, Else explains, 1s ttthe conception ot both
character and thought as being speech, or conveyed through speech:

• •
ywv 'v

oT~

••• O,dVOlG 01 (sc.

'O~&v

ot AOyO&) !v 01,

X~A.

In

their original oontext the two 'parts' were brought in primarily
as the .factors whioh 'quali!'y' the actions ot the dramatic oharac

tel's.

There only (havolg. was de.fined 1n terms which clearly re-

farred to the actual expression

or

thought.

Here they are define

--redefined·-.. s the content of the characters' speeches. ttl') Then
this 1s f"urther complIcated by Aristotle's noting that "the older

-

19Ibid., pp. 266-261.
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poets make their charaoters speak the language of civil lite; the
poets of our t1rne, the language of the rhetorioians" (1450b 7-8).
The dif'ficulty with Butcher's translation here, glse points out,
is that [AtytlV] noX'~,xw~ reters, not to po11tioal oratory, but
ztsther to the "comb1ned art at Ethics and Politics. n20

Henoe At;

relV nOAl~lxW~ is really equivalent to A!ytlv ~eIXW' 1n the sense
at "speaking in aocord.ance with one's character," habituall,. and
unretlectively.

A~ye,v p~oP'x~~ on~the other hand means "speak-

ing what is appropr1ate ror a ohara.cter 1n a situation" consoious
ly and reflectIvely_

It is easy to see that in the tormer manner

of speaking it is the true natural character that receives the em
phasis, while 1n the latter the intellectual, selt-conscious element comes to the tore.

And it is a oommonplace ot crIticism

that Euripidean and post-Euripidean tragedy oontained muoh more
of this intellectual element than did the earlier tragedians'
works, thus accounting for Aristotle's historical distinctions.
In short, the difference in Aristotle's definit10ns of' ~ao'
and O,dVOl(1 seems to stem in large measure from the d1f'.ference in
the usage and emphaSis different playwrights introduced.

-

20Ibid., pp. 265-266.

If he

pi
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tends to distinguish ~o' and oldvola as bases for certain ways
of speaking from ~eo' and e,dvola as the contents of speech, it
is chiefly a matter of pOint of view, and not of real distinction
oldvola as natural expression of ~o'

again, 1s distinguished

from oldvo,a as conscious, artful distinction and delineation of
~&o' largely by starting point and emphasis of the playwright.

In fine, the original explanation of these two elements by Else

.

as the set of character and the practical reason will serve our
purpose here very well.
In respect to ?)eo, (and its outgrowth o,d.vola) Aristotle
lays down "four things for the poet to aim at P (1454a 16, tr.
Cooper).

The agents must be: 1) good, 2) true to type, 3) true

to life, 4) consistent.
By a "good" agent Aristotle means one possessing d.pe"t-ri, i.e.

performing his proper function.

He expatiates on this: "The

ethical element will be present in a tragedy if, as was said, by
speech or act the agents manifest a certain moral bent in what
they choose to do or avoid; and

~~e

ethos will be good if the ha-

bit of choice is good" (1454a 17-19).

And Butcher indioates that

"the characters portrayed by epic and tragic poetry have their
basis in moral gOOdness; but the goodness is of the heroic order.

put

22
It is quite distinct from plain, tmaspiring virtue.
thing in it common or mean.

It has no-

Wnatever be the moral imperfeotions

of the characters, they are such as impress our imagination, and

arcuse the sense of grandeur: we are lif'ted above the reality of
daily lif'e."21

So

besides choosing the good and avo1ding the bad

a really good character must, tor Aristotle, be outstanding in
his goodness.

Aristotlefs next requirement
truth to type, or propriety.

fo~

an agent in tragedy 1s

B7 this he means that actions must

realistically proportioned to the one doing them.

"There is a

type ot manly 'Valour; but valour in a 'Woman, or unscrupulous
cleverness, is inappropriate"

(1454&

22).

This is not a question

of' oredible as opposed to incredible situations or actions; that

is covered by the next requirement.
Truth to lIfe m.eans a certain realisro supplying oredibility
to the inoidents of the play_

"The agents must seem like natul'al

human beings ... 22
The last pOint, selr-consisteney, Aristotle himself qualifies.

"(Tj hough the subject or imitation, who suggested the type

21autcher, PoetrY and Fine Art, p. 233.
22Cooper, Aristotle on~ A;t or Poet

--

,p. 50.

p
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be inoonsistent, still he must be consistently inconsistent"

(1454&

26-28).

And Cooper adds, "It' the charaoters are not true

to their nature as :first presented., their inconsistency must not
be

accidental.

Departures from the norm must not be wade without

suggesting the norm .. "2)
Next in order of "parts" of tragedy i~ diction,

At",_

He1"e

Aristotle is speaking of the linguistic form of the speeohes, a8
oP?osed to their content, 1.e.,

char~cte1"

and thought.

In ex-

plaining diction, he goes into a very basic analysis o:f language,
sta.I~ting

with Its slT.tallest OOf,lponent, the letter, and

to the sentence or phrase.

proBr~8slng

He then says somethinr.; very signlf'l-

cant in the light of' his following remarks: "Every word is eitha1"
current. 01" st1"ange, or metaphorioal, or ornaMental, or newlycoined, or lengthened, or contracted, or altered" (1457b 1-3) •

.Enlarging on these types, he concludes that tfthe perfection ot
st,le is to be clear without being mean" (1458a 18).

And in

oharting the middle course he finds that "nothing contributes
more to produce a clearness of diction that is reMote from COllmO

nsss than

~le

lengthening, oontraction, and alteration of words.

2.3cooper, .!S Aristotelian Theory 2!. Comedy (N.Y., 1922),p.20

p

For by devIatlng in exceptlonal cases

fitOlTl

the normal idlom, the

language wl11 gain distinction; while, at the

8a~e

time, the par-

tial con.formlty wIth usage will give perspicuity" (14.58a

34 - 14-

58b 5).

If clarlty without triteness is style's perfectlon, its
crownlng g,race 1s, to Aristotle, "to have a command of metaphor. tI
This is "the greatest thing by far.
ad by another; it is the mark

This alone cannot be impart-

01' ge~UB,

tor to make good meta-

phors implies an eye for resemblances" (1459a 6-8).
Here it should be noted that, In spite of Butcher's 1nterpr
tation of the text as mean1ng that "1 ts l1. e •• At';' ~ J essence 18
the same both in verse and prose" (1450b 15-16), thls meaning 1s
by no

means certaln.

falsifies the
truth.

thouf~t

Else contends that such an interpretation
and really is just the opposite

or

the

With convincing arguments he reasons that what Aristotle

really means is that his de.finition of

At",

as "the expression

of' m.eaning through the use of' language" holds true t'whether one
speaks or 'verses' or 'speeches'" (1450b 1.5-16. tr. Else).

From

this and other racts 24 about the Poetics he concludes that "Al~,'

24Chietly that "outside ot one very general a~lusion to the
dIth~~b (.59a 9), there 1A. ne. ment10n .Q.£ mslll2. c!tation ~
lU..Wl g.t:.
y'arse if TP. 567}•

p,

in Aristotle's usage means exclusively dialogue-composition, the
composItion or spoken verses.

~

stile of the choral lyrics £!

trapedy !! !J.2.! treated !!! ~ Poetics. tt25

-

Thls :ract will have

bearing on our projected adaptatIon of the Poetics to comedy.
The elements 01.' song.

treated rather briefly.
know little.

~&Ao1(o,ia and

01.'

the

:ror~mer

spectacle,

8S

cuss it at any length.

are next

perrormed in tragedy we

And we know less about Its dirference

responding choral element in comedy.~6

o,'~

~om

the cor-

Hence we shall not dis-

Spectacle is dismissed by Aristotle as or

all the parts "the least artIstic, and connected least with the
art of poetry.

For the power of Tragedy, we may be sure, is felt

even apart from representatIon and actors.

BeSides, the produc-

tion or spectacular effects depends more on the art of the stage
machinist than on that or the poet" (1450b 20-21).
This seems to show that

3", was a

consIderably narrow

te~

for a speCial feature or Greek stagecraft: the convenient (for p
eta) arrangement of solving the Insoluble plot diffIculty by a

2'IbId., p. 568.
26Here we are speaking" ot' course, or the choral dance 1 tself. or the choral lyrics, their metres, eto., we have muoh extant evidence.

p
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---

deuS ex machlna in one form or another.

f>"

~

However, Else interprets

as applying specifically to the J'unctions of' the propel"ty

man or stage costumer.

At any rate it seems clear that "it does

not mean the 'spectacle' or staging of the playas a Whole, but
simply the visual aspect of' the dl"arnatic characters."21
'1'his oompletes the analysis of the qualitative parts of tragedy.

Golng back to the definition Aristotel gives, we find that

roost of lts notions have been

covere~

in the above analysis.

Two

exceptlons to this are: or.ouo~ and xd.elpl~
When Aristotlo speaks of the action of tragedy as onou6ala,
he is attributing to it gravity, weight, "hlgh ser1ousness .. "
recall section J.448b

24,

We

where he noted ttat historically "the

graver spirits [among poets] imitated noble actions, and the actions of good merl'.n28

Though translators have rendered the word

1n var10us wars,29 we can see clearly from context what Aristotle

21FJ.se, p. 278.

28The Greek word for "graver" is otp.yo'tepo,. The point is
that men of that type would naturally produce plays whose whole
action 1! onou6u(a.
29 30 • 1448a 2, where l~lstotle opposes men who are o~ou6a{o&

to those Who are ~aOAo"
Butcher translates: the higher to the
lower type; Bywa.ter: the good to the bad. 1448& 27 has the same

p
27
1s driving at, and realize that precIsely here is a ;:najor distin-

guiShing mark between comedy and tragedy.30

We sha.ll go into

this mol'S later.
The last tl'l8.jor point of Aristotle t s analysis we must explore

is tl:e complicated and controverted notion ot: xaOa.pol t;;.
fl~ures

so largely 1n

~~e

Since 1 t

Poetics' make-up and history, we will

t:ooat it at some length, while recognizing that we cannot exhaust
the scholarship, and Ingenui ty which c,orr.montators have expended on

it.
Two explanations or the term have become cla.ssic, and most
j,f

not all

or

the important cO!r..mentators on the PoetICS have es-

translation of' the same 'Words.

1449b 17,

'tpa.,('f6{a.~

0'1I:0uOa.'

Is translated by both the a.bove as "good tragedy." 141~8b 34. 'td
O"j[()\)ca.Ta., is "the seri(;us style" .for both. l449b 10, O'ItOUQa.{ wv,
Butcher translates:" [characters ot:] a higher type" J Bywater: ft[1:a.d:
tation of] serious subjeots." 14$lb 6, 0110u6<1' o'tepov, Butcher'
renders: "a higher thing"; Bywater: not' graver l."nport. tt

30Butcher, Poetrl..!!!£ ~~, says: "No one English word
completely renders o~o~oaloO. ~1e translation 'noble', which has
the merit or applying to the characters as well as to the action,
yet suggests too muoh a purely moral quality, while at the s&ne
tL~e it does not adequately bring out ~ implied antithesis ~
comedy. 9..rave and Sreat--thes8 are the two idea.s oontained in
the 'Word." (p. 241. [ItaliCS not all 1n the originalJ)

p
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tablished themselves in one or tha other camp_
different solution is proposed by :::1S8.

\"Je

A third radically

shall exrunine these

three explanations in turn.
The first opinion, subscribed to by such men

as~vell

and

Ber

nays, whom Butcher and 3ywater would follow generally, holds for
catharsis as a purgation

01'

the emotions analogous to the purga-

tlon ot "peecant humours" accomplished by a physic.

The cue tor

this explanation is a passage in the Politics (8.7) where Ar1atotle speaks of certain kinds of music producing a salutary effect on those subject to excesses of enthuslasm.)l

The music et-

fects a homeopathic cure, as 1 t were .t'lght1ng fire wl th .fire.
Tbat this example ot catharsis 1s pertinent to drama Is supported
by What Arlstotle says by way of preface to it: "What we mean by
katharais we wl11 now state 1n general terms lanAw~]; hereafter
we will explain it more clearly

[~pou~ev oa~eo~Epov]

1n our trea-

tise on poetry.n)2

31The Greek ev6000LaCrtl XO~ has the meaning of "frenzied,
frantiC, wildly paSSionate," or even "possessed." Aristotle's
idea. seems the opposite of Congreve's "music hath charm to soothe
the savage breast"--though it looks to the sarna end.
32Aristot1e, Politics. v. (viii.) 7. 1.341b )9, quoted in
':~utcher, p. 251.

29
Since, however, he does not keep this pro..l11iee--or at least
we have no extant evidenoe that he did--we are le.ft to make what
we can

or

his cryptiC references to catharsis in the Poetics.

The advocates of: the purgation theory hold that the experiencing
of pity and rear 1n the course of viewing a tragedy "purges away"
th.e pain1'ul elements in th.e teal-life pity and fear each one tee14
leaving those emotions "transm.uted into higher and more refined
forms. "33

Butcher would add to this, , at least as "the natural

outcome ot his [A:ristotle' s 1 dootrine"34 that the spectator
"rorgets his own petty sutferings.
the indivIdual..

He quIts the narrow sphere of

He identities himself with the fate of mankind ••

• • ( and) 1 t is precisely in this transport of' .feeling, whioh car

ries a man beyond his individual sel.f, that the distinctive tragic pleasure resides.

Pity and tear are purged of the impure 61

ment which clings to them in 11fe.

In the glow

01'

tragiC excite-

ment these feelings are so transformed that the net result is a
noble emotional satisfaction."35

333utcher, Poetry!!!Sl ~~, p. 254.

-

34Ibid., pp. 2tB-269.

35 Ib1d ., pp. 266-267.
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The second standard explanation of catnarsis, held by Heinsius, ;,111 ton, Lessing, Susemihl, Brandis,
Eurlflcation theory.

HertTl9.nn,

etc., is the

According to its exponents, not a purgation

but a purificatIon of pity and fear takes place in the viewers of
tragedy.

Though there are varying explanations of this, the

princ1pal idea 1s that the emotions are moderated, healthfUlly
checked, by 'being exercised at a tragedy, whether because the
suftering is .fictional, or because thore
is no selt-interest in
,
the viewer's emotions t or .1ust because the emotions are diesipated by frequent excitement.

The metaphor is no longer rnedici-

nal here, but religious, going back to the rite of puri.fication
:from some pollut10n or sta1n of sin.
The third explanation 1s also based on the ancient Greek
idea of "blood-guilt."

Else sees this concept of pollution tor

the kIllIng ot especially blood-kin as playing a large role in
Greek religiOUS, legal, and poetic history.

TIlis, he e.9.¥s, is

testi.fied to by:
its roots in the primitive solidarity of the ramily; the
preoccupation, not to say obsession, of archaic Greece
with means 01' purification, especially for the spilling of
kindred blood; the connection of all this with new ideas
(actually old ideas revived) ab('ut the survival ot' the dead;
the .flourishing concept of tbe .!tinys or Erinyes, especially
those exclted by the murder or kIndred; the very large share

31

whioh these preoooupations had 1n the ris6 of Delphi to a
place of cOM."llandlng importance; the tardinesf! and hesitancy
of the state 1n taking over responsibility for the direct
prosecution of homiCide, especia.lly the murder 01' blood-k1n;
the speo1al prov1sions (as to both courts and prooedure) t'or
hand11ng such oaS8s, even in fully developed Greek law; and,
.finally, the lIterary precIpitate ot' all these tears and taboos 1n Attic tragedy, particularly that of Aeschylus (above
all in the Orestia, but also in other trilogies and 1n individual plays.36
Basing his

arg~ments

on textual interpretation, Else oon-

tends that the latter part of Aristotle's definition of trag ed7
has been widely mistranslated, and tb~erefore misunderstood, thus

giving rise to theories on catharsis widely di1"'ferent from Aristotle's real meaning.
thls misunderstanding:

Butcher's translation is an example of

"Lan action] through pity and fear effec

ing the proper purgation of these emotions."37

~or such a ver-

sion Else would subst1tute: "carrying to completion, through a
course or events 1nvolving pity and fear, the purification or
those palnt'ul or fatal acts which have that qual.ity."38
With this as at least a possible explanation of the text,

37Butcher, PoetrY!!!!!.E!!!!!!:,tt translating Poetics 1449b 27
38 E1se , p. 228. On this and the following pages he gives a
detailed explanation of the grammar, etc. involved.
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~lse

60es on to exs.":ine related

pa.ssa.i'~es

1'01"

its substantiation.

r:", finds that substantiation to his 88,tisfaction,39 and 6nJ.erges
~lich

with a theory

is in substance

Something (i.e.

J

theltaSo') ~H apov ( foul, tainted, eQualES

pollution) has been done.
j. t

t~ls:

To make it fit as a tragic constituent

must be purified so as to axel to pity and fear in the rational

viewer and/or reader.

This can ol"ly be don.e by the 1J.1~T)Ol'--the

unfolding o,!' the plot--which of cours,e depends on the poet' 8 art.

In Else's own words:
Thus the catharsis i8 not a change or end-product in
the spectator's soul, or In tile .fear and pity (i. e., the di
posItIons to them) in his soul, but a process carried forward in the emotional material of the play by its structural
elements, above all by the recognition. For the recognition
is the pay-orr, to us~ a VUlgar but expressive modernism; or
in more conventional figure, it 1s the hinge on which the
emotional structure of t~}e play turns. The catharsis, that
1s, the purification 01.' the tragiC act by the demonstration
tha tits moti va vIas not tu a.pOy, is accomplished hy the Whole
structure of the drama, but above all by the recognition.40

or

A weakness

Blse' s theory is its raj.lure to explain why

modern theatre-goars,
n;:locc.-rruil t,

\I

lacldn~;;;

the Greeks' pre-occupation with

are still able to experience an emotiona.l cathar-

39 cr• Else,

p.

40 Ibld.,

439.

p.

423.

p
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sis at a part'orrnance
gue that

they don t

01",

say,

t, at least

(adipus~.

t(,

Perhaps he would ar-

the ex.tent the ancients did.

'I'his whole objection might fall into the category of' pre-formed

judgments based on a false theory of catharsis.4l
At least Else's theory has the merit of concreteness, and in

this it contrasts forcibly, as Else himself' notes, with other attempts at interpreting Aristotle on this point.

Beyond this, the

explanation is undeniably logical and S6ems to accord with personal experience.

Built as it 113 on Ease's indisputable ability

as n Greek scholar, it can hardly be denied textual justificatl0

And the other theories, also textually justifiable
seem to labor under their own di,t'flcul ties..

presQ~ably,

C: 'leI' among these is

the vagueness mentioned bet'ore, but ranking high, to the author's
mind, 1s a certain dissatiat'action they leave with him in the
.face of experience.

The question then arises whether the :t'au1t

(1.f there is objective fault) 11es with what Aristotle !!leant, or

443-41}L~): ".. • .. l 0] ne 01' t~le great vl
tues o:f th.s trad:tt1onal view( s) was • • • a vagueness which made
it possible to stretch 'catharsis' to cover al'1'lost every conceivable variety ()f' J.iterary experience. \1/.e have~2:~rn used to 1'eelIng--ag.ain vaguely--that serious li teratur~.Xi. bardly·respectatle
tmlesB it pert'orms sO'~e t catharsis t • .. ,,_ But all this may be n
thing but a. selt-proparat1n[ mirafe. Aristotlef;io~~4not tell us

41 80, r-'lae says (pp..

It

that catharsis 1s so important • • • tt

."

".

~-!::

T

wi t') what he is interpreted a.s having meant.

be answered,

01'

course.

But it

SBems t~'at

The questIon cannot

for purposes of analy

ing comedy absolutely, apaJ.'l't frcmt anycne l s--even Aristotle's-ideas on it, that explanaticn of catha.rsis should be used which
best satisfIes the psychological data.
cou~d

To go a step rurther, we

say th!:.l.t the notion itself of catha..Nlls should be u.sed only

insofa..r as 1 t seems to explain tl:.is date..
Be this as it may, we 1n oU%"

Ari~totelian

approach should

doubtless be ready to adapt the catharsis notion to ccmedy i.f it
can be so adapted.
for adaptation.

Else's explanation hardly provides material

Cooper on the other hand has explicitly made the

adaptatIon of the traditional purgation--as we shall see in the
paragraphs

l~roediately

following this--and we can follow him in

applying it to the Birds.

Th.e amount of conviction with which we

do so is irrelevant here.

Having finished, then, an analysis ot: the Poetics sufficient
for our purposes, we turn now to the adaptation to comedy of its

norms for tragedy.
is Lane Cooper.

i"oremost among the authorities in this t:ield

In :;is book .ill:!

Professor Cooper ha s

Aristotel:!.~

Theor:t:

.2!

C:O:CledX,

done an ingenious and careful study of the

transrerence to comedy or Aria totle' 8 principles for

trale~edy.

He

35
states his opinion on the legiti\)8.cy of such a tra.nsfer in clear
terms:
~'luch ot the Poetics as it stands is implicitly applicable to comedy; with a little manipulation it becomes directly applicable, and. not merely to i1.ristophanes, but, such is
its uni versali ty, to the ,fragments 01' ;"lenandel', and to PlautUB and Terence, who restore to us 13011'.8 part of the lost
Greek comedies intervening, and also to the mouern comic po-

--

.ts.~l

Specifically, Cooper would see Aristotle's .first demand tor
corroedy as orga.nic unIty.

If

co~edy

is to be a work of art, then

n[e]ven though the scheme of the whole were distorted ror comic
purposes, still it would be complete and unified; we might compare it with the outline of a ludicrous ani'l1al, which does not
lack a sort of comic perfect1.on. tt42
"even though the scheme
poses."

01~

Important words here are,

th.e whole wore distorted for comic pur

They conta.in a. qualifioation which will continue throng

out most of Cooper's adaptation, and which as we shall see looms
large in an evaluation of his theory.
Again, reasoning .from Aristotle's customary teleological. approach to art, Cooper sees him as demanding that a drama to be

41 Lane

Cooper,

ill:! .tWistotelian

Theory

.2f. Co'ned;y, p. 44.
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classed as comedy "produce the proper e1't'eet of CO!llcdy--not any
chance et't'ect, but a calculated one, and the right ono.
aim or end will determino the means. 1143

And the

These mea.'1S may be "vari

ous, chiefly consisting in what is said and done in the play, and
secondarily in the employment

01'

music

and

spectacle. "44

But--

and. 1:1ere lies the key to success.fully ad.apting to one species of
drama norms formulated .for a quite dl.f.ferent species--nunderneath
all lies the proper use of the law ot,proportion. and the law of
probability or necessity in the sequenoe or order of deta11s."45
The operative word here 1s "proper use. 1t

Orten that must mean

absolute neGat1on; but negation can only apply to something one
has .first affirmed.

That is, Itwhether he keeps things in propor-

tion, or throws then. out of' proportion, the writer of comedy must
understand true perspective.

he must understand the law of pro-

portion as surely as any other artist, as the

trat~lc

poet, in

01'-

del' to deviate from it in the right way, at the right time, and

to the right extent. "46

43lliE..•
44 Ibid •

-

p.

46.

'l'his

SQl'I16

thing holds true with the la.w
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of probable or necessary sequence--that poetic truth we
above as geM:ane to good tragedy_

SpO!{6

of

"The oomio poet must work with

tLi5 law olearly in mind, in order to deviate from it, when deviate he mayor must. in the right way, and not in

ao~e

inartistio

fashion. "47
It might be objected that tt1is rtusing by not usingtl the Aristotelian norms is making a. .farce out at: an attempt to judge oomedy by the Poetics.

Yet here we are

t~uohing

on what ma.y well be

the essenoe of comedy's appeal: the radioal departure from a norm,
peroeived as precisely that departure.

This is nothing more than

inoongruity from whioh n[i)t is generally agreed that the sense
or the ooinio arlses."4f3

This lnoongruity "implies a prooess of

49

oomparison, whlch lmplies the referenoe to some standard or

n~!l

We wl11 speak ot it in some detail in Chapter III when dealing
with the "psychology of comedy."

47Ibid.
Woodbridge, ~ Drama l1! ~ !a£ ~ Technique
(Norwood, Nass., 1926), p. 53.

48Ellsabeth

49 Ibld., p. S8.

-
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Cooper goes on to discuss the constitutive elements or quali
tati va parts of tragedy, and concludes: "The composinf/; dra.matist
obviously does have to attend to t,:<ese six elements, and the list
as Aristotle correctly observes, is exhaustive.
sayne

for a comic as for a tragic poet. u50

It would be the

The statement is just

that, a statement, with no attempt at proof.

Cooper seeminglySl

takes for granted that these elements are constitutive

01"

tldrama"

under which genus he, with Aristotle"subsumes tragedy and comedy
Wheth~

or not this 1s correct regarding certain generic elements

possessed in common, we cannot decide

~

eriori in this thesis,

where our problem is radically concerned with that very pOint.
Still, as a working hypothesis, we may accept Cooperts statement,
especially since it has some textual basis,52 and it does, when
analyzed, bear out what logic seems to tell us about any play.
A play, if it is to fulfill the vuray widest definition, must have

50 coopor, ~ Aristotelian Theory ££ Comedl, p. 47 •
.5lIndeed he says as much: "According to Aristotle, in every
drama there are six constitutive elements • • • " (p. 46; italics
not in orie;inal.) Aristotle actually says: Q.vdyxT) o6v ndoT)<; 't'paA
YC;Jcda.<;
IJ.CPTJ e:Tv(u e~. But cf. 1448a, where the specific form of
,
IJ.I P,Tloi ~ called drama is subdivided into tragedy and comedy accord
ing to the objects (good or bad) imitated.

52cf• below on plot, character, and diction.

~------------,
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a plot, however jejeune, agents (character), however nondescript,
dialogue (diction), however uninspired, a.nd so on.

fJ'he way in

which these elements are used is quite another story, but they
must

~,

or there is no play_

This much, it Seel1iB, we can accept without danGer of a £.!!:culum vitiosum.

Cooper goes on to say, however, that:

ff

raja in

tragiC and epiC poetry, so in comedy Aristotle would regard the
plot, or general structure of the whote, as the chief of the qualitative or constituent parts of the play, since everything else
depends on that."53

AntiCipating an objection, he adds that Aris

totlefs pre.ference for "lnvolved tt over "episodic" plots .for tragedy (cr. Poetlcs l453b 33-34) might not hold true f'or cornedy, e
pecia!ly if he drew on Arlstophanes for examples to be

,..,

analyz~ad.

But he further says:
At the same time I must dissent from a. common opinion, and
surely from exaggerated forms of it, as to the relatiVe unimportance, as is alleged, of the main action 1n the works
of Aris tophanes taken generally. The fundamontal thinlo'; in
each of: his plays as we know them is a great comic idea or
substantial form which gives rise to all the details of each;
it is, even more than the wealth of imagination with wtlich
he renders it incarnate, the primary mark 01' his genius.54

53Cooper, !E. Aristotelian Theorl of Comedz, p.

54 Ibid., p.

L

49.

47.
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The issue here i8 not quite as easily disposed of as the fol'mer one.

-------

It i8 not per se evidens that plot must be tile most im-

port ant element in a. comedy, whatever Aristotle has to say ot' tra
gedy.

It is not even certain that the ItgI'eat comic idea" which

COOPSI' seas as t'unda'nental to each of Aristophanes' plays can be
equated at all with RIot as Aristotle derines it for tragedy.
And yet it' we examine the Poetics we t'ind that it is net de-

void of references to comiC plots

(&J.o,80 1 ) •

Speaking of poetry as

dealing with the universal, Aristotle is citing comic poets when
he says: nIt 1s only when their plot is already made up

01'

prob-

able incidents that they give it a basis of proper names, choosi

for the purpose any names that may occur to them, instead of writlng like the old iambic poets about particular persons" l45lb 12...

15, tr. Bywater).

At~ain,

he submIts that those tragedies with a

double thread of plot do not produce true tragic pleas tU"a. Their
pleasure 1s "proper rather to Comedy, 'Where those Who, in the
piece, are the deadliest ene-mies--like Orestes and Aegisthus-qui t the stage as friends at the close, an.d no one slays or is

slain" (l453a 36-39).

'L

't~ ~uect>.

The phrase !tin the piece" translates

,

tV

Another re.ference to plot in connection with comedy is

round in 1449b 5-9.

It seems, then, that Aristotle recognized

~~--------------------------~
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plots for comedy which were at least analogous to thole for tragedy.55

text o1~ the Poetics gives us no clue as to the pri-

'IiLe

macy of these comic plots in their own sphere.

vJe

can only sub-

mit Cooper's h7Pothesis to the test ox' the Birds, and draw a limj;
ed conclusion

8.S

to its worth.

The same holds true for Cooper's estimate of the relative
importance 01" the other qualitative parts or comedy.

Aristotle

certainly recognizes the necessity of, character; he makes it the
object differentiating comic ~l~~al' from tragic. 56
where speaks

ot'

its relation to comic plot.

But he no-

He re.fers obliquely

to a ludicrous use of certain elements of dictionS7 but that is
all.

Of the other elements in relation to comedy he says nothing

Cooper's tinal argument on the point is this:

5SCooper elsewhere clarlf'ies his own position and makes a
neat distinction when he stresses that Aristotle would have fl re _
cognized the legitimate comic a.ppeal of the unsequent1al,tI yet
still believes that, while approving comic effects arising t'rom
the impossible, disjointed AOYO' , the inconsequential, "as deta
in a play," Aristotle would "demand organic structuro wlJ.en he
sketched the 1deal plot of a comedy." "The Comic Appeal of the
Unsequentlal," Classical Journal, XIX (1<124), 566.

56 Ci'" Poetics, l448b 26; 1449a 4-5, 31.
57IbiO., 1458b 11-15.
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In analyzing the constituonta ot' the dra"la, Aristotle
proceeds frorn wnat is more inward to W!lat is more superi'icial, from what comes first in the mind of the poet to w.!:1at
cornes later, nnd frorn what directly concerns the poetic art
to what incidenta.lly oonoerns it, or partly requires the .tlelp
of another art suoh as that of the oostwner. It follows tha
in ranking the several elements in oomedy he would give them
the same relative positions as in tragedy: first, plot; aeoond, ethos • • .58
Cnce again, we oan only judge t:::is .from our own examination of

the Birds.
The next note of' tragedy which

n~eds

(,bviously, oomedy cannot l:e "serious."

adaptation is O'1{oUb';.

In his definition of com-

edy taken fro/n Aristotle's deflnition of tragedy, Cooper makes it
"ludiorous J

It

taking his cue no doubt from 144f3b )'7, where Aris-

totle speaks of Horner as first laying down the

tt~'t1ain

11nes

or

Com

edy, by dramatising the ludicrous instead of writing personal sa-

tire."

This 1s an obvious substitut10n, aoceptable as such with-

out further comment.
Lastly we must treat the concept of catharsis.

•

Holding as

he does to a form of the purgation tll.oory, Cooper regards catharsis as an essential element in drarna.

Thus he says:

[ rJ t

has generally been assumed that, as Aristotle thought
the arousal and relief, or t~atharsist, of pity and fear,

S8Cooper, An f~istote11an

1

,

pp.

52-53.
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and the resultant plea.sure J to be the proper e1'fect of tragedy, so he would recognize some sort of cat'larsis, and the
resul tant pleasure, to be the proper and of co~nedy J basing
his opinion upon the observable effect of the best com.cdles
on the spectator or reader. And this e.f.fect 'Would be, so to
speak, bot.h psycholocical and. physlol0t.:ical--as in tragedy
we have the bodily !:.ihl vel' accompanying .fear, and t he .flow ot:
tears accompanying pity. The inwal'd feeling displftys Itsel.f
outwardly, emotion and bodily reaction being in fact so
closely allied as to be virtually one and the sarne thing.
The observable effects of canedy are on the one hand a he~
ened sense of well-being, accompanied by a. thrill of joy and
even cries of joy, such as cheering, and on the other hand
the phenomena of' laughter.59

.

To what 1£1 this "heightened aenso of well-being" attrlbutable?

what purgation does it follow upon?

inE~enuity

[rd

Fere Cooper taxes his

to find a parallel to tragiC pity snu fear, though ad-

ttlng that there Is "perha.ps nothing defin1 te tf tc: correspond

here.

Wr-.at he puts f'orth as a cc'njecture is a purgation of anger

and envy, two emotions garnered from

iii.

list in another work of

Arlstotle,60 and "rather constant in daily life. flbl

fllhese emo-

tiona are, "like pity ana fear, intimately l'elated; both are disturbinE emotions; and their catharsis would amount to a forr:i ot:

r:.:q
_.-" Ibid., p.

f~O.

60Rhetoric, 2.1 (1378a 26).

61Cooper,

!.!:!.

Aristotelian '1.'heory of' Comedy, p. 66.
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pleasure as distlnct as 1s the catharsis of the tragic ef':lCJtions. tl
Hot only are t.hey pureed away 1'01" a timE) by

trw plea.sure

com-

01'

edy, but tt'.e flsense of dlspropo1"tion'f 62 from which they arise is
dissipated.
Cooper'

8

Without going into detail on this point, we may give

SUI'tHnary of 1 t:

(A Ja !l1en in daily 11re are accus tC'lled to surrer f'rom a sense
of disproportion, it is th:i.s that is relieved or ptuoged away
by the laughter of comedy; for cO'lledy (witness the comic
mask) distorts proportions; its essence is the imitation of
things seen out of' proportion. 13y contemplating the disproportions of comedy, we are rreod' from the sense or' dispropo
tion in life, and regain our pers~pective, settling as it
were into our proper selves. 6 3
~
Admittedly the whole subject of comedyls peculiar et'fect is
a com.plex one, and Cooper has exa'11ined it historically Wit!l custor'lary thoroug.h.ness bel"'ore postulatint, his angor-envy ca.tharsis_
The end result of' this theory, the Ifsettling into our proper
selvesl? seems to be as satisfactory explanation of' comedy's e'ffeet as any_

One wondors, thou.gh, if trying to pinpoint to two

the emotions lnvolved is not overdoing fidelity to Aristotle.
any rate trle subject of' the "psychology 01' cO!11edy" will be

62ill.9..
63Ib~d_, p. 180.

At

ta~{en

r~------------~
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up later in the thesis (and we eilall refer to Cooper's investigations there as well), so we need not go into it further now.
In reviewing Cooperls position on the tragic norms in rela-

-

tion to comedy,
we see that his .Dremise 1s that much of' the Poet"
~

is applicable .!! it stands to cO'7ledy; the rest is adaptabl2.

to comedy.

The chief principle underlying adaptability is that 0

a .!.!!!-conscious departure .from the recognized norms.

This 1s in

1 tsel! a recogni t10n ot'" the principle: 01.' incongrul ty as elemental
to comedy.

Though Cooper seems on ocoasion to try too hard .for

one-to-one correspondence between the given norms for tragedy and
the hypothetioal norms for comedy, still his general procedure
B6ems valid and useful.

visions

of:

At least the terminology and general di-

the Poetics f:it "drama" as a whole, and so in using

them for comedy we have an Aristotelian critical framework--even
if that means little more than a logically, psychologically, and

workably realistic analysis or

~

facto compositions.

Though Cooper is the most explicit in his use of Arlstotelian traGic norms tor comedy, he is by no means the only literary
scholar or critic

BO

to use them.

"Aristotelian" critics

01'

'l'here

i8

a. long tracti tion of'

comedy, although perhaps not all would

classify themselves that way.

Professedly or not, a largo segrnen

46
of literary critics 1s in the Aristotelian stream and uses his
concepts and terminology--so deeply imbedded in 'Vu'estel'rl thought i8
Aristotle.

Without u.ttemptln€ to exhaust this literary sohool, we

may sample it here to substantiate our own procedure.
We begin with the intex-6stlng statement of an Irish corrlic

playwright named George Farquhar (16'71-1107).

As a scholarly

opinion it does not carry l1).uch weight; as an indication of a. widespread acceptance ot: an Aris totelian
significant.

Speaking of the

111M

~pproach

to comedy it is more

in the street's appraisal of' a

poor comedy, he observes:
• • • I can tell you that one part of the plot had no dependence on the other, whioh :made this Simple man drop his attention, and concern tor the event; and so, disengaging his
thoughts t'rom the business of the action, he sat there very
uneasy, thought the time very tedious, because he had nothing
to do. Tho characters were 80 uncoherent in themselves, and
oO':nposed of suoh variety of absurdities, that in his knowledge of nature he ootud find no original tor such a company;
and being unacquainted with any folly they reproved, or any
virtue that they recommended, their business was as !'lat and
tiresome to him as if the actors had talked Arablc.64
It is noteworthy that the lack oi'

B.

coherent plot &n(1 the inoon-

64George i'arquhar, uA :;;iscour~e Upon Comedy In He.ference to
the English Stage, It in Barrett H. Clark, European 'l'l'leorls,!! of ~
:.Jrama, revised ed. (New York, 1947), p. 223.
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siatancy of character are the main points of critiCism here, just
aa they were the elements most stressed in Aristotle's treatment
of tragedy.
Hore authoritative as well as more specific is the analysis
of comedy by Elisabeth. W{)odbrldge.

Thoroughly Ar:istotellan in ap.

proach to drama, she assumes as evident the importance of plot
and charac ter in comedy J

If

l1' lor it is wi th these that the drama

[both tragedy and comedy] assentlallY,deals."65

She then distln-

guishes two types of comedy on the basis of this:

le have two main classes of cmrlic etrects

purely
conceptual and perceptual-conceptual J of' which the second
.falls into two parts, according as the contrasts occur simultaneously or successively, and so have to do respectively
with plot and character • • • • ~ ~ have distinguished the
comedy whose main point lies 1n th~ incongruities of ments
character, from tt16 comedy Which emphasizes mainly the incongruities in the things that happen to men. 66
•

• •

[w

And again she explicitly notes the application of the Poetics t
doctrine to comedy:

II • • •

1:)

~amatically,

character can scarcely

be presented save through action, and ,Aristotle's assertion--dif-

ficult to explain as it stands--is unquestionably true if we
change its application ana read: 'viithout action there cannot be

65rloodbridge, ~ Drama I ts ~ ~ ~ Technique, p. 51.
66 Ibid., pp. 57, 62.
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a comedy; there may be 'Without character.' ,,61

True, Miss l'~ood-

bridge later maKes clear that this statement must be modif'ied:
In many respeots th.a laws of structure determined for
the serious drama are equally valid t'or comedy, but there
are also important differences between the two kinds of' dramatic creation. First, it may be generally stated that in
comedies the action of the plot 1s much more independent or
the characters than it is in the serious drrul1a: it is, as we
have already implied, even possible to create a coniic plot
which shall be really comiC, while its persons are nothing
more than puppets, the development of the plot being wholly
extraneous to tho characters. 68

.

But in api te or reservations, she is clearly cormni tted to treatin£, comedy in terms of' plot and charactor--i.e., in terMS of' Ari

totelian. elements.
Another distinguishod scholar, admittedly Aristotelian, in
his well-known edt tion-translation of the Poetics makes this
statement:
Although Bk. II 1s now lost, there are indications in
Aristotle hi,.,lseli' which may give us some idea of the ground
it must have covered. It may be taken to have comprised (1)
the disoussion on CONedy promised in Poet. 6, ll49b 21, and
(2) the Catharsis theory to which re1'erence is made in Pol.
8.1, 1341b 32 • • • TA GELOIA, the apPOinted subject of' Comedy, must have been considered and examined with the sa.l'fle
analytical care as in the treatment of' TA PH(1~:Lf{;HA .i\AI ELEEINA in the surviving theory ot' Tragedy. And if' his theory 01'

67 Ibid ., p. 62.

68~., p. 137.
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Comedy was on much the satnl:.'l lines as that of' Tragedy, Aristotle must have had sCfllethlng to say on the f,mTHOI ot' Comedy

and also on the ETHOS and LEXIS of the cornie personages. The
strange expression in It'r. IV [F'ragrnenta as numbered on pp.
92-95 of' Bywater] TO DE PA.NTON KUN'l'OTATOU may perI~aps have
been in its original setting an illustration of ~le possibilities in the way of diction in Comedy.69
Admi tting that the condition n. • • it his theory

01'

Comedy was

on much the same lines as that of TragedyU must qualify all the
speculation h.ere, we may note that the ve ry posi tlng ot' the condltion as a possibility by a man like, Bywater adds weight to
Cooperls theory.
'1'0 conclude:

for the usage of' Aristotelian concepts and

terminology in an analysis of comedy, we do not lack precedents.
Aristotle himself in the Poetics indicates general areas

01'

such

usage, and Cooper ha.s la.id down principles which seem reasonable
a.nd workable.
~gendl

Moreover r.:e is implicitly supported by the modus

ot: not a .few modern literary critics, or whom we have seen

some examples.
The f'inal judgment on the validity of these norr:1S will, of'
course, be their uset'ulness in the analysis of' the Birds.

6913ywater, Aristotle £!!

2

!!:!. of PoetrZ. p. xxiii.

CHAPTi:R III

StJPPLEH..bNTARY NORi';S F'OH COlEDY

Having examined the Poetics for its application and adaptation to comedy, we will attempt in this chapter to supplement the
norms it has given us with the ideas of other students 01.'" comedy.
In some cases we will find confirrr;ation of' the Poetics even it'
not always verbal correspondence.

,
I~

others we will find detl-

nite additions to the ideas so tar encountered.
Pirst arnong the works on comedy we wish to consider is the
so-called

Tractatu~

Coislinianus.

An outline or digest of a long

work, it is ot: Ui.'"lcertaln origin and was first published in 1839
from a manuscript of the 10tb century, Numter 120 in the
lin collection at Paris.

i)6

00i8-

Since then it has been published in

several other places l and has received approbation in varying degrees troP,l scholars.

They are almost universal in pointing out

IF'or exa'nple: Bernays, ~ Abhandlungen nber ~ Arlstotelische Theorie ~ Drama (Barlin, 1880), pp. 133-186; 'Jahlen,
Poeties (Leipsio, 1885), 3rd ed., pp. 78-80; J. Kayser, ~ Veter:!!!!. ~ Poetica Quaestiones Selectae (LeipsiC, 1906), pp. 6-8.
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its insufficiencies as an Aristotelian critique of comedy.

So

Bywater says:
The • • • Tractatus Coislinianus • .. • preserves Ii definition of Comedy, whi.ch has no dcubt a certain Aristotelian
look; anyone can see, however, by Simple inspection that it
has nothing more than an adaptation, or rather, a.s Bernays
calls it, a travesty of the well-known definition of Tragedy
in the existing Poetics • • • • It is evident that neither
the compiler of' t he TractatuB nor tt16 older writer from whom
he may have been borrowing had the genui.ne Aristotelian def'ini tion of Co:uedy before him, and that the gap in Knowledge
had to be filled up by means of the • • • sorry fabrication.
The same marks of origin are obs~rvable in whtit the Tractai£! says of the 'matter' 01' Con:edy . . . . 2
']'0

this we

w,ay

add Gudeman t s conviction that the most striking

prOOf of tl18 non-Aristotelian origin ot' whatever source the l!:!.£tatus is dependent on is that this source was able to 1"'urnish
only a erotesque travesty of Aristotle's definition

or

tragedy.)

Cooper quotes Hcl'1ahon as one who ttgoes ,:Car in depreciating the
signi.flcance of the f'ragment.,,4
Yet the Tractatus is not to be discounted entirely, most au ...
thors argue.

Kayser claims .for it tho .foremost place in its cat

2Bywater, Aristotle ~ ~ j~t

2!

Poetrl, pp. xxi-xxii.

3Alf'red Gudeman, Aristoteles rmPI nOIHTIYJI,Z (::3erlin, 1934) t
p. 1~5.

hCooper, l:!:! Ari s totellan 'l'heor:y; of COl'iled:y, p. 11.
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[:;ory: nCoTlll'l'lentariorum

veter~un,

qui Bunt de comoedia Graeca, plu-

rlmurn valera ad artie poeticae historiam invest1gandam tractatum
illum qui voca.tur Coislinianus nemo erlt quln intellegat. tt .5
starkie gives it an implicit encomium when he says: "The 108s tha.
literE,ture has sustained through the djS9.;>pearance of' the chapters of the Poetics

01'"'

Aristotle dealing with comedy can be esti-

mated from a study of the Tractatus, which Cramer edited, from
the Codex Coisliln1J ~t more than ~ half-century a60. ,,6

Ruthe

ford is less restrained in his tribute 7 and Cooper gives a balanced evaluation of the Tractate.

ttWhen

all possible objections

have been urged against the :tragment," he says, "There remain
certain elements in it that, we may contend, preserve, if not an
original Aristotelian, at all events an early Peripatetic, tradition."8

Moreover, ft[

tJ hrough

constructive effort, the fragment

5 J • Kayser, Q! Veterum ~ Poetica quaestiones Selectae,
p.

5.

Cited in Cooper,

~

Aristotelian Theory

££

Comedy, p. 11.

6 w• J. i'l. Starkie, Acharnians, ed. and tra..'1s. (Lendon, 1909)
p. xxxviii. Cited in Cooper, !£!£., p. 6.

7cr• Cooper, Ibid.

-

8~., p. 13.
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serves to explain Greek com.edy in tile sarne way, it' not tc the
sa~e

extent, as the Poetics has served to explain Greek traGedy

and the epic"fl 9
value.

True, not everything in the Tractate is of equal

Indeed, parts of it umay show an unintelligent use of the

Poetics, or else a badly-mangled tradition"lO but other parts,
viewed correctly, may well provide an insight into the Ulost
book" on comedy.

The important thing, to Cooper, is that the

Tractate never assume more authority

~han

it merits.

His premise

is that the Poetics itsel:t is considerably applicable to comedy.
Then and only then, after such an application has been made, ffthe
authentic elements (if such there be) of the Tract·atus Coislinia!ll!!. become an addendum, very sie::nificant in any
nate to the main Aristotelian theory ot' comedy, and. l.mproperly e
timated unless viewed in a perspecti vo 01' tile whole. Itll

!Ji ven

this perspective, "the categories of the ludicrous in the Tracta.te, whether they proceed fro'T) Aristotle himselt, or were merely
produced under his in.flueno6, tall into line as a part of a rati

9~., p.

15.

lOIbid., p. 13.
llIbid., p. 17.
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nal and help.ful method in the study 01' the drama." l2
Having gained an !. priori evaluation of the Tractatus, let
us examine it objectively.
rrheorz

.2!.

ComedY"

pp.

As printed in Cooper (iID, Aristotelian

224 -226)

1t

oCt.~upies

three pages and con-

sis t.s of' the l'ollowinE rna teria.l :

1) Categories of poetry in general, with subdivisions.
2) A brier description of tragedy and its i'unction.
3) Adet'initlon of comedy (the "travtJsty" inveighed against
above) as an "imitation of' an' action that is ludicrous
and imperfect, of sufficient length, [in embellished language,] the several kinds (ot' embellishment being) separately [ i'ound] In the [several J parts [of the play j; (directly presented] by persons acting, and not [ given]
through narrati va; throut~h pleasure and laugrlter effecting the purgation of the like emotions. It has laughter
for its mother."l)

4>

A .fairly extensive listing of the sources 01' laUt;!lter:
diction and content.

5) The distinction of comedy from abuse; the province of' c
edy: fa.ults 1n soul and body; the place of laul.;t.l.ter 1n
comedy as parallel to fear 1n tragedy_

6) The breakdown or the "substance" of comedy into its parts
(which are the sarlic as l;'ristotle's qualita.tive parts 01'
tragedy) •

l2Ibid ., pp. 17-18.
l3Ibid ., p. 224. Cooper has emended and supplied words
where the'"text is doubtful, basing corrections on the best mss.
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a) a brief explanation 01' each 01' these parts.
b) a etato;nent as to the occurrence of these parts in com-

edies.
7) A list of the quantitative parts of cc.mody.
8) A division

ot comedy into Old, I-addle, and New.

Of these contents of the Tractate, some are of little interest to us here: the divisions of poetry, the quantitative parts
of comedy, the divisions oi' comedy.

Il'he much-discussed I1defini,

tion" o:f co:nedy seems to

~nerit

most of the condemnation it has

received as a meaningless parroting of Aristotle.

An obvious

case in point here 1s the .function of catharsis 01.' the t'emotions If
of' pleasure and laughter.

Again, having Aristotle's own state-

mente on tragedy, we need not pause with the Tractate's.
with many other details.

And so

The "sources of laughter," however, and

the listing and explanation of the qualitative parts are very
nmch

~

!:!!! a.nd will repay our study.

In particular tho sources

of laughter merit reproduction here, :l'or purposes of' using them
further:
Laughter arises (I) from the diction[ = expression] (II) t"ro
the th1ngs[. conten~
(I) J?rom the diction, thrOUGh the use of--

(A) Homonyms
( B) Synonyms
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(D) Paronyms, formed by
(11) addition and
(?2) clipping
(E)
(p)

Dimunitlves
Perversion
(l) by the voice
(2) by other means of' the

SaP'le

sort

(G) GrCiln":Rl' and syntax
(II) Laughter is caused by th.o things-(A) ,F'rom assimilation, employed
(1) toward the worse
(2) toward the better
(8) ?rom deception
(C) From the impossible
,
( 1) .B'rorn the possible und inoon8 equant
(E) From the unexpected
(.8') i''rorr debasing the personai:~e8
(G) l"rom the use or clownish (pantom1mic) d.ancing
(il) l-{hen one of those i'laving powor, negloctll'lg the ,t;rea
est things, takes the most worthless.
(I) vlhen the story is dis jOinted, and has no sequence .14

This breakdmm is reminiscent of \;oodbridge t s analysis 01'

the sources of comic effect.

SilO divides the incongruity Which

she pOSits as the basis of any comic effect into 1) purely con-

captusl and 2) chie1'1:! perceptual.1S

The former would be wit,

and wculd correspond to tbe Tra.ctate's diction.

:·a8S~\Oo;,1bridge.

in ampli.t'ying her category of' wit ,:-;entions "puns, double mean-

14~., p. 22$.

Numerals and letters here are Cooper's ad-

ditions.
l.5Woodbridge,

~

Drama

i l l ~ ~ ill

'l'echnique, p.

53.
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1ngs, irony, hyperbole, etc. tr16
listing is noteworth.y.

The similarity to trls Tra.ctate's

Incongruity wI.lich is chiefly

pt:~rceptual

is sta.ted in ceneral terms as "the contrast between expectation
and f'ulfillroent n17 in the perception of successive events, or the
comparison ot' deviations from a norm to th.e norm i taelt', in the
perception of simultaneous appearances.

An example of the former

is "the case of a man who goes to sit down in a chair, the chair
is drawn away, he sits on the floor.II~8

This could be classified

in the Tractate's terms as "deception" or nthe unexpeoted,1t and

it mir;ht well involve a "deba.sing tl of' the person involved.

'rlhe

latter incongruity is exemplified by tfthe juxtaposition of a very
tall man and a very short man, or a very fa.t and a very thin

man. ,,19

The contrast to the normal may be implied by a single

abnormal individual too, as Falstaff, whose huge girth is humourOUB

for this reason.
Hiss Woodbridge nowhere re.fers to the Tractatus Coislinianus.

16Ib1d •

17.!!?!E..
111
_

llli

-

19 Ibid ., p.

54.
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Though it is possible she is indebted to it irl.circctly, the
proba.bili ty is that ahe wrote her theory ot' comic a.frects 1ndepen
dently of' the 'l'racta.te.

The degree or sL'lilarlty betl>leCn the two

cannot but help recommend this portion or the Tractate to our con
sideratlon.
The f'irst source of'
telian terrn.

lau&~ter,

diction, is a f&niliar Aristo-

But bere we are given a breakdwon of apecii'io tech-

niques which will produce oomic

effee~s.

They need little explan

ation, and in their application to the Birds in Chapter

Four we

will see them at some length.
Laughter caused by "things" does not .fit
the Poetics' scheme.

50

apparently into

On closer eX8Illination of the subdivisions

here, however, we .find that IIlost of them deal with what we would
include under Aristotle's plot and character, with one rei'erring
more to Aristotle's spectacle. 20

vvG will find them of va.lue in

applying these norms to the Birds.
The listing and explanation of' qualitative parots of comedy,
being the same as Aristotle's for- tra.gedy, generally, will be use20A breakdown, usin~ Cooper's letterinc 0.1' tho Tractate,
might be: Plot-A,B,C,D,I; Character-A,F',H; Spectacle-G. It need
not be pOinted out that these are f:eneral divisions, subject to
overlapping and even substitution depending upon emphaSis wanted.

r..----------------------S-9--.
ful in the

sa~e

way in Chapter .t;'our.

The Tractate, then, or at leust parts of it, we will treat
as being in the Aristotelian tradition in the sense that many of'
its tonns are Aristotelian, and it without doubt an attempt at
f'ollowing out the mind

of'

Aristotle on comedy.

How authentic it

is we leave to the experts; at least in mak1nc limited use of' it
to complement the Poetios in oertain areas we will not be going
beyond the bounds 01' prudence.
Turnine,;; now to m.odern drama scholars and

01'1 tics

(as contres

ed to Aristotle), we will endeavor to .find in their writings elements of comedy which might serve to amplify or complement the
norms so f'ar settled upon.

With this in mind we will say nothing

more here about the many writers who use Aristotelian notions
.from the Poetics in analyzing comedy.

They would only contiI'm

what we are accepting already.
Gilbert Norwood, a noted stUdent of Greek oori1.edy, considers
that Aristophanes' greatness as a comio poet lies in ttlX'ee things
"superb wit, splendid poetical genius, i!'flmense vitallty." 21
of' these elements we may Ignore

8S

lylnr outside the scope of

2l0Ilbert Norwood, Greek Comedy (London, 1931), p. 298.

rne
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this thesis.

Although the poetlc quality of his plays is note-

worthy, we are not concerned with Aristophanes t genius for beauty.
v,'s want to know what makes his work funny--or rathel', we want to

know what makes any comedy runny, Aristophanes being only a ooncrete example.

To this, it seems, Horwood's elements ot wit and

vitality primarily oonduce.

We tind the same two elements cited by Drew as of prime importance in oomedy.

Speaking of

cert~in

sources ot comic effect

as "elemental and changeless realities ll she says, nVerbal wit has
always played a great part.

Styl(:> alone can almost sustain a com-

edy • • • • So oan genuine good spirits.

'Energy is perpetual de-

light' says Blake, and nowhere more so than in the spirit of comedy.

It is astonishing what creative vivacity and fertility can

do on the stage, and to what lengths an audience can be trusted

to respond, if they can be bounced or cajoled into the right
mood.,,22
Still, large as these ingredients of wit and vitality loom
in comedy, they aro not, to theHo critics, tho only sources of
comic effects.

Drew contends that:

22El1zabeth Drew, DiscoverinA~ Drama (New York, 1937), p. 143.
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• • • (1] t is neith,er wit nor zest which i3 the most import-

ant eleMent in comedy • • • • It is the power to create ironic situation. vJe have already mentioned the i'Th'1lense effectiveness of trony in the theatre--ospec:l.ally 01" that type or
irony which depends upon the audience having knowledge 01'
facts oi' which the chara.cters in the play are ignorant.
This is the very heart of' the comic on the stage, and can
operate in tbo largest and. s:'1'1allest aspocts of comic material. 2 3
Croisst notes as "la premier don d- un po~te corniC/ue" that or

supported in his view by Butcher, who" besides imagination, ci teB
as eleroental--to Aristophanio oomedy at least--the power of typi-

fying. 2S

Coleridge makos oomedy chiefly concerned with untram-

meled f'reedom and v!vacity,26 Lever, with surprise. 21
't;hat consensus ca...'1 'We draw
tality, irony,

L~agination,

~L'rorn

tl"J.bse suggestions? 'Wit, vI ..

typifying power, zest, rreedom, viva-

aity.... these are the ffnan-Aristotelian" candidates for oomic Ingr

23IbId., pp.

145-146.

24Naurioe Craia6t, J:iistoire
ad. (Paris, 1935), p. 534.

!!! !!.

25]3utcher, Poetry!ID.2. ~~, p.
26~
..,.

Lrama, p.
1

•

LItlrature Cirecgue, Jrd

387.

T. Coleridge, cited in Clark, European Theories

£!

~

424.

21Katherine Lever, The Art 0,1"" Greek Comedy (London, 1956), P

-

-
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d1.ents.

Ti)o first thing we notice about

tiousness.

t~le

list is its repetl-

Using d1t'feront terms often, many 01: the critls point

out identical, or alr')os t identical, characteristics.

TC'lis is

certainly true of: Norwood, Drew and. Coleridge when they speak, r
spectively, of' vitality, zest, freedom, imagination and vivacity.
We shall, then, for the saJ{e o.f s:i.mpliclty, include all tneae
terms in the one name

~.

This lea.ves us with wit, irony, flnd typifying power.

It

goes without saying that rarely will these elements be i'ound separately; nevertheless they do seem distinct elernents, and may
not be combined or reduced to cornmon denominators.

("'llr

final

list of' sources of comic e.ft'ect, or 1n ctl::er term.B, norriS for
comedy, not mentioned in 61 ther our

b. r

.:.,_;.icatlon or adaptation of

t:'le Poetics to comedy. is: wit, zest, irony, and typifying power.

rJe shall treat
.fined by Nor'WC'od as

th6fi1
If

in that order.

l!.'lt,

l'L-;, ,

(;:;.

all, is de

the intellectual renderint~ of incongrui ty.tt28

Its essence is ttnot so much brevity as a short-circuiting or
ideas. II

Its method \tis to leave somethins for t he reader to sup-

ply and to apprecia.te all the more aestfully for that very raa-

28Norwood, Greek Comedy, p.

304.
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son. ff

"[IJn the story 01' U:,e man who drew his revolver upon an-

other, ex<plaining that he had

det()rrr~ined

to shoot anyone whom he

found uglier t; .an himself, one version c(lntinues: 'TrIC other answered, Shoottt'

'1\he alternative version l3ives: 'lliell, 11' I'm

really uglier than you I don't want to Ii va, so shoot t'

'rhe firs

(

version 1s wit; tho second has no merci1'ul name. 1t29
In all this, Norwood is o.istinguishifl£ wit
Speaking of both as the

It

l'rOIti

humor.

8.Il1usine:; sel.t:,:",express1on of one who envis

ages the 1ncongruous, H he says,

"HtL'tlOur

observes and rejoices in

the penumbra of' character and events; 1ts ll1ethod is a rich blurring of outline.

'rJi t insists upon the exact shape of thoUgllt and

e:aine 1 ts eft'ects by r eruoreeless renderini:; of' outline.
is emotional, wit intellectual.

humour

'I'he humorist sympathizes with

those at whom he lau£hs; the wit may be all compact of malice.")O
This is not to say that w'i t and hurner are always
tlce.

Another way of' distinguishing them--and a more satisi'acto

way to some--is Woodbridef;' s division of' conceptual
incongruity.

~nd

It is evident that these need not be, and generally

29~., p. 305, pass~n.
30~ .. , p. 298.

r-----------.
£1r(, not, mutuall exclusive catef:·orif::s.

At any rate, ii' we think

of wit as pr1rl1arily intellectual, we wi J.1

~w.ve

dis tinijuished it

enough tor our purpose of analysis.)l

Zest, or its equivalents, as a. source of c0 r;1c effect is
1

treated by Norwood in an Aristophanlc context once more.

Pre-

scinding f'Z'oIll the context, we m.ay Quote his remarks in order to

understand the notion 01"' zest i tselr.
As 1'01' t:"le vi tali ty of itr>1s tophal1cs, a deep sense of 1 t 1s
the first ':JYt'erience of everyone wh.o approaches him a..'ld' the
.final impression as we lOOi{ up at length from these extraordinary pages • • • • He rejoiced in 11.1'e and art, fun and
politics, pleasure a{lU wisdom, during tilat radiant at':e when
all these were still interwoven, pouring forth the tl"easures
of his poetry with prodivsl splendour. That is thB secret
of his charm and at' bis Im~':1ortali ty: he is not only ma[nificent, h0 is prodlgal. 32
Norwood calls a deep sensa 01' Aris tophanest vi tali ty the

If

i'irs t ex-

parlance" and the lffinal i:mpression il of one who reads his plays.
Fie is choosing his words well, because one does oxperience this
this vitality or zest; it 1s an impression.

It is easier to reel

31 lt is noteworthy that Aristotlets category of Diction,
strictly speaking, would include this "inte.1.1ectual incO:.1bruity,ff
and in that sense this is not a sUl?l?lement to the ~~I norms.
::;;ut certainly the emphaSis which Norwood and others eiva wit in
comedy is justification for treatlne it as such here.
'32Norwood, Greek Comedy, pp. 310-311.
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t~Hm

to define.

Thus Drew--who advances this "vi vaei ty" as a

chief comic ingredient--illustrates her point:
• • • can keep a whole play rattling along on sheer
exuberance 01" high spirits--apparently creating its comedy
as it goes--extending its gently satiric theme with the
el'eatest variety of' comic 'busine:;>,B t , from the linguistic
nonsense of the lesson in pho:1(:;tlcs, to the light-hearted
.foolel'Y or the dancing and fencing lessons, and the bUI'lesque Grand Turkery of the irnpostUl'6 and the ballet. A..'Tlong
modern playa, Nool Cowaz·d t a bay l"eve~ illustrates the same
fertile capaCity for brisk and extravagant nonsense.3 3
~:;ollere

So much fol' zest, until we see

i~

concretized in the Birds.

Cur next concern is with irony as a source of comic c.frect.

This

is a mode 0.1' speech in which "the intended implication is ttle opposl to of the literal meaning oJ' the words" ('y·;ebster).

Under

irony we may include satire, which implies by paralle11nt:, pokes
i'un by exaf,r:;orating, calls attention by understating, and in many

and varied ways shows connections betwoen what is depicted onstage and what is perpetrated ot'tstage.
The last item on our list is typi.l'ylng power.

Butcher, who

sees in it a basic source of cornie effect, explains this well,
again speaking of Aristophanes.

'l'he cho.l'acters oJ.' the Aristopnanic drwna ,u'e not rairly
judged if they are thOllE,ht 01' s,;.mply as historical individu-

33rTew, Discoverin

Dra'ua, p.

144.
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als, who are subJected to a Tnercj less caricature. Socrates,
Cleon, Euripides are t~rnes 'lrJhich ropresent c;ertain movements
in philosophy, poll tics, w'1d poetry. They are labeled with
historical nar-iOS; u few obviCli.S trui ts are borrowed which re
call the vJell-known personalities; but the dra. natic persona13.6s are in no BenSt) the fi"!EHl itJl:!.o are known to us .from history. Such poetic truth as they possess is derived simply
from. their typical quality • • • • Aristophanes' imagination
works by giving embodiment to what is abstract • • • • {HJe
seems to think through materialized ideas. Ee nersonil'ies
the Just and the Unjust Logic and brings them before us as
Lawcourt dis~'utantG; he incarne.tes a metaphor such as the
philosopher "in the clouds," the jurjm1sn with waspish temper
mankind wi tb thoir airy hopes. The same bent of' mind leads
him to gi va a concrete f'orm to the forces &net tondencies 01"
the age, and to embody them in !l~tual per'sons. 34
,

t/

~

"

This kind of comic person is necessarily a cariccAture, and as

such his words and actions a.re incongruous.

~<ljhen

we recoE:,nize

familiar traits blown up to improportionate size, we lau[h.
he will content oUl"sel ves i'or the present with this brio!'

analysis of the 5upplol1'.'entary norms for comedy.

One aspect 01' comic effect remains to be discussed.

~'d.'}

touched on it above in connection with rooper's adaptation of tra
Cic plot to comedy, ,,:hen we mentioned Woodbridge's theory of inccngrui ty.

'l'he idea of inconDrui ty brings us to a problem on an-

other level than the one we have been considering.

34Sutcher, Poetrl,

~ 1.:1E£ !!!.l,

pp. 3eO-)[U.

It is one
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thing to analyze the techniques of playwrighting as applied to
comedy.
and

That analysis tell us, "such and such is comical, such

such is not."

It does not tell us why this is true.

In the

next few pages we shall try to delve a little deeper into the PB.1
chological phenomenon in which comedy is rooted.

The ideas set

forward are based chIefly on the study of Professor Albert Cook
of Harvard,3S with substantiation, at least implicit, from other
authors, historical and contemporary_:
Surely some of the ancients borore Aristotle had discussed

or

li terature; since Aristotle's time it has been the SUbjf;3ct
countless books and endless discussion.
about Aristotle's treatment or
ability to get at its essence.
osophy.

lltel~ature

What is most striking
of any kind, is his

This is a reflection of his phl1-

We have the results of his analysis of tragedy.

Unfor-

tunately, if he did analyze comedy, his work is lost to us.

His

predecessors and his oontemporaries no doubt did discuss comedy.
There are instances, indeed, in the Dia.logues of Plato.

But on

the whole, before him there seems to have been no attempt at de-

3SAlbert Cook,
lease., 1949).

!h! ~ VoyaL~e

apd the, Golden ~ (Cambri
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fining what makes comedy comedy.3 6

After Aristotle we :1iay pre-

that the Greek and .Ro'nan writers were acquainted wi tl-l the

Sll!Yle

Poetics and other pertinent "Works, and wrote in the light of them.
Cicero so.ys: "Cornedy is an imitntion 01' life,

an image of truth.,,37
sence

or

0.

mirror of custom,

This sheds littlo light en the real es-

the comic, however.

he goes somewhat deeper

~lrlen,

an-

swering the question whence does laughter arise, he links comedy
wlth "ugliness and a certain

',~ef"orml t~."

"Those expressions," he

says, "al'o alone, or especially, ridiculous which disclose and
-'"
represent sorne ugliness in a not unseemly fashion. "jO

It may not be out or place here to mention a distinction

which up to now has not been made.
and

comedy.

It is that betltJeen laughter

The two are not strictly interchangeable ideus.

i8 the cause, the other the at'fect, and it is not

corl~ect

equate every real comedy wi til side-spll ttine~ hilari ty.

One

to

~i'hat

is

36A section in Plate which may shed iig!1t on the problem will
bo mentioned below, however.
37Qlloted by Donatus in ~ Comoodia, as cited by Cooper, !u
Aristotelia.n Theory of Govned~;, p. Sl. (!:,lurther citations from
t1"'ds book in the reT'lainder of this chl:.l.pter wi.ll 'te noted only as
iI'om "Cooper. ff

38 Cicero, ~ Oratore, ad. A. v:. ~!1lklns, 3rd ad.• {Oxford,
IF'93) , II. lviii, 23c$-240.
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!lla.king cOY!1edy tne sa-ne as farce.

Co;'nedy is essentially humorous,

but humor has many degrees, and more effects.

The quiet, pleas-

ant, War,TI feeling aroused by some imitations of action entitles
them to the name comedy just as much as (and often more than) the
riotous aisle-rolling which accompanies others.

Still, few real

comedies completely lack elements of hilarity, so that to apply
what is said of laughter to comedy is permissible if the statement is understood.

It is in this sei?se--of laughter's being

comedy's hallmark--that we shall talk about both or them.
Proclus (A.D. 410-4B5) associates laughter and comedy when
he sees "comedy as rousing in us the love of pleasure and drawing
us into absurd bursts of' laughter. •• n39

So too

t:~e

3rd century

scholiast on Dionysis 'rhrax (c. B.C. 180), when he says that "the
aim of comedy is to move its hearers to laughter. n40

And John

Tzetzes (c. A.D. 1110-1180) describes comedy as "an imitation of'
an action • • • purgative of' emotions, constructive of lif'e,

39proclus Diadochus, In Platonis Hem Publicarn 362, ed . .Kroll,
1, 49-50. Cited in Cooper, p. 85.
40Kaibel, ComicorQm Graecorum Frae~enta (Berlin, 1899), I,
fasc. prior, p. 14. Cited in Cooper, p. 86.

10
1f1oulded by laughter and pleasure. llhl

This description is SUDst

tially like that in the Tractatus Coislinian1.!! where the imitation of' action is designated a.s 1I1udicrouf.; and irnpeI'i'ect • • •
through laughter and pleasure efl"ectint; the purgation of the like
emotions."

According to the Tractatus, cOJledy Ithas 114ughter for

its mother, It jus t as tra.gedy has bx'le1'. 42
All this is very weil, but it seems to be oJ: little help in

solving
the ba.sic question.
r

Granted

~lia.t

of comedy, what makes comedy laughable?

laughter is a property
Or if you will, wha.t

causes the interior pleasu.re wnich manifests itself in the physi-

cal phenomenon of laughter?
and

Quintilian recognized the problem

said: ttAt all events, although many have attempted an axplan-

atioD, I think it has never been adequate.iy explained whence
lauGhter arises, wh.ich is oxci tad not only by \-iord
so:netimes even by bodily tOUCh.

deed, but

,,43

To put it anotuer way, tne description

4lKaibel, Fragmenta, p. 17.

4"~Cf.

01"

O.r

cCll1l.edy usually ad-

Cited in Cooper, p. 86.

Cooper. p. 225.

4~1" .y;,'abius Quintllianus, lnsti tutio Oratoria, ad. Rudermar::8.cher, tr. H. E. Butler (New York, 1921-1922), 6.3. II, 15-16.
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vanced seems to be concerned with the sources of comic effect.
There are various lists of these, such as in the Tractate, where
expression and content are the main headings and such things as
homonyms, garrulity, grarr;.i'1&l" and syntax, or description, the unexpected, pantomime, are subdivisions.

In general the oommon de-

nominator of such listings is incongruity.

When something strikes

us as 1ncongruous--whether in speech or aot10n--we laugh.

But

this is not the ult11nate explanation.! A contemporary writer on
drtL'1la expresses the problem well: "It is generally agreed tnat
the sense of the comic arises from a perception of incongruity_ •

• A fat man is funny, not 1n virtue of his fatness
cause most men are not .fat.

per~,

but be-

One may ask, tBut why is that tunny?'

which is merely to ask why any incongruity is comic.

There is as

ye t no answer. 1f~4

}t1ss vloodbridge goes on to say that a further explana.tion of'
the facts mu.st be lef't to the phYSiolot§,ical psychologists.

Per-

haps this is so, and yet ahe her8a11' adlllits that Hobbes may be
right in calling the comic

SGIlSe

"a sudden glory arising .from som

sudden oonception of some eminency in ourselves by comparison wi

44vJOodbridge, .!h!.

l'Jrama

il!i ~ !!!.£ lli TeChnique, p. S8.

r
·
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l

tbe inferiority of others, or with our own forme!'ly.u45

In tbis

passage Hobbes seems to be thinking of what may underlie the humol' 1n Incongruity--an implicit comparison of the abnormal with
ourselves as normal.
in such theorizing.

nor is Hobbes the only one to have indulged
.rreud sees the comical as a disctJ.arge oi'

statio anergy occasioned somehow by the physical and mental pec'Qliaritles of human beings.46

Croce .formulates a definition ot'

the c0l"11c in which the incongruous

08.,!-SGS

pleasure by bringing on

nthe relaxat10n o:f psychical forces w::"!ich were strained

1n anti ..

cipation of a perception whose importance was foreseen,1l41 but he
hil"1self doubts the use:fulness or even validity

or

thu.t or any

such definition.
Cooper thinks he sees in all these men a leaninG toward his

801ution to

th~

probelm by the hypothesis of' an Aristotelian ca-

tharsis comparable to the purgation of pIty and fear by tracedy.

-

45Ibld., p.

57.

~6Sigmund ~Teud, ~ ~ !l! Relatlou ~ ~ ynconscious,
tr. A. A. Brill (New Yor¥, 1916), p. 302. Cited in Cooper, p .. 71

47 B. ('roce I Aesthetic. !!! Science or E:XEression
LinguistiC, tr. D. Ainslie (London, 1909), p. 148.

~
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Admitting that in so conjecturing he is treading uncertain ground,
he nevertheless reasons that, since to Aristotle tragedy's func-

tion was to arouse, and by arousing relieve, two

01'"'

the comm.on

disturbing emotions of daily living, there are grounds

1'01"

belie"..

ing that com.edy was considered as baving a parallel homeopathic
effect.

The question then is, Vihat are the emotions purged by

laughter?

envy.

Taking a cue from Plato,48 Cooper hits upon anger and.

The choice 1s supported by

oth~r

listings of emotions in

Aristotle, and Cooper gives it psychologicaJ. foundation by explaining that

rmt~er

and envy arise i'rorn a sense oJ.' 1.njury or in-

,justice, or more generally I 01' disproportion.

A man feels angry

or envious because h1s neighbor--whom he thinks less worthy than
hbu:lolf--fets twice the salary he does.

But let him go to a play

like, say, the' PlutuB of Aristophanes, where the accidents of
lveal.t,h and pOV8I·ty are still fm'thor exa.ggera.ted and beco:n& ludicrous, and his sense of disproportion lessens.

He sees things in

a clearer light and the envy or anger he l'elt before are mitigated.

fl'he ensuing pleasure is the proper e.ffect of corr;edy.

':;:/.1s tr160ry of Coopert s may be looked on as a. development of

48Plato, Philebus 4£:;-50.

Cited in Ccoper, p. 66.
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pleasure involved is nothing more than a satisfaction with oneself at'tel' one's feeling of' ini'eriori ty has been dlssip.:ited.
til'anted that it is

it

more praiseworthy satlsi'action than 11ob(..08'

because more rea.listic and more humble, still it is a sbJecies 01:

the same genus and justif'ies linkirlb

th~)

two theories.

There is another approach to the problem oi' cOPled.y's essence
which rnay be said to embr&.ce the apprQltChEllS alreaciy discussed,
absorb and arrplify tile:m.
b:r Albert Cook.

It is a "phllosophytf 01"' cO'ledy advanced

Because or the scope of Professor Cook's treat-

ment, and even more because of the syrl'lbolisn1 tied up with it, we
ca..~

hope to do no more than itlve the basic idea of the theory

hc!'e.

To establish this philosophy of' comedy, Cook starts not with
oOtiledy but with life.

To him the world is a huge ata6e and men

and women the actors, tragic or
mine.

The

ne~',

co~io

as their charaoters deter-

the str8n.g6, the wonder.ful--these are proper to

th.e tragic spirit; the ordinary, the cO l1 monplaoe, the probable-these are the stu!'! of comedy.
a:?G

Tr18

two, l'Jonderful and Probable,

symbols .for "two profoundly dif1'erent techniques f'or attack-

r
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able is conventional, the wonderful, religious.
discusses ttwse and otner

aspects of' tne two and

Professor Cook
SUlns

up: "'11ho

probable and the 'Wonderful are antinor)lc symbols, for:-nlng a dua.lity of' which each member is dependent on a.nd implies the other,
as day does night; man,

wo~nan;

spring, f'al1.

The f'o11owing .fa-

cets of' them have been discussed:
Probable

Wonder.ful

Social

~ndivldual

Society

Artist

Reason (empirical,
deductive, inductive)

Imagination

Hean (Aristotle)

3xtreme (Chrlstlsnity)

PredictabIlity

Nonpredlctability

concept

SYl'l'lbol

Naturalism

SYlI1 holism

In the light of this duality, there are two ba.sic ways of regard ...

int; life; in art t'lis is t!16 great generic duality, cONedy versus
tragedy.""l

5l..D?!.1., p. 28.

L

I have abbreviated the schema as given

by

Cook 80 as not tc include tl'\ose facets of the duali ty w~l1ch might,
without further explanation, cause confusion. cr. also pp. 50-51
for anothel" ta.bla of antinomies which takes in other a.spects ot:
life.
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To Cook, tragedy and comedy are sym,bolic atti tudes, infinite-

1y complex and extensive.

To classii'y them descriptl vely (as

Aristotle, .F'roud and Bergson do comody) is trivial.

11'he p01nt 1.8

to probe their depths, not to chop them into portions.

\':i thout

attempt1ng to reproduce here these probings, we may sumnarize the
main ideas thus: Tragedy deals "Jith death, romantic love, the Individua1, eternal truths, sin; comedy deals with politiCS, marltal sex, the family, particular ideas,

~anners.

Tragedy depicts

a normal man, successful, socially accepted, who, because a
searcher :for the wonderful,

beco~es

an outcast 01' society.

such a thing should happen is paradoxical, unpredictable.

That
Comedy

cn the other hand represents a. buf'foon violating the nor;':'lS of social living and as a result being expelled from society.

fj'he out-

come is obvlous--predlctable.
Notice that here we are approaching :from another direction
the phenomenon of lncongrul ty treated before In
01 del" theories of cO'lledy.

ineongruous.
per M

dealin~:;

The but'l. . oon vl01atinv social

But what makes the lnconfru1 ty cO!nic?

with the
nor~llS

1s

It cannot be

humorous, for the tragiC herot s searching :for the i-londer-

t'ul implies a.n equally incongruous violation of la.ws.
mAkes us weep, comedy Makes us laugh.

Yet tl'ace<i3

\-lhat is the dlt'1.'eronco?

I

~!

'II

I
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Cook would say t:'1at 't!-;e difference 11es in the outcome of
the

mode of conduct.

!ncon,~~ruous

In traeredy the

searC~ler

eludes

tl:e probablo, .f'ights the norm, and perseveres in goinE: counter to
society.

In comedy the noI"l1'1 is triumphs.nt, the buffoon is re-

t"luced to copfoI'm! ty, society draws tog;?ther vindicated, abnorr'1a.l-

:tty expelled.

He lau;?.h.

And U[l]n this sense laughter is super-

lorlty, though always the superiority of a group which .follows

52

tbe mean over the abnormal individual ;v-Those excess it constrains.u

It is in adjusting the new, the nonprobable plota of cCt;1edy to
the probable that society takes pleasure..

In this, "success 1s

achieved, the unpredictable has been made predIctable,

tj-i6

New

Year is like the old."S)

tfColTledy represents the success ot' SOCiety over the clever in--

t::'4
dl vidual. II;>

Cook finds in Molidre t s principles a SUbstantiation

of this theory..

The t-rench pla:ywrieht puts into the mouth of one

of' his characters wbat may be considered his otrm. philosophy. "Ces

52Ibld., p. 39.

53 Ibid • , p.

-

54 Ibid • ,

L

42.

p. 70 ..
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sortes de satlres tOlllbent dlreotemont sur lea moeUX's et ne .trap-

•
pent les personnes que par retlexion.

Nt allons polnt nous appll

-

, ,

quer nous-memes les traits <1' une censure generale. et profiton.
de 1a

1.~on,

,

sl nous pouvons, aans faire semblant qu' on parle a

,

,

noue • • • Ce sont mlroirs publics, ou 11 ne faut jamais tsmolgner qut on se vOie."5;

Cook notes that "[1]n the sooial act or a

tending comedy, one preserves the mask of complete harmony-awhile
notlng on the stage one's own

d1verge~cies

can then be corrected to the norm. ,.56

from the norm, wbich

This 18 the reason behind

the pleasure comed7 arrords.
The similarity between thls view

or

and Cooper have to 8a1 is worthy ot note.

Cook'. and what Hobbes
All three, 1n search-

Ing tor the real psychological root ot comedy'. appeal, have come
up wlth a kind or .elt-satlsfactlon. 57

-

In the oplnion of each,

_

55Uranie in Lt Ecole des .......................
Fe~~es, cIted by Cook, p. 110.
56cook , ~ ~ Voyat~e

!lli! l!:.!. Golden !!!.!!!,

p. 110.

5780 too, A. Feldman seems to do when he makes the comic oa-

tharsls one of scorn and oheer (x{o~,'- confidence, .elf-assurance
ff~"hen we scorn a sufferer we are IdentI!'ylng ourselves wl th the
motIve force of his mIsery. The secret cauae 1s hidden trom the
vlctim and It Is his struggle to discover and conquer it wbieh
make. the plot ot the pla;y." __ "The Quinte.aenoe ot Comedy," C1 ••
8ioal Journal, ~LIII (1948), 392.
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we laugh at comedy because watching it gives us a feeling

or

pow-

er and contentment, of smugness, perhaps--though we would probably deny vehemently an,. such unworthy sentiment.

\i1hether or not,

indeed, this contentment as source of pleasure may be consIdered
certain remains a question.

sound.

But the reasoning behind it 8eems

It doe8 not run counter to roost theories of anCient and

modern times; rather it absorbs and completes them.

Particularl,.

Cook, with bis wide-reaching analysia:of human nature on 1lfe's
"atage," m.arshals cogent ugumenta in detense of his theorl.
Granting that .tuJtther psychological investigation m.ay modlty it,
the thesis ot

~

Dark Voyage and

~

Golden

~

seems an ade-

quate answer on a sufficiently profound plance to our original
query 1n this section: "What makes comedy comic?"

CHAPTER IV

THE NORMS APPLIED TO THE BIRDS

Bow we go into the last phase or our study: the analysis ot
the Birds in tho light of the Poetios' norms for drama, supple.
men ted by other norma speoified for oomedy.

Atter a brIef resume

ot the play we shall treat firat of Aristotle's three primary
,

qualitative parts looking at the playas a whole, and then work
through it trom the beginning. applying other norms trom our list
as they aeem to suggest themaelves.

This method may serve to

combine the overall view where It is neoessary with a live and
natural appreciative anal7sis.
The Birds begins with lts two chier characters, Pelthetaerus
and Euelpidea, searchIng for a land where they "can find a snug
retreat"l trom the taxes and lltiglousness of Athens.

They turn

tor help to Tereus, tormer kIng ot AttIca, now transformed into
a blrd, the Hoopoe, and married to the Nlghtingale who wa. once

lAristophanes, Sh! Blrds ~ ~ Frogs, tr. Marshall MacGre
or (London, 1927), 1. 44. Subsequent quotatlons trom the Birds
will be fronl the same edition unless noted otherwise, and will be
oited parenthetioally accordlng to text 11ne.

r~------------------8~2
Procns.

He, it anyone, since (le "bectA."ne a blrd and .flew / (;ver

all lands and seas the whole world through" (117-18), will know
it' such. a clty exists.

The Hoopoe, intrigued bY' this question,

suggests various Cities, eaoh or whlch has unpleasant teatures
for the two Athenlans.

Then Pelthetaerus conoelves the ldea

wtltoh 1s the grand framework tor the entire oomedy_

"Combine and

tound a o1ty," he tells the birds (172), "And men shall be as 10ousts in your power / and Gods 11ke

(18$-6).

M~llans

with bunger cower"

The plan broaohed, aotion fallows swiftly_

The Hoopee

is easl1y persuaded that the project 18 feasible, and summons the
chorus at the birds to enlist thelr ald.

Horrified at .first to

flnd men, thelr natural enemies, ln Blrd terrltory, they finally
listen to reason, atter oausing our heroes some anxious moments
(e.g' t "On newl Set on \ On and attack the roe \ • • • Both shall
today bewall their sorry rate / And with their tlesh our eager
bills shall sate"[.343, 347-S1).

The cIt, i8 founded by tne a1m-

ple expedient ot building a surroundIng wall, and the birds, entranced by Peithetaerus' assurance that

ft • • •

you're prior

by

birth to the gods and the Earth" (415) and th.eretore " • • • to
you as the eldest i8 due / Batt1 by custom and justioe the throne"

(417-8), aettle down to torce men and gada to aoknowledge their

8)
hegemony_
This they plan to aooomplish by intercepting the aroma

or

8ao1"11'10e8 ascending to the goda, and by harassing men through
picking up seeds and pecking out the eyes at domesticated animal.,
The plan ot action put into etrect, results tollow quiokly_

In a series ot' brief' ep1sodes we aee the victorious outcOl!le ot
the venture, a8 well a8 the irksome and ridiculous atter-etrecta.
Af'ter repulsing the unwanted men who qome to otter their service.

or achieve their tond hope. in "Cloudcuckoorlse," and a.tter suecess:f"ully negotiating with
U8,

Q

delegation from Olympus, Pelthetaer-

in tbe tinal triumphant scene, weds the malden Sovereignty

and gains possession ot the sceptre ot Zeus as the etage resounds

with tlOheer tor the conquerer, Oheer on oheer, / Divinity without

a pearl tl (1766).
Is there, In all thiS, a plot 1n the full Aristotelian
sense l' It one sets out to "capsullze" the play he arrives at
80mething like thisl Two men. wishing to get out ot Athens, oonsult a bird rop sugge.tlons on whElP. to settle down.

Unsatistied.

they conceive the plan of rounding, with the birds, a c1ty 1n the
sky, and establishing in the ppocess away over goda and men.

The

plan suoceeds, ovep various obstuolea, and the play ends with the
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symbolIc marriage of the maln oharacter with Sovereignty.

Compar

with thIs the sketoh Aristotle himself makes of Eurip1des' Ipnike
nia AmonS !h.! Taux-iana:
A certain maiden has been orfered in saorlt10e; has my.
terlously vanlshed trom the sight o£ those who were a&oritic
lng her; and has been transported to a tore1gn land, where
it ls the custom to ofter up all strangers to the goddess.
Here she 18 appoInted pr1estess of the rIte. Some time lateJ
it ohances that the brother of the prIestess arrives. --Upel
his arrIval be 1s seIzed, and, on the polnt of belng sacritlced, reveals his identIty; eIther as EurIpIdes arbltrarI17
makes him disolose It himselr, 0.-, following the suggestIon
of Polydlua, by the not unnatural reflection: 'As M7 siater
was ottered 1n saorlfloe, so must I be also'; and so the Dis
covery leads to h1s 0~1 preaervatIon.(Poet1c8, 145Sb 3-12,
tr. Cooper).
.
Aalde trom the immediate d1tterence in subjeot matter--the
one play dealIng with lIght imag1natlons,

~1e

other with sombre

realistIc actlona--theI'e i8 a basio dlvergenoe In the sequence
events in the t ....o plaY'..

or

In the B1rd., inc1dent build. on Incl-

dent in the manner of brioka on brlcks..
muoh whatever the brlckla,.er desires.

The net result 18 prettY'
There 18 certa1nl7 no ne ..

c.asity, nor even probability, connectIng the two men t • quest tor
a new home with the found1ng ot a city of birds.

There 1s no hin

ot a mistake or a~ap~la in Pelthetaerus or Tereua or Ir1s or anlone, whlch would result in a oharacteristlc, inev1table ending.
The episod•• of poet, lawgiver, mathematloIan, etc., whioh tollow

..

8S
upon the founding ot Cloudeuckoorlse are hardl.y such that the removal ot anyone, or allot them, would destroy the organ1c unity

of the play_

As a matter of tact, the only organl0 unity the pla

seems to possess comea not fi-om the "st:ructural. order ot the incidents" but from the very ridiculousness and lack ot order among
the incidents.

It is precisely in the unexpectedness of happen-

ings that the play is unitied.

In the lpnlsenla, on the otber hlUld, (Although ita happy ending is untypical of what Ar1stotlb calla tragedy, and certainly
not his ideal ot tragio outcomes) there is a definite, intellectuall)" satis.fy1ng senae ot sequential pl-ogression 8.S the play unfolds.

Once Iphigenia 1s ensconced

scene ot tragedy i8 set.

a~

sacrif1cial priestesa, tn.

When Orestes, pursued b7 the Furles (and

this, though outs1de the play itself, ia weU known to the audience), comes to

~auru.,

the expectation i8 evident.

Condemned to

die as a aacrificial Victim, it 1a poetically titting that Oreat••
should die at the hands of' his unknow1ng siater.
thel~

relatIonship, accomplished in a

br1ngs about the nece.sary reversal..

logl~al11

The d1scovery ot
"probable" war,

The endlng ot the play has

followed, grown out of, the middle, which 1n turn 1s orga.n1cal17
dependent on the beginning.

The tragedy 1s a whole 1n the teohni-
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cal .ense.
Apply the same analysis to the play seemingly closeat to
Aristotle-s ideal tragedy. Oedipus !!!!., and the basie ditterence
in "plot" atructupe between that and the Birds 1s even more appar
ent.

King Oedipus' downtall tollows tram hi. initial mistake,

through his mounting

&ppl~,

vitb relentl.s. neceasity.

The pl&,

is a near-pertect organism, whoae integrIty would 8eem to sutter
trom any subtraction or addItion.

Surely this is not true ot the

structure at the Birds.
Yet does this undeniable ditterenee render Aristotle's concept ot plot supert'luous in anal.7Zing comedy' Since Arlatophanlc
plot 1s obviously not the tight-knit, logically probable sequence
of events Aristotle set down aa 1deal tor tragedy, must we dismiss
Aristotle's norm out of hand when dealing w1th comedy' It

se8mS

obvious 1n the ligbt ot cooper'. theory discussed above tbat to do
so would be rash.

Rather we can point to the deliberate depart-

ure from 10g10al .equence, the conscious abandonment ot realistic
or probable situation a8 a major source ot the com10 etfeot ot to.
pla,.' 8 structure.

Preci8el,. in this lie8 the basic incongrui

ot the oomedl.
Critics have recoSnlmed thIs element in Ariatophane. and

t,.

r..-------------,
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others.

Speaking

o~

,

Mollere, William Hazlitt remarks:

He vas unquestionably one or the greatest comic genius ••
that ever lived; a man or infinite w1t, gaiety, and invention
--.full of lite, laUghter, and whlm.. But it cannot be denied
that his plays are 1n general mere farces • • • The plots o-r
several ot them could not be carried on tor a moment without
a per-rect collusion between the part1es to wink at contradictions, and act in defiance or their .ense.. • •• an4 ye
notwithstanding the absurdity or the plot, It is one ot the
most laughable and truly comic productlons that can well be
imaglned. 2
We might say, rather, that because of the absurdity ot the plot

,

Mollere--and in hls turn Arlstophanes--la halled as havlng writte
great comedy.
Coleridge

co~m.nts

specifioally on Arlatophanea t dell berate

avoidance of logical sequence

••• (V n

and

8ubordlnatlon&

the Old Comedy the very form itself i8 whimslcal;
the whole work is one great jest, cOf1lp:rehendlng a world or
jests wlthin it, among which each malntalns Its own place
without .ee~n8 to conoern itselt .. to tbe relation In whlc
It may stand to ita tellows. In ahort, In Sophooles, the c
stltutlon Is monarohloal, but such as it eXi8ted in older
O:reGce, limlted by lawa, and theretore the more venerable,
--all the parte adaptIng and submltting themselves to the maJest7 ot the herolc sceptre: --In APlstophanea comedy, on
the contrary, 18 poetry in ita moat democratic to:rm, and it
ls a tundamental princIple with It rather to risk all the c
fuslon ot anarchy, than to destroy the independence and priVIleges ot ita IndIvldual constituent., --place, vera., characte:rs, even single thoughts, oonceits, and allusions, each
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turning on the pivot of its own ~ee wI1l. 3
Harsh makea the

a&~e

remainIng the more

poInt: "Tragedy, having developed earlier and

~portant dra~atlc

presentation at each

~eati-

val, naturall,. exerted oonstant influence upon comedy; but during
the perIod ot Old Comedy thIs Intluence waa largely

o~

a negatIve

type--the one th1ng absolutely rorbldden comedy was seriouely to
reaemble tragedy."4

And Lord saya: "Greek Comedy haa the same

tondneas tor unreal and whimsical slt¥ationa, a world turned topa,p
tm-vy (as light opera] .-,
"Tops7-turv,." i8 the word tor Aristophanic plot indeed.

By

creatIng a etopy which upseta the accepted order by ignorIng or
reversIng the ordinary 10g1cal .equenoe, Aristophanes achievea
notable comiC ettect.

~o

apprecIate this tully, and to realize

the maximum enjoyment ot the humor, it 1s a great advantage to
have in mInd the concept ot plot not only in the vague, generic

3S amuel Taylor Coleridge, quoted in Clark's European Theories
.2! lh!. Drama, p. 424"
4PhiliP W. Harah,
1944)., p. 424.

! Handbook .2! Classical Drama (Stan.ford,

SLou18 E. Lord. Arlstophanes, ~ Plaxa ~ ~ In~lu.nc.
(Boaton, 192$), p. 18.
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sanae of a grouping ot incidents, but in the full Aristotelian
senae, with all ita retinements.

Next we must examine ~o', with ita ooncomitant oldvo&u, in
the Birds.

We Baid above that the two stand tor set ot character

and practical reason, whlch determine the habit

or

expression.

tor Ideal tragic

We saw too that Aristotle

requ~es

choice and ita

character the qualities of goodness, truth to type, truth to 11Ze.
and consiatenc7.

Do the agents in

th~

Bird. live up to this stan

ard' Let us examine them..

Doe. Pelthetaerua exhlblt a habit of choosing the moral17
correct thing' Even supertioial examination of the text indlcate.
the answer: he doe8 not.

To take an extreme example, his idea ot

blls8 aa expressed to Tareus 1. approbation of, and inv1tation to,
pederaat7 (131-142).

And again, when dealing with Iris, hi.

threat ot 1"ape 1. unmistakable (1242-5).

Then bis explanation to

the birds of thelr origins and one-time regal powers, while amus-

Ing. 18 patently a l1e (467-522).
But the outstandlng trait ot Pei thetaerns la not hl. blmoral-

it,..

He is not so muoh immoral aa 8.1'I1oral.

i8 not portraying a monster ot

ic.

wlok.dnes8~

That ia, Arlatopnanes
but a tool ot the oom-

It 80me ot thv actions and words ot Peithetaeru8 derive their
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hU'S'llor troIll the gutter, stIll their only purpose 1s to be humorous
--not to be immoral for the sake

or

immoralIty_

It we accept thIs

view or hin, it beoomos ev1uent that to speak ot goodness or badness

or

oharacter in this connection i8 to miss the whole point ot

Pelthetaerua.
Euelpides, though not

Wl

tlagrantly prurient

ion, 1s just as slippery and deoeptlvo, and
moral. 6

80

But the same thIng is tl'Ue ot; hIm as

1s only incidentall,. immoral.

a8

his compan-

could be called tm-

ot Pelthetaerua, he

PrImarily he 18 comio, and the

playwright us.s various means to achieve that end.
(lnce we have talked ot these two, we have exhausted the Heh
acter" in the

~lrds.

All the other personages art) e1ther r.lere

tolls tor these two, or onatage
at analys1s.

80

briefly

8.8 to

dety any attempt

They are, many ot them, parodles ot well known con-

temporarIes ot the poet,7 or mere types put .forth to poke ,tun at

6E• g ., I1ne. 486-1, where he supports Pelthetaerua' 11es
about the origins of the birds.

7E• g., Met~on, a famous astronomer and archItect who proposed
a calandar refOrA which was bltterly opposed tor ~ellg1ou8 ~ea
.ons. cr. Victor Ehrenburg, !t!! People .2! Aristophan•• , 2nd ed.
(Oxford... 1951), p. 256. This excellent book, giving a dimenslon
to Arlstophanes' plays otherwise miSSing for the general reader,
helps very much in their appreciation.
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group. or Athenians.

Aa types or extreme parodies they are eaal1

understandable--or were to Arl.tophane. t audienc.a--but they do
not stand up under deep scrutiny for goodne8s, badne8s, conaistency or anything else.

We may ignore them for the most part, then

1n discus.ing the attribute. of ~o' in the play.

The next requirement 18 truth to type.
man.

Pelthetaerua 1s a

Taking our cue .t"rom Aristotle's own oomment, let us aee i1'

he baa the characteristica we expect

as bold

and

a man.

He la portrayed

1maalnative (162-3), cQr(rmandlng (3$4-5.

(462 ft.), and lustful (1242 1'1'.).
in a man.

~n

4.38), eloquent

Thea. qualitie. are plausible

But he 18 alao ••en to be covardl;y (88-90), garruloua

(523-31), and deceitful (467-522).

The •• Ute the qualltle. ordi-

narily a •• oelated b7 the Greeks with women; certainly not the
traits 01' a hero according to Ari.totle.
tially true to type, partially not.

The Important thing is that

whether true to type 01' not he i8 tunny.
of this no:rm 1s surely valid.

If.

•

So Pelthetaerua i . par-

•

inappropriate to repre.ent a woman as

And Cooper'. adaptation

[1'1 or comed,. 1 t (would nod be
valo~oua

• • • or aa master-

ly in argument--a. in Ly.i.trata. n8

8cooper.

!9.

A1-iatotellan Theorz g! Comedy;, p. 202.
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Euelpide& i& a little harder to analyze beoause he 18

At one ttme he i8 a commanding flgure (80), at another,

riable.
a born

va-

80

"ye&~an"

(476, 493-1, 501-2).

Now be Is

unutte~ably

thick (464), now sharp-wltted and sharp-tongued (416, 479 ...80, 841-

848).

It ls Intereating to ,note that Arlstophanea seems bound--

probably by the conventIons of

earlie~

comedy which are only shak-

en oft by later comic poeta--to plaCing only tvo characters at a
time 1n the center ot the action.
thl. a throwbaok to the

~ltualiatl0

C~ntord

origlns

would certainly •••

or

comedy,

wh.~e

the

leader or the Phallio proces81on exchanged Jibes and 1n.ults with
the b78tandera. 9

And it almost certainly is that.

The point to

make here 18 that it has the effect ot pre.ent1ng the characters
Ar1stophanea create. 1n totally difterent 11ghts at dltterent
timea.

So, in the begInning ot the

BI~ds,

it is Euelpides who

doe8 most of the talking with the Butler Bird and his master the

Hoope..

Until line 161 or thereabouts, the reader might think

that the central character ot the play waa certainly Euelplde ••
And he might have the tmpreaslon that he was a
•

l.ade~

or

men.

£o~ee.f'ul

character,

Then suddenly Pelthet.erus comes forth aa the

9Pranels l~. Corntord, !!?:!. Or1gin
1~34), eepeclal17 pp. 34-52.

.2!

Attic Comedy (Cambridge.
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1maginative genius Who "takes over" the action rrom
end

or

he~e

to the

the play, so that Euelpides tades out of the picture com-

pletely, not appearing by name atter line 846.

Betore be does

tade out, as we have seen, Euelpide. lose. hi. previous toroetulness and becomes a real "stooge," with all the time-honored trick

ot the trade we recognize in a modern conied1an 11ke Lou Costello
or Jerry Lewl ••
Of the other peraonqes 1n the BUds, the Hoopo. is sometime
true to type, sometimes not.

In many ways he i8 a regal person-

age. looked up to by the other hireS., dignitied and commanding r.

apect.

But his appearance is certainly not regal, and much ot th

humor connected with h11tl stem. trom the Incong1"U1t7 ot manner eon
trasted with appearance.

In his oase too, there 1s the added tae

tor ot the strains ot lyr1c beauty Arlstophanes puts into his
mouth, setting him ott as a ser10-oom1c character.
statute-seller, the comm1ss1oner, the

dloulous parodIes ot thetr

~eal-lif.

oracle~ODS.r,

oounterparts.

are partly true-to-t7Pe, partl), Just the opposite.
Cooper· 8 oontention that com10 erreat stems

scioU8l,. rrom the

no~a

trOM

The poet, the
ete., are 1'1

As 8uch the,.
In the1x- caae,

departi.!"lg

8eems e.peolally In place.

COD-

Reall,., that

i8 merely another wa), ot saying that Ar18tophanes' comed, 18 thor-
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ougbly interlarded w1th parody and sat1re, wh1ch 1s certainly ao.
More about this atter we treat ot the last characterist1c ot ~eo'.

!he norm ot truth to lIte also seems to be observed In the
B1rds, where even thoae characters who are non-human are tmbued
with convincing human characteristics: !rochllua, the Butler Bird
with his solicitude tor hi. master's reat (81), Tereus himself
with hIs regal alra (92).

And certalnl, Pelthetaeru., Euelpldes,

the poet, etc. are comb1nations ot

tr~e

to lite characteristIcs,

though often in extreme toms.
l'1nall,., 'What of selt-cons18tency? As we noted above, each

maIn character In the Birds exhIbits widely divergent tra1ts.
Peithetaerus is brave and timorous, Euelpldea ia stupid and keen.
Yet in this Inconslatency the, are invarIably con81stent.
tophanes .eems to tollow ArIstotle's qualified

Aris.

no~.

To sum up: of the four d1rectlves ArIstotle gave

1'01"

fjeo',

investigatIon ahow. that one--goodneaa--seems to be generally reversed In the BIrds.

One-tputh to t1Pe--la sometimes adhered to,

sometim•• not.

Two--tputh to lire and cona1atency--are followed

ralrly cl08ely.

Cooper's c0ntention seems to be borne out: in

this area, much of what Aristotle wrote tor tragedy i8 applIcable
to comedy, some as It stands, sone by way

or

"conSCious departure.
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At the very leaet 1t 18 ear. to say that the.e norms serv. a useful purpose 1n foousing an analysi8 onto key areaa of drama,

whether tragic or comio.
Abandon1ng the oategorizing method now, we shall analyse the
play 80ene by scene tor examplee of other norma.

To do this et-

fectlv.ly we must reoapture as tar as pos8ible the whole play:
picture the setting, h.ar the eongs and dialogue, teel the rhythm

ot the dance, and in every way enter:into a piece ot art that was
never created to be appreoiated remotely and dissected drily_

PO

evidence that the Birds is still capable ot holding spellbound a
modern theatre audience, e •• Appendix I, p. 130.

In the absence

ot a l1ke opportunity, we must call on our imagination to tl11 10
the gape.

As

MurraJ sa7s in his 1ntroduotion to the play:

It n ••ds, no doubt, a oertain effort, an etfort of historic
imaglnat10n and sympathy, to enjoy a oomedy so full ot top1cal allu8iOn., 80 oharacteristic ot it. time and birthplaoe,
as the Birds; but 1t 18 beyond doubt a ~lin8 ot beauty, and
it rests with U8 to keep it a joy forever. 1
Onto a atage bare

or

elaborate scenery but fitted with a tre

or two and a large rock, enter the two "hero.a."

They are Athen-

l0Jutlstophanes !!!!. B1rds, tl". Gilbert J-Iurra7 (London, 19.$0),
p. 11. Puture citatioDs from this translation will be noted parenthet1cally only aa Murray.
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1ms, their leather O1{oAdOo. and linen Xl1;QvCL dusty and travel-

stained, their weary, plodding gait betraying the effects ot: a

Any tendency to teol sympathy toward them, however,

long. JOUl"ne,..

1s .forestalled by the Itealia.tion that eaoh of them is gazing fix-

edly at, strange to 8ay, a bird perohed on his arm'

J

lng, but talking to it'\

Not only saa-

Certainly there i8 bere an ini tial ex-

ample oJ.' the Tl-actate's at.wlbut1C'>n or humor to the impossible an4
the unexpected.

And while the situation gradually unfolds .tor the

audience in the dialogue, inoidental humor is 1njected by puns
(the Tractate's homonJms), allusions to persona and place., unexpeoted "comebacks," and other to:rm.s of wit, zest, Irony. etc.
Some

or

Aristophan•• ' pun., as well a8 his other torma of

wit, need interpretation ror a modern reader.

tion.

But there are

Manr defy tpansla-

rnanr more whIch a clever translator can ren-

del' happily, oatohing the spirit, it not alvays the preois. letter,
#

of the joke.

o oT~o',
"YOll

So, MaoGregor renders the pun on

OIiJ.O&

(0 wet) and

40" (way, road, path) in line 12 &s: Bu. nCh HellS"

Pel:

can go there, 1 S1x- J It you plea••• ,,11

llMarshall MacGregor, Aristophane. lh! Birds ~ !a! Proga.
~~ther oitationa rrom MaoGregor will be from this book and wIll
be noted parenthetIcally_
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Very early, too, we tind 8aMples ot broad or pOinted allusion8.

Suoh allusion. derive their oomic eftectiveness

eral aourcea.

rrom

aev-

One 1a certa1nly the teellng ot pleasure at recog-

nls1ng the allusion as suoh.

Thla is heightened and re1nforced b7

the 1noongrulty ot Ariatophanes'. u •• ot the reterenoe, espeoiall,

because behind this inoongruity there waa usually a barb directed
at aome individual, grouP. or t1])e.
modeM1 Nader will m1as Many ot

It stands to reason that a

thes~,

however.

impertect historioal reoorda, the paucity

or

W1 th

our lIlO4ern

extant anc1ent manu-

scripts, a nd the lacunae 1n those ve do have. our knowledge ot po11tio81 and lIterary antiqu1ty 18 l1mlted.

That aome passagea 81-

lude to events or wr1tlngs now unknown ve must take on the word ot
the Soholl.ata who spent

pla,...

.0 muoh t1me annotat1ng oopies ot the

Othel'. ve recogn1ze becauae the,. are speolflcallY' men-

t10ned b7 the pla1"r1ght •• allus10ns or rererenGe., 1m1 tat1,)n8 or
parodle~12

but we cannot get thelr rul1 s1gn1f10anoe beoause we

12p &I'Od7 1. a 1008e17 used term, but reters generally to
"sontethlng sung-or oomp08ed--contormable to an original but with
a dlrterence." "With Arlatophanes there develops the most advanc.
form ot parod,., that of' selecting and illum1na.ting the speoial
oharaoteristics ot the author whose material 1s employed." (F. J.
Le11evre, "The Baais ot Anc1ent Parod7," Greece and Rome, XXIII
( 1954], 66, 81.) }lor a detailed catal.ogue ot pu;;ge~odled m
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have no cOP7

or

the literary work, or know nothing ot the peraon

or event, the, sugge.t.

But even in its limited torm our know-

ledge ot Ariatophan.a. tamiliarit7 with the 11te and

11terat~e

o~

ff

hia tir:'Gc cannot but impress us.

Lever calla him

(0 lne ot the

best.read and moat cultivated men at his generation, it not ot all
Oreek oivillzation. nll And Clark 8&Y.: "An immense intellectual
vitallt7 po•• essed him.

ae

dealt with the entire sveep ot con-

temporar7 Athenian lite and thought:

~vents,

per.onag•• , go.aip,

custOMS, art, literature, education, philosoph"
politiCS, dome.tic and toreign.

and, above all,

wnatever in his metropolitan

world afforded subject tor ridicule la, within the scope of his
dramatic Interest •• n14
The first person Arl.tophanes 8ingle. out tor rldioule In the
8irds 1. Execestldes.

It seams that thl. man vaa an allen ot no

mean pover. ot a.lf-insinuation who had managed to obtain cltizen-

the Birds and in other works of Arlstophanea, ot. two articles
or Parody 1n JUSlatophanes," In Anutrioan Journal .2! Philology, 1931, 294-30,5, and arranaactlon. ~ Prooeedings ~ !h! A~erican Pbilo1oSlcallAa8oclatlon,
LXVIII (1936), 296-314.
by A. C. SchleSinger entitled "Indications

l.3x.aver,

!!l!. .!!:! .2!. Greek

154_
Clark, Chle:f 'attarn. !! World Drama (Cambridge,

14willlam S.
Mass., 1946), p. 88.

Comedl, p.
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shIp at Athens.

Tbe barb, along with the humorous reference to

the heroes'belplees situation, is obvicus when PelthetaerufJ replies to Euelpides' question as to his abilIty to find hIs father-

IS

land from where they are, "No, that would pose even--E%eoeetideal"
Phllocrates, a seller

or

wild birds at Athena, geta a nod aa fta

regular cheat" and a "fool"

<14-15,

tr. Rogers), in the midst ot

vehement complaints about thi8 "80n ot impudence" (17, tr. Murrill)
the dav, which he had unloaded on the:eager travellers at Athena,

and the crow, whoae moat intellissnt and intelligible statement
Felthetaerua reports .a that "ahe'll gnaw m7 fingers ott" (26, tr.
Roger.).

seems

The Tractatets division ot "debaaing the personages"

.! Ercpo.

here, as well as t~UlLt or "olownish danoing," which

18 easy to imagine as a re8ult ot the birds' pecking.
Then Euelpide. turns directly to the audience tor the tirst
tIme and bemoans the tate of two poor cItizens "ready and willing
to go to the ravena" (28. tr. Rogers) .16 but unable to fInd them!
1$Ar1ato:phane8, ~ !h!. Eng11sh Translat10n 2! BenJam1n
Bickley Rogers,(Suttolk, 1920), II, Ih! Birds, 11ne 11. Furthep
c1tations trom th1. translat1on, the Loeb Editlon's, will be noted
parentbetically a8 Rogers.
16rhls proverb-pun 18 based on the equivalent ot our "going
to the dogs." Murray renders 1t "go to the crows," MacGregor,

"aaeh ot us prepared • • • to be a gallows-bird."
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With the emergence of the motIves tor this strange journey,
Athena comes in for the tlrot share
outlay or barbs and sati!'o.

~t'he

ot'

what will be a generous

very idea ot Pel thetaerUB and Eu-

elpldes going to the birds to find happine8s satirises the contusion and corruption ot Athens.

The idea ot worshipping the birds

satirizes the new and radical religious (or a-religious) beliets
current in the declining Hellenic period.

The idea of starving

the goda into submission satirlzes Atpenian battle tactics in the
Peloponnesian War.

The allusions to Cleonymus (289), liolas (363).

Menlppus (1293) and numerous others satirize this or that oharacteristlc ot well known figures or ot lite and mores at Athens.
The oomedy Involved in this 18 obvious.

We laugh at the incongru-

ity of hearing Bomeone say one thing when we know that he means

muoh more, that really he is poking run--or 80mettmea a aword--at
SOmeone or something els&.

Euelplde8 begins the

run

by descr1bing Athens as a city that

"ereat in prosperity and bliss has waxed / and everyone within
herts free--ly taxed" ()8, tr. MacGregor)--m1ngling an ironic pun
with the unexpected £or good comlc effect.

In the next breath he

compares Athenian citizens to cioadas chirping ovor lawsuits all
their lives

(~em1n18cent

of the Tractate's "as8imilation toward
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the

wo~se"),

and then he lets the audience in on the raison

~f!l£!

of the journey:
That'. why wetra t'oating it upon our .f'eet,
With basket, pot, and mJrtle-bough complete,
Sea~ehlng around to find a snug retreat
To live in the remainder or our days.
And so, to make inquiries, now our va,..a
To Tereus the Hoopoe, 1t in his flight
Such clty an1Where baa erossed his tlight.
(4.2-8, tr. MaoGregor)
This established, thlngs happen quIckly.

'!'he suggestlon feithe-

taerus makes tor arousing attention--nI'll tell you.

Bang your

head agalnst the rockl"--gets a rapId-fire reply trom Euelp1des
wh! ch 1s good tun in any language:

"!2'!a

bang your head -- it' 11

oauae twice the shock'" (54-.5, tr. f'tacGregor).

But moments .later,

when a somewhat formidable butler-bird appears and demands IdentIticatien (hintIng that !!n would find a very trosty welcome), Euelpidea loaes his bravado and avers that "Itm the Panic-struck, a
Libyan bird" (65# tr. Rogers), while PeitlletaerU8 protesta that he

'-$

a "tell-tale tIt from Lydia, :Bowelsweak" (69, tx-'. f;;acGregor) .17

In passing we may obaerve that this somewhat earthy allualon

17LIne 67: xo.l ~."v lpo\) ,;d 1tpO' 'KoOGiv seems better placed
atter this, especially in the light of the Scholiaatts comment:
"Dicit h09, quasI prae timore oaoaverlt." ct. Regel'S on 11ne 67.
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18 one of the very few spots where Aristophanes' notorious vulgar1ty intrudes into tho Birds.
80

Here the intrusion 18 so brief, and

mild.... espeoial.l)" In vIew of the oonsiderably le88 fastidious

attitude toward natural fUnctIons wtlich that le88 sophistIcated
,

age poasesaed .... that man)" a 20th century A.>nerican play (to aay nothing of Frenrul onesl) should blush by oomparison.

Granting Aria·

tophanes t ability to produce extremely "low" humor--h1a
is the classic example of this-.we

m~t

L~8istrata

a180 admit his undoubted

abIlity to be lengthily and vigorously tunny without recourse to
any considerable amount of objectionable material.
Once

~oohllua

leavea to call hIs Master, the bluster reas-

aert. itselt aa Pelthetaerus denounces

h~elpide8t

letting hi. bird go durIng the interlude.
in kInd, Peithet••ru8 protests that
f'lew awa,. her. elf.

cowardice in

When Euelpldes retorts

a! didn't let h1s bird go--she

"Oh ~ ft mocks b.i1elpldes, "You' r'e a brave 007 \ It

(91, tr. Rogers).
With thIs Tereus the Hoopoe appears and Ariatophanea weavea
into the ensuing conversation a Good many jibea at persona and
things local.

Sophooles' Tereus 1s mentioned reproachfull,. (101),

h"uelp1dea makes a pun on the name

or Aristoorat.s the revolution-

&z-y (126, 4pa t7toxpa.,;afaaa.a ---to 'be govoz-ned by nobles), and then a

10)
~ete~enee

to the Athen1an version

boat Sal_1nia (146).
practioe

or

or

the paddy-wagon, the despate

Pe1thetae:rus rerera with bold iron,. to the

pederasty (1)1-42), while Euelp1de. satirizes the

tair-weather .friends among the Atheniana.(l))-4).

Melanthius t

leprosy (151), Opuntlus' penchant tor Informing (15), Teleas t .fo
aervl1e flattery (168), IUclaa' strategic starving

or

the Nellana

(l86)--al.l are paraded :tor the aud1ence, inextricably mixed with
puns and other

wo~cl-twi.tlng.

In this .etting Aristophane. planta the grand. comic ldea
the play.

or

Until now the purpose ot going to the blrds va. mere17

to get advice on choosing a oity.
1nspiration.

"Ahal Ah, ye.\

162, tr. Murpay).

Suddenly Peithetaerua gets an

By all the gods, a grand idea"(161-

Instead ot looking tor a city, why not build

one·-. 01 t7 ot the birds" On this theme .Pel thetaerus enluge8
f'or hi. startled hearers and in doing

80

certainly caricatures a

sophistic Athenian orator--the modern "super-salesman."
phanea hil'll ••lt descrlbes the type (1n an iambic .7&"1gy

Ariato-

or

tbe cho-

pua, 1694-1105) aa one who "with ita tongue ita belly :fille • • •
with 1ta tongue the so11 lt tills" (tr. Rogera).

The powers of'

Peithetaerua· tongue here at leaat prove 8ufficient to convinoe
the Hoopae of the merit 01" the plan: "\Vb-e1lf\ Wn-ew\ 0 Mother
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Earthl 0 Gloryl / Qda neta' Oda trapsl Qds limesl

Ods devl1mentat

/ The neatest, prettleat plot I ever heardl" (19)-5, tr. Murray).
But

or

co~ae

the blztda mwst finally decide.

In a passage of

real lyrlcal beaut,-l8 the Hoopoe and his nightingale mate (represented by a t'lute) summon the alry tribe and be.tore long the, begt

to assemble, to the amazement and eventual consternation 01' our
two worthies.
Perhaps no other scene In the

pl~y,

or indeed 1n any or Aria.

tophanes' plays, ruP.nlsh.a a better example ot the ebullient zeet
with whlch he imbued hi. comedies.

The birds .f"lutter (matage

singly, then in twoa and threea--twenty-1'our 1n all--danolng ecstatically, their brllllant feathers and graoeful oostume.wlnga
t!lllngthe stage and orchestra w1th a rlot 01' mobl1e oolor, while

the atrains 01' the lyric summons die away and the exclted oriee 01'

18Macaregor sa7s or Aristophanes' work: "With aboundlng vltality, exuberant 1'ancy, an 1ron1c temper • • • a command 01' all
the resources 01' drollery, whether In thought or language, there
ia oombined • • • a genuine lyric gift • • • [Tlbe poetic strain
or itaelf petuses an unrelaxing control and blossom. at times 1n
strange place•• " (Arl.tophan •• ~ Bird. ~ !h! ProS., p. 1$)
Even here Ar1atophan•• could not resist drawing a sm1le to hl.
hearera t lips .a.th'7 recognized"a plagiarJam,(250-l) trom Al~Jrl8
FPag 26s ~AI O~ ~4AI X~UAO' I'~V / 6' ~ enl xu~a~o' aveo' 4~
4~xu&vloa, ~~~41.

r

lOS
recognitIon rise to the crescendo ot Peithetaerus' chant:
Ja7 and. turtle, lark and sedgebird,
thyme-tinch, ring-dove r1rst, and then
Rock-dove, stock-dove, cuckoo, falcon,
fiery-crest, and Willow-wren,
Lammepgerer, porphJ1"lon, kestHl,
waxwing, nuthatch, water-hen.
Euelpldes re jolns :

Oho ror tbe blrds, Oho 1 Obo'
Ono tor the blaokbirds, hot

How they twltter, how they go,
shrieking and screaming to and b'o.
(302-1, tr. Rogers)

But he adds:

Goodness, are the, going to charge us?
They are gazing here, and a.e
All thelr beaks they open w1dely (307-9, tr. Rogers)

--to whioh Pe1thetaerus

m~.

apprehensively:

That is what ocours to me. (309, tr. R.)
The apprehension turns out to be well-founded.

To the Hoo-

poe'a surprise his subjects take a dim view ot hl. reoelving men
among them.

Instead ot welcoming Peithetaerua and h"uelpidee, the1

determine "bit by blt • • • [t)o tear and rend them" (3)8, tr. Hogera).

This turn of arfairs brlngs on a laughable squabble be-

tween the heroes to tlx the blame tor thelr plight, whlch is ended
abruptly by Peithetaerus' remIndIng Euelpldes that he won't dle
of weeping, .s he sorrowfull,. predicts.

"What a fooliah thIng to

say' / Weeping wl11 be quIte beyond you, whon your

$10S De

pecked
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away" ()41-2, tl". Rbg. ._).

The demoralizing errect on Euelpldea

1s easily Imag1ned, with all ita comlc overtones.
It 18 perhaps cver-inte:rpretatlon to aee in the blrde' mar-

tlal t01"m.at1on and furious aasaul t (repulsed by Pei thetaerue and
Euelpldes wlth improvised pot-helmets and splt-spears) a aat1re
the

c~rent

pedltlon.

o~

Peloponnealan War and in particular the Sicilian exYet appreciating Arlstophanoa t eye tor polItIcal

hleB--if we may so characterize auch

~

rol~

momentous oampaign--and

considering the open, and openly aaroastic, reterence to Hiolas

(363),

co~anding

general of the Sloilian fiasoo, we are not with-

out basis tor the interpretation.

Whether satirical or not, the

situation 1a tunny enougn in itself, as any mock battle fought
wi to w1nge t beaks, and kl tohenvare mus t be.
I

Tbe following dialogue, wlth reterencee to Ceramicua (395).
the Athenian burying ground (Whose meaning ot "potters' quutera"

ia a pun on the protective pote the,. were us1ng) and Orne. ()99).
a town in Argolls attacked by Athens 1n the recent past (whoae

name ls an obvious pun on 3pv"·-bIrd), further connects the sItuat10n with AthenIan mllitary arTaira.

And perhaps 1n the inter-

ohange about a treaty-pledge (438-46) we may detect a 8oo:r.rIng al·
lusioD to the treaties which must have been made and broken light-
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1y in those days ot turn-about Hellenic strite.

Certa1nly the un-

expected and brash cond1tion the chorus sets down: ItlI ."ear]

80

may I win ey every judge's vote, / And the whole '7'heatre f s," qualified so lIberally with, "nut
alone,"

1~

I'm false, then by one vote

(445-1. tr. Rogers) 1s a aure source ot laughter which

needs no explanation or commedt and depends on no allusion tor ita

essential. humor.
The treaty agreed on,

Pelthetae~u.

is gIven the floor.

Hia

elaborate preparations tor a speeoh, acoompan1ed by protestations

ot eagerness, and countered by Euelpide.' maliciously naive que.tion, "Are we getting ready to eat?" (463. tr. HacG-reger) form a
delightfully boisterous piece ot nona.nse.

And the speech

itselt'

is a masterpiece of lie. and halt-truths oouched 10 involved and
high-flown language.

Th& combInation 1s especially tunny because

punotuated with expression. 01' the b1rds' growing gullIbility and
the "helpful"

rem~ks

ot SUelpldea.

It certalnl7 wltne•••• to the

Tractateta eategory of garru11ty, and bristle. with humorous ingred1ents ot all kinds.
Satire on mythology

(469. 471. etc. passim), personal 1-et81'-

ences (to Lyslcrates, .513; the Persians, 481; Lampon, 521; etc.)
abound, and the fanciful account mounts higher and higher to the
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ridiculous untll It, climax in the vivid and oomlcall,. heart-rending account

or

the .tate of birds, a olassic bit ot superb bathos

(523-8).

or

oourse It overwhelms the birds.

They are putt,. in Pelthe-

taerus' hand a and he proceeds to mould them adroitly_
again (549-52).
abandonment

or

The stupondous plan 1s broachedJ

He apeaks

nle complete

law and 10g10 18 a triumph ot Arlstophanle zest.

r~o

l'JondeJl Norwood says,

be

a oomedy even it no one uttered a veJlbal joke.

thlng 119 a joke.,,19

n A.

play by Arlstophanes • • • would. IStl11
POJl the whole

There are, however, verbal jokes aplenty, In-

sertod as it were between Pe1thetaeru.s' breaths as he rises to a

crescendo o:f super-salesmanship.

Hex-e mox-e than ever Euelpides

plays the "stooge" role made :far.tillar b1

80

many later oO'C'ledlana.

At one time he gushes with admiration (5.52), at another grandl,.

gives his approval (569), but then slips in a disturbing observation about Zeus's possible retrIbutIon (575) whIch Pelthetaerus
pretends to ignore.

NothIng aba8hod J he inserts a satlrioal ahatt

aimed at the Athenian doles (519), then announces a brIght deciSion (598) based on Pelthetaerus' promises, which he 1*ollow8 up
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wIth an equally abrupt reversal and new decision (602),
A galley for me; I am ofr to the seal
No longer with you will I stay_

.... . . ...- - ..

Hy galley may go; I will buY' rue a. boe,
And dig tor the crock and the casket.
(tr. Hogers)
Tho birds, convinced by

Pelthetae~"st

eloquence, next launch

into the Parabasls (684-800), which i.a begun by an "ornithogenr"
done in the lot'ty manner of healed.

It mingles bombast with real

beauty, and it is perhaps more admirable than

runny,

though the

clever parody wh1ch the AthenIans could apprecIate rnust have given
keen amusement.
comb1nution

or

The consequent cla1ms to power and majesty are a
truths (the t'dilrblr;.g6rs ot' seasonal chanee are tile

birds [708-1SJ) and half'-truths (the biz'ds are prophets [71Ci-22 J)

and magnan1Mowa proraises ot safety and. pleasure
knowledge the

bil~d.

as 6c..da.

1'01"

those who ac-

And through all runs tne usual Aris-

tophan1c strain or Jibe. and Inaults at the expensE) of' Athenian
types and indIvIduals.

~1l1s

1s climaxed by

th~

lIttle homIly on

the value or wings, wIth lts earthy allusions to excretory runotiona (190-2) and cucKoldry (79J-b).
The flarabaa1s marks the end, practloally speaking, ot the
i'rlsing actIon" of the play.

Having un.folded the entire sohema,
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Ariatophanes adds on one inc1dent atter another whioh test it be.
tore final success Is aChieved.
Pelthetaerua and Euelpldes part company when the tormer senda
the latter ott on Mult1ple errands 1n a jumbled speech Whose contrad1ctions are rendered more r1dioulous by reason it Its being
reCited quickly In one breatb. 20

~uelpide8' rejoinder, p10klng

up the last 11ne and recasting the sense, 1s good repartee:
ft.

•

•

[L ] et

theM come / Pro:n thence ,: for me."

Eu.." And

ma1n1ng here, / Be banged--for .el" (884-5, tr. Rogers).
~vryo'

Pel.

'lou, re-

The

illustrates laughter caused by pervers10n ot the voice, the

repartee Illustrates once more Arlstopban1c wlt. 21
As

soon a8 Euelpide. leaves {never again to appear 1n the

20 Th 1s techn1que, oalled a xvfyo' or "choker," is paralleled
many comedians. MaoGregor cites one suoh passage from Gilbert
and Sullivant s Iolanthe: "You're a. :regular wtaeck w1th a c:rlck In
your neck and no vonder you snore for your head's on the floor
and you've needles and p1ns hom your solea to your sh1ns and YOUP
flesh Is a-creep tor ycur lett leg's asleep and you've oramps In
your toes and a fly on your nose and some fluff in your lung and
a reverlsh tongue and a thirst that's intense and a general sense
that you haven't been sleeping in Clover." (Lord Chancellor's song
by

21Por a thorough t:reatment ot this techn1que In Aristophanea,
see H, W. }oUl18:r, .. Corn1c I tera t10n 1n Aristophanes. tf AmerIcan
Journal !2£. Pb11010g1, 1945, .398-408.

r
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play's action) we are introduced to the flrst ot many humoroua
eplsodes lnvolving a varlety ot nulsanoe-characters.

Here more

than betore slapstlck becomes the order ot the day.

Witness the

phantasm ot Pelthetaerus standing by while the prlest labor1ously
recItes the l1tany ot bird-gods, sprInkled with jibes at well
known tlgures 22 untIl tlnally, hIs patience exhausted, he unceremenlously pushes the man offstage:
Stop, damn you, stop' invitIng them. Good Lord,
What sort of feast, you fool, will thls attord
YOUl' vul turea and aea-eagle8? Don't you see
One kite oould whlrl lt ott quite eaal1y'
Out ot the way, 70u and your tl1letsl Shoo'
Itll aee what I wlthout JOur help can do.
(889-93, tr. MacGregor)

'lbe sao1"'1t101&1 vlctim, ot coupse, was a xpof3d"tlov-.JIan extremel,.
meagre goat" (MacGregor).
Walter Kerr, in his adaptation ot the play tor modern stage 2l
illustrates some ot the possIbilIties tor lnterpreting thia apl-

80de.

He has the priest kneel with outstretched arms, calling up-

on the new gods and goddesses in solemn, aepulchral tones.

Clo ••

22B•g ., Cleoo~ltU8 (815), the Chlana (819), Poaeldon--"lun1um-Hawklng ft (867).

23walter Kerr, ed.
19.52) •

!2!

Blrd., ~ Aot1ns ~dIt1on (WaShington,

r
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by kneels Peithetaerus, anxiously mtmicking his every gesture, t
Ing desperately to Insert his own invocations between the prIest'
The rhythm grows taster and taster, wit!l Peithetaerua losing out
more and more, untIl at last he ends the series or "0
can\" etc. with "Oh

hell~M

Hawk~

0 Pel

and disposes or litany and priest to-

gether. 14
This surely is a legitimate interpretatlon
there 1s no doubt that lt is very

~y.

or

the scene, and

Its grotesque mimiory

of otficial worshlp is typical ot Aristophanes' irrepressible
penchant tor ridioule even in sacrosanct areas.
The priest is

tollo~ed

swIftly by a parasitic poet, in whom

Ar1stophanes spoofs all the professional versifiers ot Athens (who
must have been the more ubiquitous counterparts ot today's gaeetIng card authors).

Peithetaerua manages to silenoe him with pre-

sents or olothing stripped ofr the poor priest (934, 947)--whlch
aotion must have had the same comic erteat as the modern slapstick
comedian losing his pants.

Next the Oracle-Monger (959-90), Meton, the land-surveyor
(Q9l-1018), the Colonial Commisioner (1021-31), and tho Statuto-

240.

F. Osmun haa an lnteresting and helprul article on this
tecn1que: "BuIlding up Comic Steam," CJ, XLIX (1953), 85-89 •

......

11)

Seller (10)0-55) enter and are "removed" 1n quick succession, but
not betore Arlatophan.. haa managed to create aome 6.l1clous satire on the equivalent instItutions ot Athens.
Atter another choral interlude ending with a second unabaa
appeal tor the judges' favor, and .trengthen.d with a threat,2S

a m••••ng.r announc.s that the oity wall i8 built, "splendid, mag
nitie.nt, past oomparison; / So broad it stands, Proxenide. ot
Boaatlngton / and Th ••gene. with st.eda, hug. as that one /

or

Troy, to their charlots harn•• sed might drive / Atop ot it pa.t
each other." (1125-29, tr. MacGr.sor).

He go•• on in this vein

d.acribing the Birda- heroio labora in what a.ame to b. a

qparod~

ot tragI0 Inflatlon of language. n20

Suddenll, alarml An Olympian haa penetrated the tortltlcationa.

There is a

fl~1

of ordera and reports, ailenc.d by the

appearance ot the intruder her.elt, Identltied .a none other than
Iris the fl.et

(~Ip,~ ~~X&rQ

--her usual Homerio title, which

2SVia. "But .hould you the pri.e deny ua, you bad better all
prepare, / Like the atatues in the open, little copper disks to
wear; / Els. whene'er abroad retre walking, clad 1n raiment white
and new, / Angry b1rds will wreak their vengeance, spattering
over 1t and lOu." (1114-17, tr. Rogers).

2~acGregor, Ar1.toehan88 ~ Birds ~

lb!

~og., p. 5).
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prompts PeithetaerU8 to pun, "The Paralus,
[1204, tr. Rogers 1).27

01"

the Salaminian?"

The goddess unburdens herael£

terances in the high-tragic

111ode,

or

80me

ut-

which even Peithetaerus calls

"bombast" (1236-42),28 and atter hardly royal treatrnent 29 i8 dis-

missed to warn Zeus

or

his fate.

Says ?eithetaerU8, 'Eupd~ ~a~dt

(1258), vh ioh i8 variously translated: "Shoo, shoo \" (Rogers),
"Pack, Whack\" (MacGregor), "Be oft there quick,!.

ray).

I

Slap, Bang\ (Mu!

This ancient equivalent of a bhumb-and-vhistle, addressed

to a goddess, is like a 19th century street vendor taking leave 01
Queen Victoria with, "Okay, Vickie, on your way\"
By thIs time reports are tlooding in as to men's reaction to

the new kingdom.

The speech of the messenger (1214-1307) is an

intricately woven fabric of puns and allUSions, illuatraad by
this sentence describing the tad of bird-imitation:
Soon as they rise tram bed at dawn,
They &ttle down on laws, as we on lawns.

27An allusion to the despatch boats ot Athens mentioned
above (146).
2811'18' use or the word XU"ta.&eOAOtu (1242) and Peitheta,&:rua'
double repetitIon ot it (1248, 1261) afford another instance ot
"comiC iteration." Cont'er Hiller in &2! 1.8 mentioned above p. 11<:4

29Inc1uding a threat of rape b7 Peithetaerus (1254-56).

r
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And then they brood upon their leaves and lear.
lets
And reed their till upon & crop ot statutes.
(1285-89, tr. Rogers)
The puns on No~o(--law, vO~O~--pasture, ~'~Atu--books or the ~
of the papyrus, .~~,o~a--statute, '~O(--pebble, tumble over one

another.

And following aoon atter the reports oome the men them-

selves, eager to share in the benefIts ot' Blrdland.
.~,

A S1re-stl'ik-

thInking he w111 f1nd a law to just1fy his patrioidal wishes

.

(1331-71), Cinesias (1313-1409), a dithyrambic poet desirous ot
flitting about on wings who exempli!'1es his air;y veraes (with pla-

glarlsma from Anacreon) freely tIll Pelthetaerua gets tree ot him,
a Sycophant ("What can 1 do T I never learnt to dig \" [14.32, tr.

Rogers]) whose shady purpose In seeking wings 18 lashed--llterall;y
and figuratlvely--by Pelthetaerus: all get into the act.

But the

outrageous effect ot' the next Intruder, the hero Prometheus, Cowering under an umbrella must be rated one of the supreme oomio er.
fects or the play.

Its basls 1s the legend of Prometheus so well

known in Greek mythology and so notably presented year. berore 1n
Aeschy1U1J' Prom.thews Bound.
he,.. ls UftsUI'pa•• ed.

The usage Ar1stophanes makes

or it

T.rue to his &1 tx-u18 tic .elr ("You know I am

always well-disposed to men n [1543, tr. Rogers), Prometheus
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brings Pelthetae1"U8 "lnside In£omatlon" on the sad state
pus: "All's up wlth Zeus\" (1514, tr. Rogers).

or

Olps-

And even as he

allnks off',30 the envoy. symbolic or Zeus-s desperation step Into
view.

There are three, Poseldon, Heraoles, and a Barbarlan god.

The aatlre the latter afford Is too good not to comment on.
Al'lstophanes t aeraolea 18 at once a h1er)lly amusing sketch of'
a coars.ly anthPopomol'phl •• d god and a bl"Utlah "male-anblal It hero
type.

The playwright conve,. this impression In various ways,

ranging tram the comparattvely subtle remapk
Poaeldon rerus •• his terms: -As you will.

or

Pelthetaerus when

Row, cook,

be sure

you

make the gravy thick" (16)0-1, tr. Rogers) to the blunt accusation

or

Poseidon when Heracl •• volunteers to "stay and roaat the meat,

whlle 10U three go.1t

"To ROAST the meat\" his uncle roars, "fo

TASTE the meat, JOu mean" (1689-92, tr. Rogers).
The portrayal. of the Barbarian god, the !PlbaUian, 18

doubtle •• a dig at the complacent Athenian attitude toward any
1"orelgner.

6 I3dpllo.po' originally meant only ".tranger," but in

30UnknOWlngly, probablJ, Arlstophanes has parodied that peculiar blind spot ot human nature: thinking a Man can hide .trom
his God. Centuries later Francls Thompson was to pinpoint it in
hie immortal "Hound 01" Heaven." Here, Prometheus 1s immortally
ridiculous.

r
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AFlstophanes' t1me 1t was used contemptaoua17 to describe any membel" o~

the "uncivilized" (l.e., non-Hellen1c) world.

The rldiou-

lous lockIng, gibber1sh-spout1ng god carr1es th1s conoept to Ita
logical lL'Iflits.

or th1s legat10n Poseidon is 1n charge.

He is already by no

means happy wIth at least one of h1s tellow ambassadors' "DemocraC1, what

~

you bring us to, / When gods elect to represent them

--THAT? " (1570-1, t1". hacGregor).

He 800n

.finda that the other,

Horaclea h1:lbaelt, is reduced to a salivating bird-sympathizer at
the sight ot the luscious barbecue Peithetaerua Just happens to be
1nnocently preparIng (1$78

rr.).

Backed by this most ooncrete

argument, Peithetaerus wins a two-one decislon over Poseidon, and
the legation returns to Zeus with Its taterul neWS.
ThiS, the climactI0 episodo ot the play, i8 olimactic 1n Ita
humor too.
ve~y

Aristophanea' imag1nation i8 at Its best here, with

human goda being tempted by a very cra£ty man, and rlnallr

giving in chiefly on the score ot lioraelea t greed.

The satire

here might be interpreted as outrageously atholstic, but somehow
we oan .e. the tongue in the poet's cheek, and the impression geta
across that It 18 merely lrrepressibly irreverent, noth1ng more.
1

~ommentlng on this char.oteri.t1c, Horwocd ••1. or Arlstophanea,
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[H Je employs that celebrated parz-hes1a--not mez-ely t flte. speech',

but the right to say whatever enters his head.")l
Now 1.1thetaerua ret1res brletly to prepare tor the

c.~amonl-

al acceptance 01" Zeus's aceptre and of' the maid Soverlegnt7.

"daughter ot Zeus and embodimRnt of all polItical virtue. n)2

Soon

a burat of' turgid lyric heralds him onatage again:

He oomes.

No atar set in Heaven-. golden dome
Can match it. ray tgainat his refulgent beam,
Ho, not the Sun' 8 own glittering t'ar-f"lung gleam
80 radiant glowa, .a doth the beauteoua gz-aoe
!nelrable lighten in his ~latreaa' taoe.
The thunderbolt he wielda, Zeus' winged shaft,
To heaven's high arch strange, .tragz-ant odours watt,
Fair viSion, incense-amoke's curled canoP1
Floats en the breezes fluttering tremblingly.
Lo, where he comes \ The Muses t lips unseal.
With sacred song to greet and wish hia weal.
(1709-19, tr. MaoGregor)
Though at the start we ruled out of our consideration Norwood' a th1rd element of" Arlstopllanea' greatne •• as a comedian, it
.eems to rlt In here a8 an example of seat and vitality.
ment

18 Beauty, and In th1s passage we .fInd It.

The ele-

It adds to the

olosing stans.s o.f the pla7 a charm, a vivid, picturesque etreot

3lWopwood, Greek Comedy, p. 311.

32Ehrenberg, !!! le021e £! Aristophanes, p. 58.
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that orowns the wit and oleverness with something more exoellent.
And by just suoh abrupt

t~an8ltlons

strains does Ar1stophanes gain

c~uch

trom broad humor to

ot his vitalIty_

l~ic

We can do

no better than to reproduce the text here, and wIth it Rogers'
beautiful tranalations
Pel. l~e0ge vav yd~o,o,v, ~
~dv~e ouvvo~v
x~epo.op#. T~"x, xtOOv

.OAG

AIO'

xul AtXo' Y4~~A'OV.

OP£(OV, ~ ~dxa,pa, o~v

xerpa, xa, ~~£p~v f~v
Aa~OaOG ouyxop£uaov aTpoov
01 XOUCP1C) a'syw.

Now follow on, dear teathered trIbes.
To see us wed, to see us
wed,
~ount up to Zeua t golden
tloor,
And nuptial bed, and nuptial
bed.
And 0, my darling, reach

Cho. 4AGAal, tf, xa,~v,
~~veAAa XGAA(VIXO', ,
Oa,~ov~v ~~fp~a~e.

(1755-65)

thine hand,
And take my wing, and dance
with me,
And I will lightly bear
thee up,
And oarry thee. and c8.l'J7
thee.

Raise the joyous Paean-cry,
Raiae the song of Victory.
10 Paean, alalalae,
Mightiest of the Powers,
to thee \
80 we end our analysis ot the Birds.

Far .from attem.pting

a oomplete catalogue ot its souroes of humor, we have tried to
reCOll8t:ruct its main lines and single out eX&rnples of its multiTarioua laugh-getters.

A fUrther listing ot these will be found
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in Appendix II, p. 133.
the double

p~po.e

of

We may hope that this chapter has served

p~oY1ng,

ambulando, the helpfulness

or

our

pre-established norms in appreciating comedy, and of actually
helping that appreciation here and now.

It only remains, in the

last ohapter, to sum up our rinding. and conolude.

CHAPTER V

OONCLUS!ONS
Beto~.

drawing the oonolusions 'trom our .tudy. there are

c.~.

taln things to be noted.
First, we did not touch speoitioally. in
BIrd.' basio approach to Its subject.

Earll.~

Chapt.~

IV, on tn.

(p. 42) ve had

seen Cooperts substitution ot ludiorous tor ••rious as the characte%'iatic adjective of comedy aa opposed to traged,..

This aeems so

obvioUS, especially in the light or What discus.ed a8 a "psycho-

1

1087 of comedy" in Chapter III, that we need do no more than re-

iterate it here.

If Ari8tophan•• sometimes conceala a .er10ue

purpos. behind hi. toDl.fooleryl atill, what 18 obvious i8 the tomfooler1_
&8

-

Whatever his motive, his approach is via the ridioulous,

is amply evidenced by everyth1ng in Chapter IV.
Catharsis, too, insofar

&.

it has place in comedT, was dis-

cus.ed as an element of its psychology_

What was advanced then

lTbe extent to which he d08S this 1s a highly controverted
quostion Which we ahall relegate to an appendix (p. 151) tor sum121
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a8 a tentative statement cannot be improved upon now.

One point, however, that merit8 further disous8ion here Is
the Question ot" the primacy ot plot and the relative placement
with regard to the other qualltat1ve parts t"ound 1n oomedy_

Hav-

ing discUS8ed the existence ot a type of plot in the Birds, and
having seen it worked out as we went through the play. the que.tion we

m·~t

still answer is: 1s the plot in oomedy the element

ot" ohlet" importanoe, as it 18 tor Arlstotle 1n tragedy'
To answer this, we can do no better than brlng forward a
1ltepar.,. theor1

or

the structupe ot Artllstophane.· plays called

the Agon.
Aocopdlng to thl. theopy, there 18 a standardized "rormat"
tor Arletophanlc comedy, 1nneplted from the original Dlonyalao
rites from which oomedy gPew.

Murray, speaking or the "peralat-

ent elements ot struoturo" t"ound in the pla,.,

8&,.

O( ~t

1s im-

possible not to see 1n them • • • remains ot" those rlte. oonnected w1 th the renewal ot the year or ot the 11te ot the earth whlch

are known to us in man, parts of' the world_ • _ A:r1atophanea in
composlng hls comedies was workIng 1n a tradltlonal rltual pattern and could no more have lef't out the Agon or the Parabas1a
than be could leave out the phalll0 dress."

And MaoGregor holds

r
12)

that " • • • it wa8 rrom such sallies and controversies of the
.festivals • • • that the Old Attic Comedy took its origIn and Its
The essence of them was conflict, the encounter ot rI-

character.

val wIts; and the works ot Ar1.tophanes and hIs tellow oom1c poets

preserve thi8 agonist1c type stamped 1neffaceably on theM. n2
Butoher

oono~s

that: "A play ot Aristophanes i8 a dramatized

debate, an AGOX, 1n which the persons represent OPPOSing prlnclples; tor in torm the pieoe 1s always combatlve, though the
tIght mal be but a mock tIght. nl

As a debate, the plays would

have a pattern, but hardly a plot.
be tlnely delIneated charactera.

And

the "opponents" would not

The "princIples are brought Into

0011i810n and worked out to their most Irratlonal conclusions,
llttle regard being paid to the coherence at the parts and atill
lea. to proprlety or character."4
Harah'. statement well sums up this AgOD theory:
The typical plot at an Arlatophanic comedy 18 construct-

2aIlbert Murray, Aristophanes, ~ Studl (New York, 1933), p.
13; MacGregor, ArI.tophanes, !h!. BIrds ~ !h!. lTogs, p. 2.
3Butoher, Poetry ~

-

4Ibld.

!1e!!£!,

p. 380.
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ed very dlfterently from that or a tragedy or a later comedy.
Normally the leadIng character conceives a happy idea, ridlculoua in ita very extravagance and impractIcality. • • • This
ldea normally meets with violent oPPositlon • • • but th1.
opposItIon i8 overcome 1n a debate or lagon'. The ide.ls
now ready for the teat ot actual pract1ce. • • the result.
are dramatIzed in a serle. ot scenes between the main character and varIous typlcal figures who have been affected. Th•••
acena. have l1ttle or no connection with each other and there
i. no dramatIc development, but em.otionally the,. tend to 1"1 ••
to a cllmax. 5
Cooper recognize. thIs h1storical structure

comedy.

Olting Aristotle' 8 uae ot MeSo' or

or

AOyo~

Arietophanlc

Interchangeabl,.

tor the plot ot a drama, and noting that "plot 1n 1ta general
sen.e means for him the basic 1dea of a play,·6 be contends that
when Aristophane. use. Aoyo' to descr1be the contents of hi. playa
be meana it in the same Ar1stote11an aenae.
"sow. of comedy. ,,7

It would be the very

So Cooper .finds that be " • • • must di.sent

.from a common opinion, and aurely .from exaggerated torms ot it,
as to the relatIve unimportance, a. 18 alleged, ot the main aotl0
1n the work.

or Arlstophane8 taken generally. Tho fundamental

thIng in each ot the play. aa we know them 18 a great com1c Idea

SHareh, ! Handbook !! Cla.8ical Drama, pp. 2$8-9.
6cooper,

!n Aristotelian TheoU .2! Comedr, p. 49.

1I b1d., p. $0.
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or substantial form which gives rise to all the details of each.
• • • And this assumption would agree well enough with modern
theories concerning the agon or • debate' as the centre of the
Aristophanic drama ... 8
Looking at the Birds 1n the light of this Agon theor7. we
see the clash clearly.

The fantastic concept. found1ng the olt,.

of the birds, and its proponent Peithetaerua. meet with plenty ot
opposition tram the birds themselves.: In a debate featurIng beaks
and talons agaInst
out.

1"081

prom1aes and flatterIes. PeltbetaerU8 wlna

Then bis Idea Is put to the test of various quacks In se.8r-

&l episodes, and tinally trIumphs over all oppos1tlon, fInd1ng

fulfillment 1n hIs marr1age to Sovereignty and his usurpation ot
Zeus'. throne.
Row does thIs Agon atructUl'e fit in as a comlc element' Can
we rate It, along with wit, Best, etc., a source ot comic etfect?
It eeeme not.

Rather it is an underlying psyohological factor in

comedy WhIch finds manlrestat10Da in wit and the rest.

It pro-

vide. the prIme matter tor the various puns, allusions, Insults
and vuia Which w., have 8een in our study.

In this va,- it is cer-
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talnly basic, and 1t we wish to talk ot 1t al the coml0 equivalent
ot plot, we can say there here, as in tragedy, plot is foremost.

For the other qualitative parts it is d1fticult to find as
clear-cut a case.

Certainly ~o' ia exemplified more negatively

than poaitively, and very otten the OldYOaQ-Ai~,' element 18 moat
humorous precisely because ot its belng delIberately incongruous
toJ!' the character to which it is imputed.

iUl 1n all it seems

safe to say that r~o' as a conslstent:quallty is subordinated to
whatever give. opportunity tor a greater display ot inoongruity-whether this be a startling reversal ot ordinary habits ot action,
or an unexpected maniteatation ot Jedgement, or a wild and surprl
ing suggestlon or retort.

~, then (and the O&dVOaU-Ae(,' wlth

which it is a •• ociated), 8eems ot greater importance 1n the Birds

than ~o'.

The other parts would tall into place tor comedy as

tor tragedy.
This aald, we may add a tinal conclusion.

F~om

our investl-

gatlon 1t seems evident that oomedy is susceptible to a certain
systematIc analysis on the basis o£ de£inite norms.

This is true

because t here seems to be an essential reason ror anything being
funny, and that ls incongruity.
Incongrul

t,. in tUJ'ln ma,.

be

aohleved by many means, and these
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means to some extent tall Into categorles or types.

Arlstotle's

categorle. ot tragic element. are partially val1d tor these comic
categories as well, at least aa far as the
plot, oharacter, thought, diction, song,

tl

q ualltative

parts"--

and

spectaole.

But In

comedy these elaments 80metimes appear quite modifled or even a8
on17 negatIve norms.

This does not nullity their usefulness, but

plac •• a 11m1t on It.
On the other hand, there are ele.ents 1n comedy--means to
Incongrult1--wh1oh do not seem to be treated In the Poetics.

They

are peculiar to comedy, whlch 18 80 heavlly vellled w1 th them

lUI

to take on a definite cast totally

gedy_

dltte~ent

from the oast ot tr&-

Thus, sprightliness, the result ot what we have termed .e.

i8 a dl.tinguishing mark of comedy certainly unshared by tragedy_
Wlt is not so conflned to comedy as zest, but at least 1t8 usage
there is both more radical and slanted to a quite dltterent end.
True, Aristotle's element of diction may include wit as one ot its
sub-categories, but the .mphaals tor tragedy would be totally dltterent.

The same amy be said ror lron7, which 18 certalnl1 dls-

cus.ed 1n the Poetlcs,9 but whose usage in comedy 1s wIdely dlver-
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gent.

Typ1ry1ng power, finally, 1s not excluded Trom tragedy. but

haa no role comparable to 1ts important one

or

furnishIng the

OOIn-

io playwr1ght w1th objects tor some ot h1s choicest and moat de·
vastating humor.

Butcher says, "The Arlatophanlc comedy. baving

transported real persona into a world where the cond1tions ot
reality are neglected, strips them

or

all that 1s truly 1ndivldu-

al and distinctIve, it invests them with the attr1butes ot a class

or makes them representat1ve of an idea."lO

And again, "The act-

ora in an Ariatophanie play are transparent caricatures.

In these

half-grotesque impersonat10ns the individual 1a entirely subord1nated to the type • • • "11
So the Poetics' norms tor tragedy need t1lling-out to be ade-

quate 1n evaluat1ng oomedy.

But even their supplements are not

wholly unf'am11iar to Ar1stotle, and no one ot them 1s opposed

Aristotelian norms.

l2

Rea11zing thIs, and aware
trom our study ot
,

-

the impres8ive framework tor dramatic (i.e., trag1c and cornIe)
critIcism the Poetios does provIde, we can safely say that an
"Aristotelian approach to co.cfled;y" as aet forth above is .feaaible

lOButeher, Poetry ~ .E!!!!.,2.!, p • .38.3.

-

llIb1d., p. 381.

and profItable.

It 1s 8u1'fieiently scientifIc without beIng atit-

ling, sufficiently adaptable without being undisciplined; it
provIdes objectIve norms while leaving room for the incontestable
rights of personal taste.

It 1s an adequate, intellectually sat-

lstylng and aesthetioally acceptable approach to a literary torm
whoae heightened apprecIation is an addItion to the 11te of any

man ot culture.

APPENDIX I
THE BIRDS AS CONTEMPORARY THEATRE
An interesting aidelight on the Birds i8 its production as

good comedy tor modern audiences.

Two instanoes tall within the

author's personal experienoe.
The first was a one-act version ,roduced during Apr!l, 1958.
Part ot a

prog~am

desIgned to trace the progressIon ot comedy from

ancient Greek times thPoUib Elizabethan to our own, the version
used was that adapted tor stagIng by Walter Kerr and put on b7
Cathol10 University.
gers t,

Kerr's translation was an adaptation of Ro-

vl th aOllle orlginal translatIon or unacknowledged borrowing

trom other translators.

The edltlng ot the text is skIllfully

done, and the result Is a sprIghtly stage Yeraion made more Intel-

llgible by free renderIng ot puns and allUSions, but thoroughly
Ar1stophanic in flavor it not always in detail.
Using thIs version (or rather hal.f o.f it, for the "second
act" was not used at all), the Dramatic Olub ot Loyola Academy,
Wllmette, Illinois, d1rected by the author, produced the Birds "in
the round" tor an audienoo of

8omO
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two-hundred and tifty adult.
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and high school students.

The costuming was colorful and fairly

authentic, the choral "dances"--done by high school juniors and
.eniors--were attempts at Interpretlng the poetry or the varlous
choral pleces.

The audience reactIon to this vaa highly .tavorable.

Part of

this ma,. be attributed to the tact that the audienoe was not uninteres ted 1n the pertol"lUers.

Part certainly was due to the innate

excellenoe and good humor ot th6

play.~

Proor ot this is that one

or the other pla,.s orr.red to the same audienoe waa received vel',
cooly, with polite applause but no enthus1asm.

Doubtless the

spectacle of winged and costumed young men brought laughter, but
it did in AJ:tistophanes' time too.

Perhaps the only significant

ditterence, except tor the lyric odes ot the nightingale, which
were omitted, was in the ohoral dances.

The Loyola produotion

must have had tar les8 beauty and rhythm, tar more slapstick than
the Athenian version in this area.

A second and more elaborate production was staged in

Novembe~

1959 by the Minor Seminary ot St. Meinrad Abbey, Indiana, under
the direction ot Rev. Gavin Barnes, O.S.B..

Using a cast ot twen-

ty, besides the ohorus ot ten, Fr. Barnes d1d the whole play
(aga1n us1ng Kerr's tranalation) complete with elaborate costumes.

1.32

oomplicated choreography, musical background, and a machina used
to strIking advantage, part!oularly 1n the final Gamos soene.
would be hard to

expI~es.

It

adequate aarn1ration tor the stagIng of

this version, which oertainly muat have gone tar toward captU1'1ns

the flavor of the original.

As an authentio supplement, in the

area. 01' song and spectacle .apeolally, to the usual reading
the play, it was invaluable tor appreciating

~l.tophanlc

or

co.edy_

It. enthusiastio reoeptlon by a large:audlence tor three performance. inelleatea it. cal1bre.
GrantIng the inevitable divergenoes 1'l*om the original, the8.
modern productions ot the pirda ahould prove to the satistaction
or all but the most adam.ant anti-cla•• ioiata that Greek

O0l1H,d;y

1.

not .. dead 188ue, but a ver1 much allve and lively torm ot entertai1llllent.

The oorollu1 a. to the universality ot Arlstophane.'

geniu need. not be underaooNd.

1,1

1:1
I
I

APPENDIX II

A

SUPPL~HiillTARY

LIST OF $("URCE8 OF

COMIC EFFEOT IN THE BIRDS
The material 1n this append1x is intended as further material
for the anal,..1. ot the Blrda accord1ng to the norma of the theal
Unlike the aaterial included in the

bady ot

the th•• is. it will be

11sted by oategory: pun., literary and polIt1cal allusions, zest,
eto ••

III some oa.e. the lists wIll oontain repetitions ot things

mentioned 11'1 the text, but only when they Involve fUl"ther explan-

_tlon or fuller translation than was given there.
The listings will be .equential within categoriea.

The

lIne

number(a) wIll be glven, the Greek quoted it nece.8&r7 or helpful.
Pol"

puna the Indicated vooabulary will be glven, and tne pun ex-

plained it necessary.

Then .everal translation. will be Cited,

using the same reterence. aa above 11'1 Chapter IV.

Alluaions vill

simpl,. be explained according to available knowledge shedding
11ght on the humor they involved.
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PUNS

11nea 271-2.

~~.

~«~«l XQ).o, y£

Hoopo.

£

xul

.OIVIXiOO'

Cx&,;w' • xCll yAp 3vop." a.6"t'lj) y" Ecnl cpo, VI xO..

"tepo'_
.o,vlxIG'-~edd18h-purple, redJ

~"t'tp&v,-O~eath.r.

MacGregol'I " • • • a tlne bIrd, on _,. wOJld.. He gleam. 11ke
flame." "Yes, or course he doe.. Itta nat~alJ aa tlaN-1ngo
18 hl. name."

Rogel's: "Lovely oJ"eatul'e' nlce and red 11ke t1amlng flame."
"So he should be, tor ll'lamlngo i8 the lovely creature' a name."

Pel. olS ytlp

icn l

J'Jf.OPYa').o(;

Pl'om x1)pd).o',-ou--a ••a-bIz-d, to s01lle the male halcyon; (At.
,
)
,

to plar upon xc, PfA)--to aheu orSporgI1ua vaa a well known Athenian barber.

tic xc, pu).o{; (a comic vord

out.)

MacGregor. "That 1 The Shaver." "Reall,., then you're a Shave!'?
"Ye., to Birds he'. what the Barbel' i8 to men."

Hogers I

"That'.

a cllppep. He' 8 the lad,. halcyon's mate."
"Can a olipper b. a bird then ,. "Sporgl1us 18 surel,. ao."

line 302.

Bu. "'{,

yAClO.! 'A9.qv,,",' ftycr.ycv;

The owl waa common to Attica, but b.ala•• , 1 t waa the aaol'od
bird or Athena. and ita tmago appeared on many Athenian
coins. So the pun 1s getting aomething like our "carr,.ing
coala to Newcaatle."
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PUNS

MacGregor: "wbo brought an owl to Athena? Labour loat aga1n \"
Rogera: "And who to Athena brousht an owl, 1'd 11ke to know."

lin.a 179, 164.

Eu. OUX o~o' o~v O~ou '~lv 6pVleWV .&A~;
'el.

lx

~oO XOAOU ~od~ou xeXl~O!~4a .ol,'.

1lc:Slo',-ou--pole, exla: used here in the s.ns. or the Whole
vault or the heavens. (.Oll',-ao'--olty)
MacG1"egorl thrhla 18 the birds' .!.!!.!., that you won't deny. If
"••• £!-!l 1nstead of !!!! it wl11 be found."
Roge.a. "And 1s not that the station of the B1rd.?"
~om your Stat10n 18 evalved your State. ft

Bu.

&.a~~

ft,

••

And

4pa ~~ xopu6oG vuvl xtr~a, ~eaV&~

X8cpQ.A1lolV.

K'~lG'--an Att1c dame, used rar the aake or the pun on xe~

).I,--head.
MacGregor a " • • • ahe made him a grave 1n her bead." "The reault, I remark, 18 the a1re ot the lark reata at Head1ng1;y
now that he'a dead. ft
Rogera: " • • • the poor creature contrived to bury her aire in
her head." "So the .1re of tho lark, give me leave to remark
on the crest of a headland 11e. dead.
Pitts. u • • • the Lark f1nally laid him away in ber head."
"Exactl,.. That' 8 how H,-de .Lark got ita name."l
'~~eo~(o~'J
.daG~~ nd~~ou' .ap ~rv.
~voOy~U' ,pd~cpeO.
cppcl~CrJp • -opo' (better .pcl~T)P. -epo') --a member or a ~'rP4, a

line. 164-5.

Cho. et 01 006lo' 4~,

xal lAp wGnep

XAr

l~ Birds, tr. Dudley Fitts (Hew York, 1951).
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MacGregor: "It a slave there be from Carla, .uoh a8 Exee.atide., ae shall get him grandtorer(e)athere and (h)enfranohlzed
he shall be."
Rogers: "Come along, you slave and Carlan, Exece.t1de. to w1t,
B.Peed ",1. th U8 your Cuekoo-rearer., they'll be guildsmen apt
and .fit."
P1tta, dhven a cr.eping calamlt7 11ke Exekeatld•• can hatch
anceatopa up here and become respeotable. It

lin•• 190-2.

~e ~~po~Ae(O~ ~,' d~v ~uYXdv" X£'~,Qv,
06x 4v 4,loiOIY " ~O(~4~lOV, &AA' 4V£~~4~Q,
x&~ouap~y x&Y4~yeU04' age" al X4~£U~G~o.

Chc. Ei

xe(;;Tftulw--to want to go to stool. '.ttCUIl-- to exude (euphemistic tor ~'X~--to have a thin stool).

'yaxY'~-"to have a re.p1te, recover.

MacGregor: "Then If Mr. fut8ybowels were impelled to seek hI.
e&.8, He would not befoul hi. l1nen, but fir ava,., and when
be' disoharged his wind and burthen, baok on winge would
haste aga1n."
Fi tta, "Or say 70u develop a sudden cue or the PUna. Do 70u
ait tbe:re and 11))011 YOUP suit t No, you s1mply SOOM up into
tbe air, do your job, tart twice, catch lo,~ breath, and
coapt back to your seat again."

line. 81)-16.

Pet. ~ouAeoe& ~A~iY4 ~oG~o ~o~x Aaxe54l~ovo' %~&p
'tT)'" avo"", ..CLXQllIY a6~llY I

1.37

PUIS

used tor Its obvious similarity to Sparta.

~le

city).

MacGregor: n • • • style it (lisping) Lathedaemon." "As I live,
I'11 not. ,,!bat? Lath--m;x city? For a bed I'd ha.ve no lath
but mattl'ess springs instead."
Hogereu UWhat do you think of that grand Laconie name, Sparta
"What, sparta ror my city? No. I wou~dntt use esparto roJ'
.7 pallet, not it I'd corda • • • ft

or

l"uon1an J.! !!!. s&is guoi
and name it I'ew sputa Tn n I want no part ot ~)parta. (losh,
I wouldn't tie a name l1ke that to a flop-house bunk'-

'Itta, nShall ve go 1n tor a touoh

linea 1040-2.

Statute-Seller:

Xp~a4t ~e.eAoxoXXUYla, ~oro6c ~or

""~POl 01 Xel' cna.O,""OfOl xaJ ['Tlfllo&J.C1Oi) xa.aa.1ttp 'OA

o"d(&ol.

Pei. o\l O~ y' oTO'lf.ep c:.'1:0"tUf;lO&

xp'·)OU

'tciX4.

'OAo.u(aol--lnhabltants ot a town in the Cbaloldl0 peninsula,
chosen tor the similarity to oAo,dpc09a&--to complaln, lament. ~O~~,&O, (- ot ·~~dt.oa) from 6't~ute'v--to bowl.
~'acO••gol"

"The tollowing "eIghta, meaaurea, and Parllamentar7
Aots ah~ be those ot the Cloudcuckoorlaiana aooo~dlng to
to tbe wsos and wont of the Ollohlans-." nThe Howlhovllana
shall be youz:.s without delay." (Thl'·aahes hbl).

Rogers. "Item, the Cloudcuckooburlana are to use the .elt-same
weights J and m.aauX'es J and t he aelt-aame co1nage as t..~e 010phJXians." "And ,"OU the aalr••ame as the Ohl Ohl -tp1ana. ft
(8trlk1ng him).

11n•• 110b-8.

Cho. yAaOx,' u~4~ oG.~· ~x'Ae{.oua, A4UPB'~'XA{·
4AA' ivo.x~aoua,v IvOov, tv "tc ~or' ~GAAav~(O&
4vve~~euooual

Aaupe'~lKa·yA&OXC'

xexAifouoa

~'xp~ xip~a~4.

--common appelation ot Athenian silver
colna, 80 called becauae ot the tamous silver mlnes or Lau
~ionJ a mountain in Attica. xip~J-G~O'-- anytblng small,
eap. used ot oOins, amall change.
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PUNS

11 net er be ahox-t ot (tnose. I
mean, the Mint haa bred), But their homos they'll make among
you, in your pursos lay thei~ bed. Snug17 broeding there
you'll find them and small ch~e ror you they'll hatch."

!1acOl"egor: "Guinea-towls

yO'll t

Rogers: "Little Lauriotlo owlets shall be always rloek1ng In.
Yo ahall find them all about you, .a the da1nt7 breod 1ncreasea, Building nests within your purses. hat<lh:1ng little s11Yer pleces."
1 In•• 1203-5.

3vo~

Pel.

o.

001

~{ l~"

TIP'~ ~Gxara.

Iris.

Pel.

UAofov, ~ XUV~i
r~p~~o', ~ S~AU~'vtu;

or ves ••l, u8ually a merohant ship.
ltUv1'),-11'--le.thel- cap or bonnet. "'dXU' .. -t'CL,-U ..... 81dtt. nee
tbe pun com•• in applyIng thls adJeotive, ritting ror a
ship, to tne godde.8.
~Aorov,-ou--8hlp

"vacaregor: "What name do lOU bear? Bonnet OJ' Barquentlne '"
"Iris the fleot." "China or home d'ye mean?"
'Roger.: "Your name \ What 1s it? Sloop o~ aead-dr.aa.,..
the .fleet." "The Paralus, or the Sal_1n1an '"

"Irla

P1 tta: "YoW" name? Are you sea-goinS, or a 1"lylng hat-racl?"
"Fleet Irls am I." "Deep sea or inland "~l tars '7" 2

lines 1460-5.

S1oophant.
Pel.

p&~p,~o' o~Oev

~4ye'yW ~i~~lXG·

olu.ip8lV Oef.

ltul ~~Y £~. ~O, v~ ~&v Ala

XdAA'O~G Kepxupafaxo,au~l ~~epd.

2M_rr7 (!h! Birds, p. 63 or notes) quotes a passage from Mlltonts Samson Agonlat.a describing the appearance or Delilah, who._
slmllarity to thIs pas.age is striking: 'But who 1s this' What
th1ng ot .ea or land' / Female or sex it seema, / That so bedecke
ornate, and ga'1, / Come. th1s way saillng, / Llke a stately ship /
• • • • • • • • Sa118 tilled and streamers waving.'

,:
I

PUBS

Pel.
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.~,p~ ~lv o3v,

olol ac .O&~ ~~~£pov ~c~~.

"llv.
pc~p,~,-'xo'--a top, spun by whipping. ~d~lt,-'YO'--a Whlp
or scourge. lupxuparo' ,-T},-ov--ot or belonging to CorcJl"a
(moc1eI'D Cortu).

"The tCorcyrean whip' wlth double thong •
• • .eems to bave been a speclal weapon of public chaatl.ement in that turbulent ls1and.")

MacGregorl

tJH.r.--t~.re,

just 11ke a top." "I tollow tnat, a
top, ,... _ In Ooro;yra b)"-the-bye the,. uae thi. prett, meana

to make things .flr- tJ (Prod.uoe. a whlp) "0 dear me t That' a a
wbtP." "Bo, means ot flight, Whereb7 today I'll make fOU
to(ho)p all rlght."

Roger.: "Round l1ke a top I'll whiz." "I understand. A whlpping .... top; and here by Zeus I've got tlne CoroJl'ean wings to
.et you whl•• ing." ·0, It'. a whip\tJ "la1. rrlend, a pall'
ot Wins.. to eet you splnning l'Ound and round tod.,.."
F1tts, "I'm bus,. aa a top." "'lop? ffere'a something to make
topa spin: flrat-cla•• goods rrom Korkyra." "Put it Awalt"
"Call It a pair or vlngs. By God, lt'll aend IOU into a noae
dive."
11nea 1529-)0.

Prometheus.

.,

o~,

l'

~<tt.

v;

Tplf,\aAAol •

Tpq.3ClAAo(-a people on the borders or Thrae.; b.ence, &8 a
oomlc name tor barbarian goda.
th.e optative
2nd sing. ot 4.. ,,,p{~-to rub away, gr1nd dOVDJ as a c~s.:
"be hangedl"

4'Jtl"P'''''T}'--

MacGregor: itA nUle T Damublana.'t 8The a_e, ot course, trom
WhoM our sa71ng t Damn JOu t oame."

~.rry, !h! Birds, pp. 72-13

or

notes.

PlINS and ALLUSIONS
Rogers: "The name? Triballiana." "Aye, I lmder".tand.
trom that quutel" '.t'l.-lbulation comeul. It

line 1569.

Poseidon.

t

Ti.

A4Ioxoo(a,.T ~~v ~do,v.

AA,axoola'--trom Aur.o'.-a,-ov--lert-handed, awkward, and
~oG', ~o6&'--£oot. The pun la 1n the inoongruous combinat10n ot tbe two worda.4
MacGregor. "0 you born Makemuddle you\ft
Roger. :

It

A born Laiapod1 ... t. tt

Pitts: nne you want these poople to take youfoJ1' fJalspodlaa 1"

ALLUSION'S
line 31.

Uxa.: t1eanlng "SoythIan," it vaa a nante raJ! Aceator, a.
t1"aglcpoet aspIring to Athenian citizenshlp, though a
foreIgner. Herodotus (VIII, 64)
the Persiana call
all Soythlans by thie name.

a.,.

11ne 126. ~ov JXIXA(OU: Seelli&8' eon vaa named Ariatocratea. ne
took part In the oligarchIcal Nvolut1on ot the 400.
There la a pun here, too, on the verb 4p,~o.pa~aroa41-
'to be governed by nOble.·, whioh appears 1n 11ne 125.
lIne 146. kACl$." vlcu A despatch-beat ot Athena lIinich had been .ent

some aontba b.to~. the B1Pds' prem1ere to bring £lclbiad.. back trOM 81c11y.

~I. Is on11 one, and perhaps the les.er. or two sources ot
comedy here. The other 18 the allusion to an Athenian general b1
the name ot Lalapodlaa, who "having a stltr or wIthered leg," Rogera tella us, "wore hI. cloak awry to conceal the detect tt (p.l3~
Pitta (p. 117) Inte.pNts a Scho11on on this .s retepring to Lalapod1 .. , sexual inoapaclty, though a better Interpretatlon would
deem that it alludes to hi. promiscuIty. Kelther artecte the joke
here.

I

ALLUSIONS
linelSl. McAClVS{O': A tragic poet saldto be a leper. The pun 1.
on the similarity ot the city'. name to the man's diee.s ••

11ne 1$). 'oxo~v~,o': An obnoxious, one-eyed informer.
a duplicate ot the one 1n line 1$1.

The pun la

line 168. 1'£l.ia.' s A rlatterer. HeM the Joke 8eems to be lilt
tak.s one to know one."
11ne 186. A'~ MT)),,(Ca)1 "Malian tam.1n•• II About ten or twelve months
berors this, the Melians had been starved into submlsalon by 11claa.
line. 282-4. A reterence to the Tarsus ot Sophocles, and to Philocl•• , a tragic poet who plagla~l.ed it w1tn his Psnd1onls, and a d1g at Call1aa, head ot an illustrious house,
who dla~ated its wealth and terminated 1ta glory.
l1nes 289.90. KA£~vu~O't A notorious glutton, known also tor having thrown away hi. sword at the battle ot Dellum. The
joke is twofold, on his gluttony and his oowardice, when
Pelthetaerus expres8es surpri.e that there .hould be another glutton than he, and Euelpide. explains that Cleon,mus would surely not be cre.ted (i •••• hel~eted to~
battle) •
line )00. Xxopy{Ao'l A vell known barber at Atnena, obviously flttlng the descr1ption ot a "bi1'"d" given, al1PPo8&dly, br
Tele.. In lines 168-9 above.
line 440. & ~ClX(upo1t.d'l A cutler with a notoriousl,. quarrelaome
wlte, who made & pact ot mutual torebearance rrom 80ra
lng, biting, etc.
lin•• 471-2. &, I~oxe : Th!s table ot Aesop--htm.elt a fabled
charactep--is not in the collection ot his atories aa we
have it now. Not to have "read JOur Aesop" In tho ••
day. waa apPlU"ently a mark of ignorance.

I

11ne

475.

I1ne 481.

fy ~n xe~4A~ xa~opd~al: An absurd allusion to the eestation ot Athene (Fitta); re.~~blea in 80me points the legend or the Phoen1x (J.!err1). Perhaps th.e ahape of tn.
'created lark 1 a' head supplied the basia tor the whole
.tor:y_
XUP~40(QV • • • 6pe~y:

Onl7 the kIng ot th~ Persians
wore the tiara uprIght, llke the cook of the birds_

11ne 513. Auc" Xpcl"'T)1 A cor:Mlpt Atbenlan orrlcer. Perhaps there 1.
another emphasis here--reterence to a recent tragio portra1al of Prla.!"A as AUCU xpd1:T)' ...... having deatro;yed the pow
ert ot 'rro7line $21.

Ad~~~y: A noted soothsayer, :8ald to have aalved hi.
soruple. b7 swearing not v~ 1:Av l.~VA. but v~ ",Av X~V4.

11no 553. nop.,up(wv, KC~"H ova. ~o ot tbe giants mentlone4 1n Herodotus (i, 119) In connection wIth the assault on Olympus. The 1"0n\1e1' Aay well be used here as a pun on the
bl1'd ot tne same name.
llne 51$.

••• lX.A~V: The Scholl.at not•• oonoe~n1ng thl.
pass". that e(ol • • • c~~oO r-~~oul xut J~vo,.
In
Hymn I, 114, the same worda are used to describe Iris.

T 1pav

line $80. A~~~ • • • ~c~pcl",~: Demeter will keep up her dole.
Th. joke 18 in ~le reterence to the dol.. or the demagogue.: the7 too oux 4SeAerOlVa
line 601. o6lie". etc.: A proverb about whlob the Schollaat says:
~o~o iAeye~o

11ne

640.

i.l

~Qv 4yvQ~wY.

~tAAoY'x'4Y. A reterence to the besitancy or Nlola.,
coining a word out ot hls name much llke our "malaproplsm" or "quisling."

11ne 6$1. ~, iv 'AloWaOU AOyO": Aesop'. firat table, according to
our colleot1ons.
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line 670. C:crJt£P :<ta.p6ivo{; :
Iliad II, 8]2.

r..lk~ a

llaid.

Possibly an imitation ot

lInea 685-7. TnI0 is po.albl, an imitation of Iliad VI, 146, and
haa overton•• ot Aeach7lu.t Prometheus Bound, 549.
lInea 691

rr.

'I'his pasaage 18 an obvious 1m! tatlon or ~i~s10d,
starting orr in th~ language of Theogonl 116.

line 1:112. lIpoO(XCfl:

A

sophIst, reputed t~ul.eher 01" E'urlpld•••

line 712. 'Upto~n: A notorious robber with the practice or strippIng 1118 vIctim. art.r Ilobbing them. The joke i . obvioua.
line 150. tpUV1XO'. A tllaglc

~oet

who lived around 500 B.C.

line 762. zx&vedpoua One struck ott the register ot AthenIan citi-

zens.
line 16) • • 'A~OYO': A Phryglan much la~pooned tor hie nationalit
according to thQ Schollast.

line 198. A&,~pi~n': A .elf-made man of foreign extraction, who
rose to weal. th through the manul"acture of wicKer sheathing tor wlne cask., and was elected to successively hi .
er military ortices until t1nally he became lffXaAtK~pU
wy--a ho~.e-cock (tabled antmal, with a pla7 here on the
leader ot the cavalr7.)
line S08. ~d6' o.sX • • • 1t'tepor<;, A quotation .from the HY1"1!ldons
ot Aeaoh11us (Frag. 123).
11ne 822. 9!oyevt~: A prominent Athenian who became on. ot the
Th1rt7 1n 404 B.C.
11ne 823. A;~~(VO~I An Athenian sent as ambaS8ador to Lacedaemon.
~
Both he and Theogene. were notorious for boasting of

ALLUSIONS
wealth they did. not poa.esa--flcastlea 1n tbe air."
line 824. .>..iyp,,': A plain 1n 'lhrace where tb. poets laid the
scene of the mythioal conflict between the goda and the
giants. Ar1atophane. i. here belittlIng the whole mytholog,..
line8l1.

nt' oa',,1'l':

An Athenian noted tor h1s e.ftemlnac;y.
l1ne. are a parody or the Nele!£er of ~~lpide ••

The

11ne 858. xafpaeA notorlous17 bad flute player.

lines R19-BO • ••• 4U~OrO' xal X/OIgl. XlOlO''' ••• ~poax£,~c"
oae, A playful reterence to the tact X'epoX'ted b7 the
Scholl.at tbat the Chtena, allie. or Athena at the beginning ot the Peloponnealan War, were alv_ya included
in the public prayers. And perhaps a touch ot 1ron7,
due to the tact that the Ch1ana bad revolted trom Athens
atter the Slcl11an expedition.
11ne 910. X,,:t4 ""Oll "~llPov: A. vague rereHnce to Homer, supported.
by place. 11ke Iliad I, 321, but alvaTIS referrIng to
common nouee servants, not servants "ot' the Musea."
11ne 919. xa"C'4 '1;4
poet.

l.~vloou. Rete~.

11n•• 926-)0. A parod,. ot an ode
S~acu•••
11ne 962.

a4x,~.

line 922.

Mi~WY:

or

A tamous soothsayer

to 81mon1dea ot Ceos, a lyPlc
Pindar on Hlero, Tyrant ot

or

Heleon in Boeotia.

A tamous mathematIcian, astronomer and engineer.
The joke about hi. being kno~ 1n Hellaa and Colonua 1.
comparable to oUX' saying ".famous 1n Hew York and Gopher
Gulch, Arizona." Perhaps 80l1le work or statue ot 1'1eton
waa 1n Colonua.

Ifl,:1

I''II
1 'I
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l1ne 1009. _Ai')' I An even molte famous mathematician and philosoph-

er.

8"

AGxe6G;~o"l ~ev~Aa~oOv~a,: Spartans were known
to drive 8tpang.~8 out of their land 1n a bod,., and bad

11nes 1012-13.

generally the reputation or being inhospitable.
l1ne 1021.

%apaGVG~(x)GAAO"

Last king of A.syrla, ramOU8 tor de.
baueher7 and effeminacy.

llne 1026. iUpV'X~'1 A Persian aatrap. The joke ia hitting at
Athenlan at&tesmen's proclivity tor collusion with the

'enlana.
line 1011. Alay&pcu An athelat 8a1d. to: have thl"own oontempt upon
the national religious £e.tivala, especIally the Eleu8inian m78te~1.8. Ltnk1ng ht. with others ot ~uplvvoov
1:e6vTpt6-fwv lIa, be a dig at the Athenian .foar ot anTOn.
who might rob them or their precious democrac7.
11ne 1104. ',\"&(c!vOpou: An allusion to the tamous choioe of Parls
(commonly oalled Alexander) which supposedly was the
spark which touched ott, the Trojan Wa~.

11ne 1121. 'AA.el&v aV'~YI An allusion to the river Alpbeua, identified wlth tne Ol,mplc Games which were held in Ella
on ita 'bank••
11ne 1126. npo'£v(On~ &&o~xaoed" A vell known bltaggart. here repre.ented as trom an imaginary dame hC.O~lld.'Cl v--to
vaunt, boaat); "Proxenldea the Eoastonlan" (Merry, p.~
l1ne 1128. OOUPlO': equals Oouptlo,--wooden.
i8 no doubt to the Trojan Horse.
line

1147.

Here the re1"erence

~{

• • • tpYQoG(a~oJI An allusion to the proverb. with
the orig1nal xerpe'--"handa" changed to "reet. 1t "What
teat 1s tpere beyond the reach ot 1".et?" (MacGregor, p.

53).
11n•• 1190-98. The metre and language ot thls chorus i8 modelled

',',1,1

'Ii,'

A.LLUSIOHS
on the :torm ot' the Tragic ChOru.8.
notea.

14b
Ct'. i'1erry. p. 62

ot

line 1204. "Ipl' "CGxefcu A phrase tound otten 1n Horner, where ~eU8
aenda hi. measenSer off on an errand. So, 1n I11ad VII
,399; XI, 186, XV, 1.$8 J XXIV, l44.
11ne 12)2. ~QAoo~uyerY • • • ~oxdpu,': An echo or ~~lp1d.8, Fra~.
Plelsth. $: ~~Aoo~y,r "', Ou'~OY~Y ix# eoxdpal'.

11ne 1238. {, ~t, ~,: Onee aga1n 1n the veln of h1gh traged7.
11ne 1242.

A'XU~V{4"
~oA(lf'l An allus10n to the Llc1mn1u8 01'
ripld.s, nov lost, 1n vhloh the hero waa struok by
lightnlng_

~~

l1ne 1244. 'XO"CEPa. AUOOY t} +pdyt.u Linea taken trom tbe Aleeat1! ot
jj.wip1de., 676.

line 1241.

~'A4ep. ~lv (l~"'oO xul 60~ou' '~.,&vo,: A quotatlon
from the lI10M ot Aeschylus, according to Merr7 (p.

65

ot notea) and F1tts (p. 174).
11ne 1282. tOWxpd",oovI A J1be at the absent-m1nded, atmple-11v1ng
and "queer" phl10soph.er. It 18 the swne type 01" word
a. tAo.xwvo~vouv ... -Spartophl1e, in the 11ne above.
linea 1293-97. K!vl~.~, 'o.OUYT{~, •• lOxAi,&, 8,oyiv£" Auxodpy~,
etc.: vell known pev80ns whose suitabIlIty ror being
thus nioknamed can oull be conjectured.
11ne. 1337-39. The •• lines, the Sohollaat note., are oop1ed trom
the lo.t Oinamaos or Sophocles.
llne 1369. ~4~l 6pdx~ • • • a An allusion to the manl expedItions
8ent in ~ecent years by Athens to tight the northern
atatea.
linea 1371,

rr. E.v~l~: A dlth7l'ambl0 poet of unsavory reputation. Hia opening lin.s are those of a 10V8 poem ot
Anacreon.

ALLUSIONS
line 1406.

At~po.'Onl

An Athenian

or

extreme11 11ght bul1d.

11nes 1410-11. OPV10",ete.: A parody on Alcaaus: OPV10"
oro' 'xe~vw y4' ~.& ~&PP4~WV • • •

11ne 1420.

II

~(Vt'

Oer. Prom the MIr!ldons ot Ae.ch71us, accordIng to the Scho11aat.

n~£~v ~~epwY

l1ne 1421. ntAA~V~s A town 1n Acbala famous tor ~. manuraotu.e
woolen cloaks.

0

line 1475. ncr.\vup.o' I Anothex- peterence to the coward and 1nt'o",e
mentioned above (line. 289-90). Here the t'1gure ot' a
tpee rlcb 1n summ.er (when lntormera t 1'••• were ea.,. to
come by) but "sbedding It.~ah1e1d8" in ~l. Winter, is
a scatter-ahot blast at him. Fitt. (p.171) hold. that
the later pasaage dealing with Ore8te. 18 alao a1med a
Cleonymu8, by oomparlng the tvo.
11ne 1491. 'Opc~nJ Here the notorious rootpad 18 linked up with
the legend that if one were to meet Oresto., son of
Agamemnon, at night, he would tind hla right slde para
ly.ed. It one were to meet the Athenian Or•• t8. at
night, the aame thing migbt happen, and his cloak woul
disappear to boot.

line 1$19. 6e oilo ll op{O"J One day out of the .five apent celebrati
this f.stival in hono~ or Dem.te~ was a raat da7.
11ne 1$49. T{~vl A ~ecluse and miaanthroplst or Athens. Here
Prometheu8 1s 11kened to him 1n his hatred or his rellow beings. the goda.

-

line

1552.

O(~ov: In the Panatbenaic Festlval there were attend-

ant maidens who
stools.
line

1553.

ca~rled

paraaols and ceremonial foot-

Jx,d~oo.v: The Shadowr.et, a tabled people ot L7bla vb
used their large r.et as parasols. ~lls whole passage
parodies the eleventh book of the Odle.ez_

ALLUSIONS and Z&S'f

lin.

lSSb. fIe (oevopo<; , The ke1 .rlgUJ.'le 1n the establishment 01'" the
l'Ule or the 400 at Athena, a.nd a pJ'Ov6rbial coward.

line 1639. yuvcu x.l., ~111'. Bere. Sov••elsnt7' rerl11n18cent
or Trojan W8l" r ....

or

Helen

line 1650. ~ou, v~ou': Solon'. Lawa, later (1661) quoted.
line 1652.

ix.

tlv~1 Alomeno. daughter

or ElectJ7Qn, king ot M•• -

a.ne.
11ne

1694. "\lGfen t

'fbI. 18 to beunderatood not a8 the southern
promonto~ ot Cbloa, but &8 the fictIonal Pastd.noe ot
1n1"ormera (del"1 vad tram the legal action .known as ffClo-

,(--an accuaation.)

l1ne 1695. 1A •••Opa, The water-clock whloh ttm.d the apeaker. 1n
tbe Athenian law court••
line 1696. 'yy~~oru~opwv. A parod7 on X"POY&~&P"--th. oralnU,. tel'll tor men 1n th18 vale of teua.
line 1701. rOPy(ul, _lA,_.ol. TJpea oalle4 after two ramoua ~h.
torioiana Who made a livIng from thel~ sophistl0 .p•• ~
ea.

11ne 1163. 4l..a.i..Cl( I The Athen1an battle-oP7. guapanteec.t to make the
grand exodus • spIrited and 00187 apectacle.
ZES~

lIne. 123-4. Epap •• 1'1£11:& ~e(~ 1:Qv 1C.pClVClWV

tT}1;tr, ..&>..tV;

Bu. ~£l~ ~Iv ouOev, .poo~'puv

01 v¥v.

Thl. 18 a good example or a ..ooth anawe. to an embarraaaing
queation. "Yeu want a greater town than Rugged Scr••• 1"
"10, one tbat bette. With OUP t1J)e ~••• "

ZEST

l1n•• 133-4. Bu. xu. ~~G~C aAA~ ~Ol~'·

y'

IAa~"

~4V

'yw

0& ~~, ~~ ~O, ~&~,
~pd~~w xuxQ'.

et

The revereal ot l1re's ordlnar, s1tuat1on 18 etrected ha..e with
complete abandon. "Don't diaappoint me, please, or 8 •• JOU
staY' at horoe likewise, when troubles come M'1 vay .. "
11ne 1'71. Epopa. v~

At. 4";01\4000lJ.(1& 'fa 0',

c ( 0 l a.cnp".~OOIJ.(U •

The Roopoeta complaint, coming &8 a 8UPprlae when our attention
1 • .fIxed on determining the rea80n tor Pe1 the taerus, directlon., is startling and rid1culoua. "'So obvlously, Its dialocation w111 be good tor me. ft
l1n.s 442-). Pel. ~~' 6px(~eO#rAXelY:~~# 6pd~'te,v • • •

eho. 06 'tl

~ou ~6y; 0604~'.

The Sohollaat adda here, arter 'e1thetaeru.- 11no: Oelxvu' ~&y
npwk~Av. (~~~o,,-oo-~ua, baokside; 6pv~~~- ••nau cbscoeno
11ke Lat1n t'od.1"e.J 'rhe vulgarity--accompan1ed. by a gesture
aom.. .a a surpl'l.. and draws .. laugb.. .. All b1 tlng to be
b&Z7ed. low hItt1ng, gouging---. ft "No? (pointing) Ob that's
too hard. a.ru••d." "Jo, .7ea--Itt. tho.e I want to guard."
lIne 959, tf. That thi. episode at1ll reta1n. Ita comedy 1. proven
by the popularity or a oontemporapy nightalub entertainer who
recently recorded one of hi. act. called "It'. 1n the Book."
Idea and technique bear startling resemblances to its 5th
oentUJ"7 B.C. counterpart.

IRon
line. 362-). Ell. , a~Cl~' c~ y' lYcOpel o.6",~ lUll o~pa.~T)y'xQ'·
\l1U~Po.xov",( ' " ' aU y' ~T) Nudav ~Clr' ~T)xa.\la.n;.

MaoGregor: "Itt. a notion marks you master or the m1l1tary art.
At ingenious devlcea 1Qu'd eive Nlclaa a atal"t."

1.$0

IROllY

line 1011. Pel. lOs' ch,-1j
'tf)t;

fPl'Aw 0'

lyw. xd.v.o, tu8o,""cvoC;;

U'ftG.tcOX.{YSl

o()ou.

Rogers: "You know I love you,

f~eton.

Take my advice and s11p

away unnoticed."
line. 1026-7. Pei. ~OUASl O~u ~Av ~,oe&v AB~V ~~ xpdy~~' ~xe,v,
~AA'

411:. iycu ;

Rogers l "Come now, vill you t ah.

yOUI'

pay and go t you gonG 1n

peace ?"

line.

1405-7. That th1s question or Peltbetaorus t

18 Ironic 1s
made evident by Cin•• ias' reply: "youtre jeering me •• ~

Rogers: "0 the Jol11 trade yOU t V6 got\"

Rogerst "You'll 8UM/'2!lon them more cleverly, I suppose, to the
tune or winga ,,,

APPEBDIX III
SO~Ht

OPINIONS ON THE f40TIVATION
OF AnIS'rOPHANES' COMlIDY

A. waa indicated on p. 121, note 1, the whole subject

or

the

motivation ot Aristophan8a t comedies haa been much discussed.

Some aCholars aee politioal rerorm and civic moral reconstruction
aa Arlatop.b.ane.. prim. purpo...

Among the •• are SHvarn, K6ohly.

Bineaut, and Ranke (u 01 ted in Herr,.. APlato;ehane., !!!!. Bkd••
pp. 14. 17), aa well .s lullivan. Harman, and others.

Some, on

the other hand, claim that it is eaa,. to overemphaai.e such didactic tactora a8 PX*1nulJt1 at the expen.e or the real, 11bel'al end

or

the comedies. fun rrom any and every aouroe.

Holding the tlrst opinion, 56vern interprets Heaven (Ol,mpua)
aa the Feloponnese, the birds .s the Athenians who will starve
them out, etc.

E. G. Harman ayers that "to seek a political mean-

lng in the Bl£d8, far tram belng 'tar-retched' • • • i& the most
natural course to take."

His own InvestIgations into this mean-

lng are detailed and so very involved as to confound, not clariry,

151

152

the allegorical vaguen88a of the play.l

14'01"

example, "Arlstoph.-

an.a May have had no .erioue intention of advocating among hi.
own r.rlends, who would have alao been thoae of Alclbladea, tne
despe~at.

(,J

expedient of us1ng the f188t In Slcl1, tor holdIng up

the demooracy at Athena, and oompel~1n& them tnereb, to do

justice to the Conservat1ve Party, whom they had dr1ven by per.e-

cution through the popular law oourts into dissatistaction."
Nevertheless, this "represented his

real

po11tical aspl1"atlona. n2

Such subtle and hlghl,--re.flned concepts, he readily admits, were
"not .elzed by a Greek aUdIence," but only by "the author's pcllt

On the other aIde, MacGregor, while

ad~ltt1ng

that Aristoph-

&nee dId some political axe-grinding, remarks, "But Ariatophanea
waa, after all, a comlo poet and many ot hi. statement. are not
intended to be serlous. n4
It 18 perhaps signifIcant that Sullivan, though abundant17

l!!l!, Blrds .2.!. Ariatophanes Considered in Relat10n to Athen(London. 1920), p. 89.

!!n Politics

2~., p • 101.

.3Ibid., p. 91.

41>1ac01"e

•

153
exemplltylng Ar18tophanes' politlcal purposes from hls other
plays, makes no reference to the Birds.

Pos81bly the Arlatoph-

anes Sullivan aee8 ("A satirist, a thinker, a

r8ro~ler,

or ancien

Greece who fearlessly raced the very problems that we must face
and solve today"S) restrained, trom wearlness, wariness or aesthe
tic considerations, hls polItical. ardor in this play ot "escape."
Gllbert Norwood, w1th customary directness and sound jUdgment,
say.:

The one "dl.f.fioulty" that can be said to arlse bas been Imposed on tne poet from without wantonly. Why dld ho write
the pla,? or what 1s he satlriaing? • • • Modern soholars
otten .. eert that he i8 sat1rlzing the boundless schanee or
conquest that now excited Athena. • • • That Arlatopbane.
meant to rldlcule these imperlal dreams there is no abred ot
proot; • • • In tne Birds his purpose, tor an70ne not oDseaa.d b7 research-mongering, ls almoat too obvious to state:
It was the working out ot a glorious comic tancy •• • "b
For more discussion ot theae eame points, canter, among many
others, the tollowing books

O~

artlcloSI

A. W., ttAri8tophanes a.."ld Politlca," Classioal Review
LII (1938), 97-109.

GOM'ne,

SP. A~ Sullivan, "Aristophanes the Rerorme~," Classical Bulletin XXII (l946) I 70-71.
................................... 6

Norwood, Greek Comed3, p.

241.

154
Sheppard, J. T., "Politics in the Frogs," Journal ot Hellenic
Studies 1910, 249-259.
-Murray, Gilbert, Arlstophanes

~

1a! ~

Partl (London, 1919).
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